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Notes to Readers:
The Use of Gender Inclusive Language
In an effort to be inclusive of workers of all genders, including women, men and nonbinary/gender diverse persons, this Resource Guide has been updated using gender neutral
and gender inclusive language. This means that even when we’re referring to just one individual
worker, we use the terms “they” and “them” to be inclusive of workers of all genders. For
readers who may be unfamiliar with this practice, it may feel like we’re using ‘plural’ terms to
refer to ‘singular’ situations, but it is a long-standing and accepted practice in the English
language to use “they” and “them” for groups of people or for individual people.

The Use of the Word “Accident”
Readers may notice that when we use the word “accident” in this guide, we put it in quotations.
Why do we do this? We do this because the labour movement generally does not like to use the
term “accident” to describe workplace injuries. The term “accident” can make workplace injuries
sound like they were unavoidable or an unfortunate act of fate. We know that this is not the
case. We know that workplace injuries can be avoided with good workplace health and safety
programs. “Accidents” are avoidable and there is no good reason for workers to ever get hurt on
the job. Therefore, unions prefer to talk about workplace injuries, rather than “accidents.”
However, in the context of the workers compensation system, the term “accident” has a very
specific and particular meaning in The Workers Compensation Act and in WCB policies, which
requires us to use the word “accident” frequently. For this reason, we write “accident” in
quotations in order to make it clear that we’re using the word in its WCB context (and so no one
gets the impression that we think workplace “accidents” are par for the course). The WCB
definition of an “accident” is explained in Chapter 5.

References / Hyperlinks to Legislation and Policies
Throughout this guide, we have included many references to specific sections of The Workers
Compensation Act (The Act) and to different WCB policies so that readers can more easily find
out more information about specific topics of interest. References to The Act generally appear in
square brackets, such as the following reference to the Section 18, Sub-section 1 of The Act,
which outlines the requirement for employers report all workplace “accidents” within 5 business
days: [18 (1)]. (How the read The Act is explain in more detail in Chapter 3. References to WCB
policies are hyperlinked to the policies themselves so that advocates can read the full policy in
detail, such as the following policy on Medical Aid & Rehabilitation [Policy 44.120.10]. To
access hyperlinks in the guide, please hold down the Ctrl button and click on the blue
links provided.
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Introduction: A Guide for Worker
Advocates
Workers compensation is an important part of Manitoba’s workplace health and safety
infrastructure. As unions and labour activists we strive to keep all workers safe and healthy at
work, through strong injury prevention programs, tough health and safety laws, and rigorous
enforcement. When injuries and illnesses do take place, workers compensation is intended to
support workers in their recovery and help them return to good health and get them safely back
to work and to all the other important aspects of their lives.
The workers compensation system is complex and the process for reporting injuries and making
WCB claims or filing appeals can be challenging, and, sometimes, overwhelming for workers to
navigate on their own, resulting in added stress for workers who are already dealing with the
hardship of a workplace injury or illness.
The Manitoba Federation of Labour’s WCB Resource Guide on Workers Compensation is
intended to assist union activists acting as worker advocates to provide support and assistance
to members who have suffered a workplace injury or illness and require help in navigating the
workers compensation system so they can get the help they need and are entitled to. The Guide
seeks to build-up your knowledge of how and why Manitoba’s workers compensation system
functions the way it does and provide you with strategic advice on how you can best assist
workers to manage their WCB claims and recovery process. The Guide also provides
background on many of the technical and legal aspects of the workers compensation system
and processes, as well as tips for being an effective WCB worker advocate.
In your work as a WCB worker advocate, you may find yourself providing support and advice
about reporting injuries or illnesses, making a WCB claim, interpreting WCB decisions, filing
appeals, assisting with Medical Review Panels, or connecting a worker with the government’s
Worker Advisor Office for more specialized advice about WCB.
The Guide is quite long, and we recommend that you not attempt to read it all at once. It also
deals with many complex and technical issues, and you may find yourself needing to read and
re-read different sections a few times over in order to understand more fully. Your
understanding will also improve with “doing”, as you get more hands-on experience as a WCB
worker advocate. Don’t get discouraged: workers compensation is a tough subject, and building
understanding and expertise takes time. And remember, you can always refer to the Table of
Contents to find information about specific topics as they come up in your advocacy work.
In supporting workers and fellow union members with their workers compensation claims, you
are adding to the rich tradition of union advocacy and helping to ensure that workers receive the
recovery support and compensation they need and are entitled to.
The Guide was most recently updated in 2021/2022 and reflects the legislation, regulations,
policies, and practices in effect as of January 1, 2022.
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Chapter 1: The History of Workers
Compensation
This chapter provides a brief history of the origins of the workers compensation system,
including:
•
•
•

How injured workers dealt with workplace injuries before workers compensation.
How the Industrial Revolution shaped the development of early workers compensation.
The rise of the modern WCB system.

The main ideas in this section include:
•
•

The underlying “Meredith” principles of workers compensation.
The “compromise” between worker interests and employer interests that underscores
modern workers compensation.

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION AND WORKERS
COMPENSATION
The history of workers compensation began with the Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth
century, and its widespread unsafe and unhealthy working conditions. The new steam-powered
ships and trains made it possible to move goods around the world quickly and cheaply. Steampowered factories could mass-produce goods that were once made by craft workers in their
homes. New corporations arose, employing thousands of people in a single plant. The days
when a large workshop employed only six or seven people were over. Work had become far
more dangerous, as tools and equipment had become far more powerful, and workers had far
less control over their work processes.
At the same time, the relationship between employer and employee changed dramatically as
well. Prior to the Industrial Revolution, an employer was generally seen as a master who had a
long-term responsibility for the well-being of their workers. The employer was expected to care
for workers if they became ill or were injured. These ties of ‘responsibility’ were broken by the
Industrial Revolution. While some employers continued to provide for injured workers, others
simply came to hold the view that they had no responsibility for a worker who been injured on
the job. This meant that an injured worker had no other recourse but to turn to the courts for
compensation for a workplace injury.
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INJURED WORKERS AND THE COURTS (BEFORE WCB)
Injured workers began suing their employers for negligence in the early nineteenth century, but
the process was very difficult and, in many ways, “rigged” against workers. For both parties –
workers and employers – going to court was a very adversarial process and presented a lot of
uncertainty and risk.
While it was not uncommon for people who had been injured by other people’s equipment
outside of work to successfully sue the owner of the equipment if they could prove the owner
had been negligent - for example, a train passenger who was injured in a train wreck suing the
railway company - when it came to injured workers suing their employers for workplace injuries,
there were additional barriers.
The courts ruled that when workers sued their employer for negligence, the employer could
make use of three special “common law defences,” even when the employer had been proven
negligent:

i.
ii.
iii.

Contributory negligence - if an employer could demonstrate that the injured worker had,
through some negligence of their own, contributed to the accident, then the case would
be thrown out of court.
The negligence of a fellow worker - if a co-worker had contributed to or caused the
accident, the case would similarly be thrown out.
The voluntary assumption of risk - this employer defence argued that workers were aware
of the dangers of the job, and therefore had agreed to assume the risks that came along
with work, so employers should not be held responsible.

So, unlike when an injured passenger sued a railway company for an injury sustained in train
wreck, an injured railway worker would not only have to prove that the accident was due to
employer negligence, but also defend against any or all of the three employer “common law”
defenses. This was not easy to do. If the employer could prove that the worker had contributed
to the accident, that a co-worker had been negligent, or that it was well known that rail work was
dangerous and therefore the worker had accepted the risk by accepting the job, the case would
be decided in the employer’s favour. Because of these rules, very few injured workers were able
to win lawsuits against their employers.
The “logic” of the common law defences was based on the view that workers should be held
responsible for the consequences of their voluntary actions, based on a flawed view of work as
being “voluntary.” If workers entered a contract, they must be held responsible for all the risks
that could reasonably be foreseen. It was also argued by employers that the common law rules
encouraged workers to be more careful and to make sure that their co-workers were careful as
well.
The challenges associated with suing employers were further complicated by the fact that most
injured workers could not afford to hire a lawyer to make their case in court. Lawsuits could also
drag on for years. Finally, some injured workers were reluctant to engage in an adversarial court
process in the hopes of regaining work with the same employer once their injury had healed. As
a result of these factors, workers were less likely to sue employers.
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When Manitoba began to industrialize in the 1880s, Manitoba courts widely accepted the
common law defenses. Manitoba court records are full of examples of judges using the three
defences to strike down workers’ applications for compensation for workplace injuries.
While the laws of the day clearly favoured employers over injured workers, there were
nevertheless costs and uncertainty for employers in the court process as well. If an injured
worker were to win a claim for compensation, it could be very costly for the employer, and even
threaten the viability of continuing their business. Later, as modern workers compensation was
developed, employers would see value in more predictable costs and less uncertainty.

WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION FOR INJURY ACTS
Over time, the common law defences grew increasingly unpopular. So much so that it became
not uncommon for juries to ignore the instructions they received from judges on the three
defences and award workers damages. When this happened, appeal court judges would
generally overturn the original jury decision. In doing so, one Manitoba judge said:
The tendency of juries to give damages to plaintiffs in such cases is so great that I
cannot but think that they are frequently influenced to do so by sympathy irrespective of
the evidence or the weight of evidence. The practical result of trying such cases by jury
is to make employers insurers of their employees’ safety, a liability which the law of
master and servant does not impose. (MacIntyre v. Holiday, Manitoba Court of Appeal,
1909)
Slowly, society began to impose that duty on employers. In 1894, the Manitoba government
passed a Workmen’s Compensation for Injury Act. However, this was still different than the
workers compensation system of today.
This Act placed restrictions on the use of the common law defences. This was an improvement,
but from an injured worker’s perspective, the law still had a number of serious drawbacks:
•
•
•
•
•

It placed a limit on the amount of money that could be awarded to the injured worker.
The worker still had to take the employer to court.
The worker still had to prove negligence — if the accident occurred as a part of the
“normal” course of events, there was no compensation.
Many workers were not covered including, for example, workers in the retail trade.
There was no guarantee that a worker would receive compensation even if they won the
case. An employer might declare bankruptcy or leave the province. Alternatively, if the
employer were insured, the insurance company would fight the ruling through every level
of appeal. After legal bills had been paid, the worker would be left with nothing.

Employers were also dissatisfied with aspects of this system. Many of them took out insurance
to protect themselves from lawsuits. They complained that the insurance rates were too high
and wanted to find a way to reduce this cost.
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THE RISE OF THE MODERN WCB SYSTEM
The modern workers compensation system was created in the period from 1900 to 1920 in
response to pressure from workers and citizens who believed that the common law rules and
The Workmen’s Compensation for Injuries Act approach was inadequate and unfair. It also
received some support from certain employers who wanted a compensation system that made
less use of the courts and had more predictable results. There were five major questions that
this new compensation system would have to address:
•

•
•
•
•

Would it be necessary to prove negligence? Workers had found that even when the
employer could not use the common law defences, it was not easy to prove that
employer negligence was responsible for the worker’s injury. In addition, a court system
based on proving negligence was inherently expensive and adversarial.
Who would pay the injured worker? Should a special workers compensation fund be
established, and should it be funded by employers alone, by workers and employers, or
by all taxpayers by way of government funding?
What guarantee of compensation would a worker have if the employer was not insured
or went out of business?
Who would operate the system? Should it be left to the workers and employers, or
should the government run it, or should it be left to the courts?
Was there a role for the courts in workers compensation? Employers and workers had
come to see the courts as expensive, time consuming, and overly adversarial.

It was becoming clear that the courts would play only a minor role in a new compensation
system. Employers saw that there was a risk that the law would be changed to allow workers a
greater chance to win their court cases. This could lead the way to some workers winning very
large settlements. Workers and unions could see this opportunity as well. At the same time, they
realized that as long as workers had to sue to get compensation, many workers would not
receive compensation and other workers would have to wait years before they saw any money
at all.
The modern workers compensation system was a compromise between employers and workers
around these issues.
In Canada, an Ontario judge, Sir William Meredith, created the compromise. In 1910, the
Ontario government asked him to head an inquiry into workers compensation. After four years
of investigation, Meredith recommended a new compensation system. It would be based on the
following five principles, which addressed the five major questions outlined above:
1. No fault coverage: If workers were injured while at work, they would be eligible for nofault compensation. There was no need to sue or prove negligence. In fact, it would no
longer be possible to sue for negligence.
2. Collective liability: Employers would be collectively responsible for the cost of workers
compensation. In practice, this usually meant that employers paid a certain percentage of
payroll into a central compensation fund.
3. Guaranteed benefits: Workers would receive set compensation from this central fund,
even if an employer went out of business.
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4. Independent administration: workers compensation would be run by a board that was
created by government but operated independently of government.
5. Exclusive jurisdiction: With only a few exceptions, decisions of a Workers
Compensation Board would not be appealable to the courts.
These “Meredith” principles are the foundation of what’s become known as the “historic
compromise” in workers compensation. Workers gave up the right to sue, and in exchange, they
received a guarantee that workers injured on the job would receive compensation. Employers
agreed to compensate all injured workers in exchange for ridding themselves of the threat of a
costly and uncertain lawsuit.
While the system was built as a compromise, it should also be recognized that it vastly
improved the position of injured workers. The Ontario government passed The Workmen’s
Compensation Act based on these principles. The Manitoba government adopted most of these
principles in an Act that came into effect in 1917.
The newly created Workmen’s Compensation Board administered the compensation of workers
covered by the new legislation. Compensation was set at 55 per cent of a worker’s income and
was paid regardless of negligence. It could only be denied in cases where:
•
•

The disability lasted less than six consecutive working days.
The accident was attributable solely to the worker’s serious and willful misconduct and did
not result in death or serious disablement.

Originally, employers were required to take out private insurance to cover their compensation
costs. However, by 1920 the decision was made to have employers contribute to a fund that
would be administered by the Compensation Board.
Firms were grouped into categories and charged differing premiums based on their accident
rate. At the same time, the rate of compensation was increased to 66.66 per cent of the
employee’s income.
From 1917 - 2005, the legislation used an inclusionary coverage model, meaning that it was
mandatory for industries listed in the legislation’s Schedule to register for coverage and pay
WCB premiums. Employers not identified in the Schedule to The Act did not require coverage
and were considered non-compulsory. They had the option of applying for coverage for
themselves and their workers on a voluntary basis.
Workers injured at work who were not under the jurisdiction of the newly created compensation
board would have to take their employer to court. However, the employer’s defenses of common
employment and assumed risk were removed, while contributory negligence was only a reason
for reducing, rather than denying, the award.
Starting in 2006, the WCB changed to an exclusionary coverage model1 for all employers,
industries and workers in Manitoba. Exclusionary coverage means that coverage is mandatory
unless specifically excluded by the legislation.

1

Exclusionary Coverage https://www.wcb.mb.ca/does-my-business-need-coverage
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The creation of the modern WCB system has not brought an end to debate around workers
compensation issues. There continues to be much discussion and disagreement about the
adequacy of WCB law, regulations, policies and procedures, as well as key questions such as
appropriate compensation levels, which workers should be covered, the treatment of
occupational diseases and psychological injuries, which services should be provided to assist
workers with their healing and rehabilitation, and how to ensure workers’ rights are upheld in
areas such as selecting their own health care providers, and returning to work safely after an
injury.
Since 1917, WCB legislation has been updated many times to expand the definition of “worker”
and extend coverage to more types of work-related illness and injuries. Pressure from workers
and unions (and, in some cases, the health care community) to expand coverage and improve
services has been met with counter-pressure from employers to control costs.
The WCB operates as an insurance system, which is paid for entirely by employers (despite
being a provincial entity, the Government of Manitoba does not contribute any funds to the
operation of the WCB). The WCB charges every individual employer in the system a specific
“assessment fee” based on several factors, including the employer’s history of workplace injury
claims. This fee structure, known as “experience rating,” creates a number of serious problems
for workers, which are discussed in Chapter 8.
In an effort to minimize their financial contributions to the system, employers consistently lobby
to keep costs down and often resist WCB improvements that would better support injured
workers. This is one of the main reasons that workers can find themselves in need of a
knowledgeable worker advocate, like you, to help them with their WCB claim.
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Chapter 2: Key Players in Workers
Compensation
Note: a number of headings in this chapter include reference numbers. These numbers refer to
sections of The Workers Compensation Act and Regulations. In the next chapter, we will explain
in more detail how to use these reference numbers.

The Workers Compensation Board (WCB) is a provincial entity, created by the Manitoba
government. The purpose, roles, and responsibilities of the WCB are outlined in legislation, in a
law called The Workers Compensation Act (The Act). Unfortunately, The Act is very long and
very technical, making it difficult to use. As part of this Resource Guide, we provide links to
certain important parts of The Act to make your job easier. Don’t worry, you don’t need to be an
expert on the Act in order to be an effective worker advocate.
In keeping with the original principles of workers compensation (outlined in Chapter 1), the WCB
is meant to operate independently of government, or, at least to operate at what is often called
“arm’s length” from government. In other words, the government lays down the basic rules for
the operation of the workers compensation system in legislation and appoints the Board of
Directors. However, neither the government nor the Board of Directors gets involved with
individual claims or day-to-day operations.
The WCB is accountable to its Board of Directors and to a member of the Manitoba government
cabinet (the government minister responsible for the WCB) and must make an annual report
available to the public.
Approximately 78% of all workers in Manitoba are covered by WCB (that is to say, they are
eligible for workers compensation in the event of a workplace injury); of those workers who are
not covered, some have access to private workplace insurance plans.
The WCB follows what’s known as an “inquiry model.” This means that the WCB is responsible
for gathering, assessing, and weighing evidence to make its decisions. Although workers and
employers are obligated to help provide information, it is the role of the WCB to seek out
evidence to investigate and adjudicate occupational disease or injury claims. This model drives
how the WCB is organized and operates.
This chapter provides an outline of how the WCB is structured, including its key departments
and their roles and responsibilities. We will also highlight some other organizations working in
the field of workers compensation that may be of assistance to worker advocates. This chapter
examines:
•
•
•

Key players / different levels within the WCB (internal organization)
The external WCB Appeal Commission
External resources that may assist worker advocates with WCB claims / appeals.
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1. THE STRUCTURE OF THE WCB
A) Workers Compensation Board of Directors
The Board of Directors of the WCB has responsibility for the overall governance, strategic
direction, and policy of the WCB. The Manitoba government appoints ten people to the Board,
including:
• A Chairperson.
• Three representatives of workers, who are nominated by the Manitoba Federation of
Labour.
• Three representatives of employers, who are nominated by the Manitoba Employers
Council.
• Three representatives appointed by government to represent the public interest.
Board members are generally appointed for a term of up to four (4) years at a time and can be
renewed for additional terms. Typically, Board members are not renewed beyond a term of ten
(10) years in total.
The Board of Directors hires the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) who oversees the management
of the WCB. The CEO also sits as part of the Board of Directors, but only has voice, and no
vote.
Like most Boards of Directors, the WCB Board of Directors has a number of standing
committees through which it conducts work:
•
•
•
•
•

The Policy, Planning, Governance and Service Committee.
The Audit Committee.
The Investment Committee.
The Finance Committee.
The Prevention Committee.

B) WCB Adjudicators
All WCB applications are first read and assessed by a Claims Adjudicator. This is called the
initial adjudication process. The Claims Adjudicator’s role is to inquire into the cause and
impact of a workplace injury or occupational disease, make sure all the necessary information
has been filed, and then make a decision on claim acceptance/denial and entitlement to benefits
(such as wage loss benefits, medical aid, etc.). This will involve reviewing statements from the
worker and employer as well as a review of the worker’s medical information. In many cases
Claims Adjudicators also consult with WCB Healthcare Consultants (see below), whose
opinions are often determining.
When a file is accepted, the Adjudicator continues to administer the claim and oversee benefit
entitlement, medical treatment, and return-to-work. They will manage claims up to a period of 12
weeks (known as “short term claims”) and will review any new medical information to make sure
the worker continues to qualify and receives the benefits to which they are entitled. (Longerterm claims are forwarded to Case Managers – see below).
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In instances where a claim is initially denied by a Claims Adjudicator, but new medical evidence
comes to light supporting the claim, an injured worker or their advocate can return to the
Adjudicator and request a new review and decision.
Claims Adjudicators are the first and most common point on contact for most claims. When
problems arise, it is often easiest to have them solved at the adjudication level, rather than at
higher levels (however, higher levels are required in many cases too).

C) WCB Case Managers
Case Managers are a second level of claim management who focus on files that involve injuries
that last longer than twelve (12) weeks (known as long term claims). When an injury is severe,
an adjudicator can move a claim directly to a Case Manager. Case Managers will then be
responsible for overseeing the management of the claim, including decisions on entitlement to
wage loss benefits, medical aid, and all other benefits and allowances. The Case Manager is
also responsible for monitoring return-to-work programs and deciding whether or not to involve
vocational rehabilitation. Like Adjudicators, Case Managers often engage and rely heavily on
WCB Healthcare Consultants in making their determination.

D) Review Officers
In cases where injured workers disagree with decisions made by Adjudicators or by Case
Managers, they can appeal to the WCB Review Office. The Review Office is the first official
level of appeal. It is also an entirely internal appeal process, meaning that the Review Office is
housed within the WCB itself. Review Officers are senior staff at the WCB responsible for
making decisions on claim appeals. Workers and worker advocates wanting to pursue an
appeal of their claim must appeal to the WCB Review Office prior to being allowed to appeal to
the external WCB Appeal Commission (more below).

E) Vocational Rehabilitation Counsellors/Employment Counsellors
Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment Counsellors are responsible for assisting workers
with return-to-work plans, employment services, and retraining.

F) Compliance Services
Compliance Services investigate issues related to employers or workers not following WCB
rules or program abuse.
For example, Compliance Services investigates issues such as:
•
•
•
•

Double-billing or over-billing by a health care provider
Failing to notify the WCB of a worker’s return-to-work after an injury
Exaggerating the effect of an illness or injury
Forcing a worker to pay for the cost of compensation

Compliance Services also has responsibility for investigating claim suppression, wherein an
employer discourages or prevents a worker from filing an injury claim, and discriminatory action,
wherein an employer punishes or retaliates against a worker for filing a claim. Both of these
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practices are illegal under The Act. They arise from flaws in the WCB rate model, which incent
employers to reduce their costs by reducing WCB claims, rather than incenting a focus on injury
reduction – all of this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
Worker advocates are strongly encouraged to report any instances of claim suppression or
discriminatory action to Compliance Services immediately for follow-up. At the same time,
advocates should be aware that Manitoba’s labour movement continues to be very concerned
that insufficient resources are being dedicated by the WCB into properly investigating and
rooting out claim suppression and discriminatory action and applying penalties against guilty
employers. With this in mind, advocates should be prepared that they may need to be firm and
persistent (while always being polite and professional) in insisting that a thorough investigation
be undertaken by Compliance Services.
Fines issued by Compliance Services can be tracked on the WCB website at:
https://www.wcb.mb.ca/administrative_penalties

G) WCB Healthcare Consultants
WCB Healthcare Consultants are medical professionals who work as consultants for the WCB’s
Health Care Services Unit. They review medical information on WCB claims, perform medical
examinations, and provide opinions in response to specific questions from Adjudicators, Case
Managers, and Review Officers.
Increasingly in recent years, workers have been experiencing difficulties associated with WCB
Healthcare Consultants providing opinions to the WCB that differ from those of workers’ own
doctors. This is especially frustrating and confusing for workers when WCB Healthcare
Consultants give opinions without the benefit of an in-person examination of the injured worker
(i.e., based only on the review of a worker’s paper file). The labour movement has been raising
concerns about this issue and the fact that the WCB does not currently have a formal and
transparent process for resolving differences of opinions between workers’ doctors and WCB
Healthcare Consultants.
Workers and unions have observed that when differences of medical opinion do occur, the WCB
seems to lean toward accepting the advice of its own Healthcare Consultants, over taking
advice from workers’ own doctors. This generally leads to less favourable outcomes for workers
and has generated serious concerns about bias in the system. The labour movement is
continuing to call for a formal, clear and transparent process for resolving differences of opinion
between health care professionals in the WCB system (discussed in more detail in Chapter 8).

H) Fair Practices Office [Policy 21.90]
The Director of the Fair Practices Office is a WCB employee who investigates concerns that
have been raised by workers and employers about WCB policies and practices. The Director is
appointed by the Board of Directors and reports to the Chair of the Governance Committee and
the Chief Executive Officer. The Director has a moral duty of impartiality and, therefore, cannot
act as any individual’s advocate or representative, but only as an advocate for fair practices.
The Director cannot overturn WCB decisions but may make recommendations to WCB
management and Board of Directors.
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The Fair Practices Office does not generally get involved with claims that are going through an
appeal process. This limits the usefulness of the Office for workers trying to resolve their own
specific claims. However, if a worker feels that they have been treated unfairly or disrespectfully
they can submit a complaint to the Fair Practices office for investigation.
For more on the Fair Practices Office, see their website: https://fairpracticesofficemb.ca/.
Or contact them at:
Email: fpo@wcb.mb.ca
Winnipeg phone: (204) 954-4467
Toll free: 1 (855) 954-4321, ext. 4467
333 Broadway Ave, Winnipeg, MB R3C 4W3

I) Medical Review Panels (MRPs)

[Sections 67 (3), (67.4)] [Policy 42.10.70]

An injured worker has a right to request a Medical Review Panel (MRP) if there is a difference of
opinion between the worker’s physician and a WCB Medical Advisor (difference in medical
opinions are very common in WCB claims, though MRPs are very rarely used).2 In order for an
MRP to be established, a difference of option on a medical matter must affect the worker’s
entitlement to compensation or to medical aid benefits (if the difference of medical opinion does
not affect one of these entitlements, then an MRP will not be granted).
A worker seeking an MRP must make their request upfront, before either the Review Office or
the Appeal Commission has made a determination on the worker’s appeal. (i.e., an MRP cannot
be requested after the Appeal Commission has ruled. An MRP is not a way to appeal an
appeal.)
Employers also have the right to request an MRP and must provide a statement of facts and
reasons for doing so.
It is important to understand that MRPs do not make decisions about compensation
entitlements. They simply give medical opinions about a worker’s condition, which can then be
considered by the WCB or Appeal Commission in making their decisions about a worker’s
claim.
The Manitoba government appoints a physician Chairperson responsible for chairing all Medical
Review Panels. The Chairperson sits on the panel along with two other physicians who are
specialists in the medical issue being reviewed. The worker and the employer may each select
one of these physicians, but they must come from a list of specialists provided by the Manitoba
College of Physicians and Surgeons. The worker’s treating physician cannot be a member of
the panel. However, they can participate as an interested party on behalf of their patient.

2

While rarely done, the WCB or the Appeal Commission can call for an MRP for advice, without there
necessarily being any differences in medical opinion.
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When an MRP completes its report, a copy is provided to the WCB, to the worker, and to the
worker's physician.
Decisions affecting compensation or other entitlements made with consideration to an MRP are
subject to the regular appeal process.
Although MRPs remain an option for workers and advocates on paper, in practice, they have
been used very infrequently in recent years. This is at least in part because they tend to be very
long, drawn-out processes, with many limiting criteria, and they deliver outcomes that are not
necessarily binding. Scheduling physicians to sit on an MRP can be lengthy and challenging
process, in and of itself. We strongly recommend that before a worker pursues the option of an
MRP, that they consult with an advocate for an honest discussion about pros and cons.3

2. THE WCB APPEAL COMMISSION
[Sections 60.1(5); 60.2; 60.3; 60.4; 60.5 and Regulation 279/91]
As its name suggests, the WCB Appeal Commission hears appeals on claim decisions made by
the WCB. Both workers and employers have the right to pursue appeals.
In order to ensure its independence, the Appeal Commission operates separately from the
WCB. Appeal Commissioners are appointed by the Manitoba Government, with nominees
submitted by the Manitoba Federation of Labour (MFL) and the Manitoba Employers Council
(MEC).
Each appeal is heard by a group of three commissioners who, together, are referred to as a
panel. In each panel there is one worker representative, one employer representative, and one
public interest representative.
While the Appeal Commission is considered separate and independent from the WCB, its
decision-making must be consistent and compliant with The Workers Compensation Act (The
Act), WCB Regulations, and WCB policies. That is to say, the Appeal Commission does not
have authority to change existing law or policy; its role is to ensure that existing law and policy
are properly adhered to and followed. In this way, the Appeal Commission functions as a ‘check
and balance’ on how the WCB follows existing laws and policies in its decision on claims.
While the Appeal Commission does not have the authority or ability to stray from existing laws
or policies, it does have the flexibility to disregard or disagree with internal WCB procedures and
guidelines if it deems appropriate.
In certain very specific and rare circumstances, the WCB Board of Directors can overrule an
Appeal Panel decision, in which case a different Appeal Panel will then hear the case (this
process is explained in more detail in Chapter 7). In the vast majority of cases, however, the
WCB does not overturn decisions made by the Appeal Commission.

3

More info on Medical Review Panels can be found
at:https://www.wcb.mb.ca/sites/default/files/resources/FAQ_MedicalReviewPanels.pdf
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As mentioned above, the WCB Appeal Commission will only hear an appeal that has already
gone through the WCB Review Office internal appeal process. Workers and their advocates are
not permitted to secure a hearing at the Appeal Commission without first appealing to the
Review Office.

3. EXTERNAL RESOURCES FOR INJURED WORKERS
In addition to a worker’s union, which may be able to provide assistance through an Advocate
like you, there are other external resources that an injured worker can access to help them
along their WCB path, including:

A) Worker Advisor Office
The Worker Advisor Office (WAO) is an office housed within the provincial government, not
within the WCB itself. The WAO is mandated to provide free advisory services for injured
workers, focused primarily on representing injured workers with WCB appeals. WAO staff will
advise a worker if the decision made by the WCB was within the framework of WCB legislation
and policies. The WAO will advise, assist and, where a reasonable argument can from evidence
in the WCB file, represent injured workers or their dependents. The worker must provide signed
authorization to allow a WAO advisor to investigate their claim. The authorization permits the
advisor to view the entire file, represent the worker in dealings with the WCB, the Appeal
Commission, physicians, and the employer in matters regarding the appeal.
In your role as a worker advocate, there may be cases that you determine are too complex for
you to deal with on your own – in such cases, you may wish to seek support from the Worker
Advisor Office.
Winnipeg
606 - 401 York Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 0P8
Phone: 204-945-5787
Fax: 204-948-2020
Toll free: 1-800-282-8069
Email: wao@gov.mb.ca

Brandon
Room 328-340 9th Street
Brandon, Manitoba R7A 6C2
Phone: 204-945-5787
Fax: 204-948-2020
Toll free: 1-800-282-8069
Email: wao@gov.mb.ca

B) MFL Occupational Health Centre
The MFL Occupational Health Centre (MFL-OHC) is a non-profit community health centre
founded by the MFL in 1982, specializing in occupational health and safety. The MFL-OHC it is
funded by the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority and donations from the Manitoba labour
movement. As such, the services of the centre are free to all Manitobans. The centre provides
personal injury and illness assessments, workplace group services such as hazard
assessments and training, as well education and awareness education on workplace health and
safety rights and issues.
MFL-OHC physicians can provide sick or injured workers with a thorough medical examination,
summary, and opinion for WCB claims and insurance purposes. These services do not take the
place of a family doctor. Physicians will work with the worker’s regular doctor and other
specialists to make sure they are properly cared for. The MFL-OHC’s current Physicians have
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expertise in musculoskeletal issues and well as environmental and chemical occupational
disease. The centre also employs other staff, including occupational health nurses, an
ergonomist, health educator, and resource coordinator.
MFL Occupational Health Centre
167 Sherbrook Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2B7
Phone: 204-949-0811
Fax: 204-956-0848
Email: mflohc@mflohc.mb.ca
Website: http://mflohc.mb.ca/
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Chapter 3: Law and Policy
This Chapter provides a brief introduction to the laws, regulations and policies that govern
workers compensation and which advocates made need to refer to. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

The Workers Compensation Act
The Workers Compensation Regulations
The Workers Compensation Board Policies
WCB Administrative Guidelines
WCB Healthcare Position Statements

Related Acts, regulations and policies are binding on the WCB and the Appeal Commission. If
there are any conflicts between them, The Act takes precedence over regulations, which take
precedence over policy, which takes precedence over guidelines. This means that if there is a
situation where The Act says one thing and a policy says another, it is The Act which is
followed.
Provincial governments in Canada administer workers compensation through provincial
compensation boards like the WCB in Manitoba.
The Workers Compensation Act specifies which provincially regulated industries / workers are
covered by WCB. (Note: federally regulated workers are covered by the WCB under the terms
of a separate Act, The Government Employees Compensation Act4- terms closely mirror those
for provincially regulated workers.)

1. THE WORKERS COMPENSATION ACT
Manitoba’s workers compensation system is guided by The Manitoba Workers Compensation
Act (The Act). This is the Manitoba law that specifies the compensation benefits workers can
receive if they are injured or become sick at work, along with the rules for administering
benefits.5
The Act is typically reviewed every ten years and stakeholders are invited to recommend
changes as part of a formal process called a Legislative Review. Legislative Review
Committees are appointed by government and typically include a neutral chairperson along with
a member representing workers, a member representing employers, and a member
representing the public interest. Recommendations made by a Legislative Review Committee
are then accepted or declined by government – those that are accepted are generally included
in a bill called an Amendment Act, which changes/updates The Act.
The most recent Legislative Review was carried out in 2017 and resulted in the government
passing Bill 18: The Workers Compensation Amendment Act (which received Royal Assent and
4
5

The Government Employees Compensation Act https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/g-5/FullText.html
The full WCB Act is available here: http://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/w200e.php
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took effect on January 1st, 2022).6 While many of the recommended changes from the 2017
Legislative Review Committee were included in Bill 18, there are others that remain outstanding
at this time.
Separate and apart from the Legislative Committee Review process, the provincial government
may also choose to introduce an Amendment Act to make changes to WCB law at any time.
It is important to appreciate that there are different versions of The Act based on when
amendments were passed and came into effect. This is important because an injured worker’s
claim will be adjudicated and managed based on the version of The Act that was in place at the
time when their injury occurred. If an amendment is passed to The Act after a worker’s injury, it
will have no bearing on how the worker’s injury is adjudicated.
As mentioned in earlier Chapters, The Act is very long and very technical, making it difficult to
use. As part of this Resource Guide, we provide links to certain important parts of The Act to
make your job easier. Don’t worry, you don’t need to be an expert on The Act in order to be an
effective worker advocate.

How to Read The Act
Laws are divided into units. These units are in turn subdivided. It may seem complex, but it is
one way to make sure that ideas are dealt with clearly, and helps people find the information
they are looking for.
The following outlines the structure of The Act. Keep in mind when you’re reading The Act that it
refers to the WCB as “the Board.” When The Act refers to “the Board,” it means the entity that
administer workers compensation and is not referring to the entity’s Board of Directors. (In this
Guide, we refer to the entity administering workers compensation as “the WCB,” rather than “the
Board,” in order to avoid confusion with the “Board of Directors.”)
i.

Definitions
The Act starts with definitions of the terms that are used throughout the Act, such as
for terms like “accident,” “employer,” and “worker.”

6

Prior to the changes that came into effect on Date TBD, the last major modernization of The Workers
Compensation Act was in 2005/06, and included many positive changes, including:
• Strengthening prohibition against claim suppression;
• Ensuring a minimum level of wage loss replacement benefits for low-income workers at less than 100%
of the Manitoba minimum wage;
• Removing the cap on insurable earnings;
• Maintaining the calculation of wage replacement benefits at 90% for the duration of the claim
(eliminating the drop down to 80% after two years);
• Eliminating age-based reactions reductions to impairment awards;
• Expanding coverage to organizations using volunteers and work experience programs;
• Allowing benefit levels to be topped-up above 90% (up to 100%) from other sources, including
provisions negotiated as part of collective agreements; and
• Strengthening the onus on workplaces to support injured workers to get back to work. More recently, in
2015/16, the labour movement was able to press for an important amendment to the Act which
established presumptive coverage of PTSD for all workers in Manitoba.
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ii.

Parts
Parts of The Act group together materials that deal with the same subject area. In
The Act there are two parts. Parts are usually written in capital letters and identified
with Roman numerals, e.g., PART I.

iii.

Headings
Headings define the contents of a Part more precisely. There are seven headings in
PART I of The Act. Headings are usually written in capital letters, such as
COMPENSATION, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, APPEAL COMMISSION and
ACCIDENT FUND.

iv.

Sections
Sections contain a main idea. They are numbered and printed in bold print. For
example, the first section in The Workers Compensation Act is 1. Definitions. There
are 116 sections in the Act.

v.

Sub-Sections
Sections are sometimes broken down into smaller subsections. They are numbered
consecutively in brackets: (1).

vi.

Clauses
Clauses divide the sub-section, often with lists of related issues. They are written in
lower case letters in brackets: (a).

vii.

Sub-Clauses
Sub-clauses expand on points in the main clause. They are usually written in small
Roman numerals and placed in brackets: (i).

Example
18(1) In case of an accident giving rise to a claim for compensation, the employer of the
worker shall, within five business days
(a) from the day upon which the worker reports the occurrence to the employer; or
(b) from the day the employer otherwise learns of it.
Whichever day is earlier, report the accident and the injury resulting therefrom to the Board,
and also to any local representative of the Board at the place where the accident occurred.
Section 18, Subsection 1, Clauses (a) and (b) describe the timeframe for the employer to
report the accident to the WCB. It is more common to see it written as Section 18(1)(a) or
18(1)(b), or more simply s.18(1)(a) or s.18(1)(b). Throughout this manual there will
references to specific sections in The Act to help guide you to where you can find
information you may need.
A Note about “Shall” and “May”:
When you read The Act (or, any Act, for that matter) it is important to pay attention to the use of
words such as “shall” and “may.” The word “shall” means that an activity is mandatory – that
means the employer, the worker or the Board must do something.
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If the word “may” is used, it means the activity described is discretionary – in other words, the
Board has the power to take some action but it does not have to. For example, Section 18(1) of
The Act says that “employers shall report an accident for which a worker can receive
compensation to the Board.” This means that the employer must report accidents.
Elsewhere in The Act, under Section 19(3), it states “that the Board may pay for medical aid
without receiving a formal claim from the worker.” This means that the WCB has the right to do
this, but it does not necessarily have to. Many appeals revolve around these words.
If the WCB decides not to give a worker a benefit that it “may” give, the WCB must be able to
demonstrate that it was acting in a fair and reasonable manner. As an advocate you may often
find yourself arguing that the WCB did not make its decision in this manner.

2. THE WORKERS COMPENSATION REGULATIONS
Regulations are rules or orders that have the force of law even though they are not included in
The Act. Regulations cannot deal with issues that are not covered by The Act, but they often
provide more detail because they can be changed more easily than The Act. For example, The
Act states that employers must pay interest in certain circumstances; the Regulations state what
the rate of interest will be.7
Generally, WCB Regulations are written by the WCB and approved by the Manitoba
government. While most of these regulations are fairly technical, there are some (such as
Excluded Industries, and Minimum Annual earnings) ) that are important reading for WCB
worker advocates.

3. WCB POLICIES
The WCB develops its own policies, which are reviewed and approved by the WCB Board of
Directors. Policies state the WCB’s position on a variety of issues and describe how it has
decided to interpret and apply The Act, particularly in relation to those sections where The Act
grants the WCB the power to set its own rules.
Policies are referenced in this guide in the following manner [Policy 20:20] , and are hyperlinked
to their corresponding pdf or info page.
It’s important to understand that policies are binding on both the WCB and the Appeal
Commission – in other words, both the WCB and the Appeal Commission must make decisions
that are consistent with approved policies. You will most likely need to reference specific WCB
policies in order to assist a worker with an appeal.
The WCB sets policies for a number of reasons. A policy statement may be needed to clarify a
requirement in The Act or a regulation, or for day-to-day operations to develop a consistent

7

WCB Regulations https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/regs/index.php?act=w200.
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WCB position on a particular issue. Policy statements result in the development of WCB
procedures and administrative guidelines to implement the policy.
Unlike changes to The Act, which need to be presented and debated in the legislature and
discussed at public committee hearings, WCB policies can be changed relatively easily by the
WCB Board, with little or no formal public notice or input.
WCB policies can be structured in one of three ways in terms of their effective date, so it’s
important for worker advocates to read policies very carefully and be clear on whether a given
policy applies to a worker’s claim or not.
1. For some policies, the most current version of the policy is always the one that applies,
even if a different/older version of the policy was in effect at the time of the worker’s
“accident.” For these types of policies, worker advocates should take care to ensure that
they’re working with the most recent version of the policy.
2. Other policies, however, are tied to the date of the worker’s “accident,” in the same way
that a worker’s “accident” determines which version of The Act applies.
3. In still other cases, such as the policy for overpayments and the policy for entitlement to
vocational rehabilitation, the policy that applies is the one that was in effect at the time
the WCB made its decision on the worker’s claim.
Given all these differences, it’s important, as an advocate, to read policies carefully and be clear
on how they apply, or don’t apply to a worker's claim. At the beginning of each policy there is
information which indicates whether the policy is applied based on the most recent version of
the policy, the date of the “accident” or the date of the decision.
The following list outlines the main policy categories in the WCB’s policy manual8:
•

Section 10 - INTRODUCTION

•

Section 20 - BOARD & CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
Board Administration
Legal

•

Section 30 - FINANCE, ASSESSMENTS & ADMINISTRATION
Accounting and Finance
Occupancy Administration
Assessments
Payments

•

8

Section 40 - BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION
Healthcare Services
Vocational Rehabilitation

The WCB’s Policy Manual https://www.wcb.mb.ca/policies
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Adjudication & Compensation
Occupational Diseases
Wage Loss
Other Entitlements
Medical Aid

4. ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES
The WCB develops guidelines for some policies to help adjudicators and case managers apply
them with consistency. Administrative Guidelines are included in the text of many WCB policies.
These guidelines do not carry the same force as policies or The Act and are not binding on the
WCB or the Appeal Commission. Guidelines are useful in understanding the intent of a policy
and can be used in support of appeals.

5. WCB HEALTHCARE POSITION STATEMENTS
Healthcare Position Statements are guiding documents for WCB healthcare staff. They are not
binding on the WCB or the Appeal Commission and are not approved by the WCB Board of
Directors. The position statements are often referenced in the opinion of a WCB healthcare
consultant. Typically, the criteria of the Position Statements are stated in the body of the memo
as the general understanding on which the opinion is based. If expressly referenced, the reader
will know that the opinion is based on a Position Statement, but if not, one would have to
recognize the references to appreciate the significance of the comments. The most commonly
referenced Positions Statements tend to be those related to myofascial pain, concussion, and
low back pain.
Manitoba’s labour movement has been calling for greater openness and transparency with
respect to the WCB’s Healthcare Position Statements, which workers have found to be out-ofsynch with modern standards. Labour is calling for the WCB to make these statements publicly
available online, and to involve the wider medical community (not just WCB health care
consultants) in their development and periodic review to ensure they are and remain up to date
with modern healthcare standards.
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Chapter 4: How to File a WCB Claim
This Chapter outlines the process for reporting injuries and filing WCB claims. It reviews:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The important reasons for reporting all workplace injuries.
How to report injuries to the employer and to the union.
The process for filing WCB claims.
Reporting exposures to toxic or harmful substances.
Claims regarding third parties.
Claims for “accidents” outside Manitoba.
Authorization for Advocates.
Establishment of WCB files.
How WCB organizes claim information.

As a worker advocate, you will likely find that it is most common for workers to reach out for
assistance in the later stages of their WCB claims, such when they wish to appeal a decision.
However, there are also times when workers reach out to an advocate right from the start and
seek assistance with making their initial claim to the WCB. It is therefore important that worker
advocates be familiar with all stages of the claims process and can assist a worker from start to
finish (including making sure that if any steps were missed or errors were made by the worker,
that they get addressed right away).

1. REPORTING AN INJURY & FILING A WCB CLAIM
Neither the WCB claims process, nor an appeal process can begin without an injury having first
been reported. The labour movement advocates strongly that all workplace injuries
should be reported, even minor injuries. Some injuries and occupational illnesses develop
over time. A worker’s notes about a minor work injury can be used down the road to trace how
work may have caused or played a significant part in a more serious injury or illness that
develops later.
If a worker doesn’t report an injury:
•
•
•

They may not get the safety training/equipment they need.
They may not get WCB benefits to which they are entitled.
Management may not know about the danger in the workplace, and other workers
may be injured in a similar way.

It is important to remember that it is against the law for employers to pressure a worker not to
report an injury or pursue a WCB claim – that is claim suppression and it is prohibited under
The Workers Compensation Act (The Act). It is also against the law for employers to take any
retaliatory action against a worker for reporting an injury or filing a WCB claim – the legal term
for retaliatory action in the context of injuries and WCB is discriminatory action. These topics
will be reviewed in more detail in Chapter 8.
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For any “accident” at work that results in the need for medical attention or time away from work,
a claim must be filed with the WCB. The “accident” also needs to be reported to the employer.
Even if the “accident” does not require medical attention or time away from work, it should be
reported to the employer as a “near miss.” Both situations require the employer to investigate
the incident and develop a prevention plan so that this “accident” does not happen again.
It goes without saying that if a worker is seriously injured on the job and requires emergency
medical attention, they should get medical attention as their first priority, and then get back to
the process of reporting their injury to their employer (and to their union) and making their WCB
claim as soon as they are able to.
For less serious injuries, workers may be expected to report their “accident” to their employer
before leaving the worksite to seek medical attention. In some cases, workers may feel they are
able to complete the full written reporting procedure to the employer before seeking medical
attention, but workers should be careful not to compromise their medical needs.
If necessary, a worker should either make a quick verbal report of the injury to their employer
before seeking medical attention or enlist a co-worker to explain the situation to the employer if
the worker must leave for urgent medical care. Medical needs should always trump paperwork;
but workers should also be aware that they will be expected to complete all injury reporting
forms as soon as practical.

A) Reporting a Workplace “Accident” to the Employer
Workers must notify their employer about any and all workplace “accidents” and should do so as
soon as possible. Ideally, workers should report their injury immediately following the “accident.”
Unless a worker has had to leave the workplace for emergency medical care, all “accidents”
should be reported as soon as they happen, on the same day in which they occur. If a worker
has had to leave the worksite for urgent medical care, the reporting paperwork may be delayed,
but the norm should be immediate reporting.
Delays in reporting an injury can result in workers forgetting important details about what
happened, and many workers have faced suspicion and distrust from their employers when they
have delayed reporting an “accident.” As an advocate, if you have been approached by a
worker for assistance with a WCB claim and they have not yet reported the “accident” to their
employer, urge them to do so immediately.
Technically, according to The Act, a worker has up to 30 days to report an “accident” to their
employer [Section 17(1)]. However, it has been a very consistent experience of workers that
when they delay reporting, even by a few days after the “accident,” the whole process becomes
more complicated and adversarial, with lots of questions and suspicion about why the worker
delayed reporting. It is strongly recommended that you urge workers to report their “accident” to
their employer right away.
When an injured worker reports an “accident” to their employer, they do so by completing what
is called a Notice of Injury form. In the past, these have also been known as “Green Cards.”
Many workplaces create their own Notice of Injury forms; some have online reporting systems;
and others use the WCB’s template, called Notice of Injury Form which is included here.
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Workers can also create their own “accident” report if they do not have access to a formal
Notice of Injury form. A worker’s report should include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

The worker’s name
The name of the employer
The date and time of injury
The nature of injury – workers should reference any part of their body that hurts in
broad and general terms (don’t leave anything out by being too specific). Workers
should use general laypersons terms, and not try to diagnosis themselves or use
medical terminology – that’s up to their doctor.
A description of the “accident”
The names of any reliable witnesses, if there are any

Note: witnesses are not required for a worker to report an injury and make a WCB claim. If a
worker is confident that someone witnessed the accident and will describe it in the same
manner, they should consider listing them as a witness. However, only reliable witnesses that
a worker feels confident about should be included in order to support their claim. See
Chapter 9 where we discuss different approaches to working with witnesses.
A Notice of Injury form is the formal procedure to let the injured worker’s employer know
about the “accident,” but additional steps are required in order to notify the WCB. In order to
start the process of registering an injury and seeking benefits from the WCB, the worker must
submit a separate WCB claim.
The worker (not the employer) should fill out the Notice of Injury form and have their
supervisor date and sign it. Two (2) copies of the Notice of Injury should be made, one going
to the supervisor or employer the other being kept by the worker.
Notice of Injury forms, like the one provided by the WCB or by an employer, may not have
sufficient space needed to provide all the information that a worker feels they need to
properly describe the “accident.” If this is the case, the worker can attach additional sheets of
paper to the form in order to be able to include all information they feel is relevant. There is
no space limit or maximum word count. Workers should feel comfortable to include all the
information they want to include.
Tips Regarding Filling-out Notice of Injury forms:
•

•
•
•

Discourage workers from being overly technical in explaining what hurts or trying to use
language that they think a doctor would use. It is not up to the worker to diagnosis
themselves. They should simply be clear about what parts of their body hurt and should
not leave anything out. If workers try to get too precise, they may end up leaving
something out that later becomes important.
Do not attempt to self-diagnose the injury (even if it feels like a recurrence of an older
injury). The worker should only describe what hurts, not the inner-workings of why it
hurts – that’s up to their doctor.
Describe how the injury happened in detail.
In the case of a repetitive strain, describe the normal actions that the worker carries out
from day to day.
o The kind of machinery and tools they use
o What the workstation consists of
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•

o How the worker stands or sits on the job
o Whether their work is monitored
o Whether they work on piece rate or quota system
o How fast they do the job
o How long they do the job without a break
o Weight of material and tools used
o Amount of repetition in the job
o Any known hazards
o Environmental conditions
o Changes in the work, tools, volume, conditions, work processes and shifts
If possible, provide photos of the area or workstation where the “accident” took place.

If the employer has an accident log, be sure that the “accident” is recorded there as well,
regardless of how minor the injury may seem. Sometimes the most minor bumps, bruises or
scrapes can lead to complications later on. If they do, it will be easier to obtain WCB supports
if the “accident” is noted in the company’s log from the start.

B) Reporting an “Accident” to the Worker’s Union
There are no formal rules or deadlines regarding reporting an injury to the worker’s union, but as
worker advocates, we should always encourage workers to let their union know about any
workplace “accidents.” This will greatly assist the union in their health and safety advocacy
work, and the union may be able to provide some support to the worker with their WCB claim,
including offering the services of a worker advocate like you. Reporting injuries to the union is
also another way of documenting the “accident” and may be useful later in the WCB claim
process. A two (2) page template of a union injury form can be found at the end of the Chapter
(Form A). Unions may or may not have their own specific reporting forms.
Similarly, all “accidents” should be reported to the workplace Joint Health & Safety Committee
(or Health & Safety Representative, where a committee does not exist), so they can understand
what happened and advocate for changes to ensure a similar “accident” never happens again.

C) Making an Injury Claim to the WCB
All “accidents” that result in an injury which takes a worker away from work must be reported to
the WCB. As with the reporting process to employers, worker advocates should urge injured
workers to make their WCB claims as soon as possible, and normally within a day or two of the
injury.
Technically, The Act gives workers up to one (1) year to file a WCB claim [Section 19 (2)] but
workers almost always have a better experience and smoother process when they file a WCB
claim right away. Delays just lead to more and more questions. Therefore, as a worker
advocate, if you are approached by an injured worker who has not yet filed their WCB claim,
urge them to do so without delay. The labour movement has observed over many years that an
employer appeal of a worker’s claim is far more likely if the worker delays in reporting or filing
their claim.9
9

As a worker advocate, you should be aware that The Act does give the WCB some limited flexibility to accept a
claim that is filed after the legislated deadline, when the WCB feels it would be unfair not to accept the claim.
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The WCB offers many ways through which a worker can submit an injury report and start a
claim. A worker can file a claim any time (24/7) online using the WCB’s Online Incident Report10
or by phone at 204-954-4321 or toll-free 1-855-954-4321 from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday
to Friday (except statutory holidays). WCB representatives will be available to take down the
injury details and other needed information.
All paper forms are also available and can be requested at the numbers above and can be sent
to the WCB by fax or regular mail.
Fax:
Mail:

204-954-4999
Workers Compensation Board of Manitoba
333 Broadway
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4W3

As indicated in the WCB Online Incident Report form, injured workers must submit the following
information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workers details
Employer details
Incident details
Medical details of the injury
Time loss details (time away from work due to the injury)
WCB coverage details (this section confirms you are eligible for WCB coverage)

The WCB also has some translation services available to help workers through the claims
process, including translated pages on their website in French, German, Spanish, Tagalog,
Punjabi, Mandarin and Russian. The tab to change languages is on the top right of the home
page screen.
If a worker needs translation services, make sure to insist on a professional independent
translator (which the WCB can provide). Sometimes the WCB will propose substituting a
member of their staff who is fluent in the worker’s first language, but experience has shown that
independent translators are preferred. Sometimes, a worker will bring along a family member or
co-worker to translate, but even in such instances it is recommended that a professional
independent translator be requested so that nothing is missed in the reporting of an injury.
Workers should be aware that the WCB will require (1) the worker’s claim report, (2) a report
from the worker’s employer11, and (3) a report from the worker’s physician or health care
provider in order to process the claim.

However, this flexibility is for exceptional circumstances only and no worker or advocate should ever count on
having a claim accepted after the deadline. Still, if you find yourself in the worst-case scenario of assisting a worker
who has missed the deadline for filing a WCB claim, you should still encourage them to get their claim in right
away and try to persuade the WCB to make an exception [Section 17(5)].
10 How to report an accident www.wcb.mb.ca/how-to-file-a-claim-workers
11
Under the Act, employers must submit their report to the WCB within 5 business days of having been notified by
the worker of the “accident,” so there are no unnecessary delays in processing a worker’s claim [Section 18 (1)].
Details of the Employer’s responsibilities in reporting claims are outlined in [Policy 22.70.30].
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Caution: in some cases, a worker may believe that their injury is a recurrence of a
previous injury. As an advocate, you should ask workers to think very carefully before
they indicate on their claim that the injury is a recurrence. It is not up to the worker to
diagnosis their injury as a recurrence or not a recurrence – that is up to their
physician. Workers are usually better off simply describing what hurts, without
referring to a possible recurrence. Rare examples of when it may be appropriate for a
worker to file for compensation for a recurrence are discussed in Chapter 5.

2. REPORTING EXPOSURES TO TOXIC OR HARMFUL
SUBSTANCES
Occupational disease can be caused by exposures to substances or processes in the
workplace. There is often a long lag time between when a worker is exposed and the time that
they become aware of any illness. Because of this long lag time, workers often experience
difficulties obtaining WCB supports and benefits for illnesses that were caused by occupational
exposures.
Workers who are exposed to substances or processes in the workplace that they believe to be
hazardous to their health should raise the matter with their employer, their union, their
representatives on the Joint Health and Safety Committee, the Manitoba Workplace Safety and
Health Branch, their physician, and the WCB.
They should also file what is informally known as a Statement of Concern (sometimes called a
“Statement of Claim”) with the WCB. (Note: Filing a statement of concern does constitute filing a
claim but may be relied on by a worker if they need to file a claim in the future.) The WCB has
no standard form for a statement of concern. However, there is an example of one below that
can be used. This form can be submitted directly to the WCB. Workers should create two (2)
copies and keep one copy for themselves.
By filing a Statement of Concern, the worker is ensuring the WCB has a record of the exposure.
This will greatly assist the worker in any future claims for compensation for an occupational
disease.
The WCB is also supposed to start a file on a worker if informed of exposure by an employer or
a physician. Despite this requirement, it is recommended that the worker file their own
statement and keep personal records. The following is an example of a statement of concern
that could be filed if a worker were exposed to asbestos.
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Statement of Concern: _______“Type of Exposure”_________
Re: Exposure to __________
Manitoba between (dates).

while working for (company name and address) (city/town),

During this period of time employees working (address) were exposed to high
concentrations of dust particles emitted from (cause and type of exposure)
Concern: “How were you exposed?”
Date _________________________ Signature __________________________________
Name of employee
________________________________________________________________________
Address
________________________________________________________________________
Phone number
________________________________________________________________________
Employee number
________________________________________________________________________
SIN
_______________________________________________________________________
Period of time employed with (company name and address)
________________________________________________________________________
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3. CLAIMS REGARDING “THIRD PARTIES”
A worker may be injured on the job as a result of a deliberate assault, so-called “horseplay” or
due to the negligence of some person or organization other than the employer, the employee, or
the employee’s co-workers, or what is known as a “third party.” When injuries like this take
place, the worker should still report the injury.
In cases involving third parties the worker (or, in the tragic case of a fatal accident, the worker’s
dependents) may be able claim compensation under The Act, or in extremely rare cases may
need to take legal action against the responsible party.12
Choosing compensation under WCB may result in the WCB suing the third party directly. If they
are successful in this lawsuit, the WCB will pay the injured worker or the injured worker’s
dependents any amount won, less an amount for benefits already paid to the worker or legal /
admin fees. If the WCB does not win, or if it does not win as much money as the worker has
already been paid by the WCB, the worker’s benefits will not be reduced or clawed-back.
Third party lawsuits are usually started against:
• Negligent parties who are not under the jurisdiction of The Act.
For example: if a worker is injured by a foreign corporation outside the jurisdiction
of The Act.
• Negligent parties who were not working at the time of the “accident.”
For example: a person whose negligence caused a fire that led to the injury of a
firefighter could be sued.
• Activities by someone other than the worker that were not within the conduct of
operations usual in, or incidental to, the industry carried on by the employer.
For example: if a co-worker was engaged in horseplay which led to an “accident.”
• A motor vehicle accident
For example: If a worker is injured in an automobile accident while on the job,
they must decide whether to pursue compensation from the WCB or from the
Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation (they cannot pursue both). The worker
cannot change their mind once an initial choice has been made.13
When making this decision be sure to consider the nature of the injury, what resources are
available to you during the claim (such as an WCB advocate) or whether your contract or
collective agreement provides for any benefits like a WCB top-up. If you are unsure which
benefits are best for a worker, ask advice of more experienced advocates.

12

The legal term for this is a worker’s ability to “segregate” their rights to the WCB.

13

Division 1, Part 2 of the MPIC Act came into effect on March 1, 1994 and removed the right to sue in
relation to MVAs. The relationship to The Act is defined by subsection 78 of the MPIC Act, which gives
claimants the right to elect under which scheme they wish to be covered.
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4. CLAIMS FOR “ACCIDENTS” OUTSIDE MANITOBA [Policy 22.50]
If an “accident” occurs to a Manitoba worker while working outside Manitoba, and the employer
falls within that jurisdiction’s compensation coverage, the worker may choose to claim
compensation from either jurisdiction. There are several time limitations on this right. If the
employer was not covered in that jurisdiction, the worker can only claim compensation in
Manitoba.
A worker who is hired in Manitoba to work in another province will not be able to collect
compensation from the Manitoba WCB if the worker did not work in Manitoba for at least two
weeks prior to leaving.
Unless the worker’s employer has made a special application with the WCB in Manitoba, a
worker who usually works in Manitoba, but is injured after working out of province for more than
six months will also not be able to collect benefits from the WCB Manitoba.
The worker may be able to claim compensation in the province in which the “accident” took
place in these situations.

5. REQUIRED AUTHORIZATIONS TO REPRESENT AN INJURED
WORKER
Authorization to Represent the Injured Worker to the WCB
In order to obtain WCB information and represent an injured worker, you will need to have the
worker sign a WCB authorization form. This form gives you the worker’s permission to represent
them and to receive confidential information regarding their claim. Authorization is required
before any WCB information is released to anyone trying to represent a worker.
There is no specific form which must be used, but certain information, such as the worker’s
name and claim number should be included. Authorization is valid for 2 years and once the
claim is closed all information received on behalf of the worker should be destroyed by both the
advocate and the employer to maintain confidentiality. An authorization form template can be
found at the end of this chapter (Form C).
Workers have the right to have their advocate or representative present for any meetings with
the WCB.
Authorization to Contact the Injured Worker’s Doctor
At the same time, the worker should prepare an authorization for you, as their advocate, to be
able to interact with their physician and receive/review the worker’s medical information – this
will need to be sent to the worker’s physician so that the physician knows they are allowed to
engage with you, as the worker’s advocate. Again, there is no standard form or letter which
must be used, but it should include the worker’s name and claim number, as well as your name
and where you can be contacted.
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A sample authorization form used by the WCB and can be used for injured worker information
and medical information follows this section (Form C). You will need a separate form for each
request.

6. HOW THE WCB ESTABLISHES A WORKER’S FILE
Once an injured worker has reported their injury to the employer, union, Joint Health & Safety
Committee and the WCB, a formal WCB file will be established. They WCB typically requires
three reports to complete the establishment of a worker’s WCB file:
•
•
•

the worker’s injury report
the employer’s report
a doctor’s report

If the employer does not file an accident report, the WCB can still go ahead and make a
decision on the claim – this is a protection that’s in place for workers to ensure that an employer
cannot delay an injured worker from receiving WBC benefits indefinitely. In absence of an
employer report, you should insist that the WCB adjudicate the claim. If the employer does not
file a report, the WCB can fine the employer. Workers should not be inconvenienced and
penalized by an employer failing to comply with their requirements.

7. HOW THE WCB ORGANIZES CLAIM INFORMATION
When a worker submits the injury report to the WCB, the worker is given a case file number,
which will look like this: 2204 0053
This is how to read the number:
•
•
•

[22] stands for the year in which the claim was filed. In other words, this claim was filed
in 2022.
[04] stands for the worker’s last name. WCB has broken the alphabet up into eight
groupings. Names that start with the letters Hes - Lam are, for example in group 4. The
worker in this example could then have the last name Lambchop.
[0053] means that this is the 53rd worker in 2022 whose name falls in group 04 of the
alphabetical groupings who has filed a WCB claim.
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WCB EMERGE System
The EMERGE system is the WCB’s electronic filing system. The EMERGE system is paperless,
meaning all claim files are stored and managed electronically. This means that any paper
documents received by the WCB (medical reports, appeals, etc.) are scanned and added to the
electronic file. When this occurs, a “Task” is assigned to WCB staff, so they know to review the
document. Electronic documents (e.g., emails) are also saved to the file. A couple of things to
be aware of:
•

Once a document is received by the WCB, it can take 2-3 days to be scanned and
added to the claim file. This is important to know when following up on submitted
documentation.

•

Documentation that is submitted in a double-sided format can be unintentionally missed
(if person does not see a double-sided document in a package of single sided sheets),
so it is prudent to submit only single-sided documents.

•

When copies of a file are requested (by a worker advocate, or employer) the WCB will
provide a printed version.

•

Printed files are received with case management “tasks” and other information that is
automatically generated by EMERGE. **Much of the documentation on file is not directly
relevant to appeals. Older/inactive files are stored as paper and are scanned if they
become active.
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FORM A: SAMPLE INJURY FORM
DESCRIPTION:
Incident Date: _______/_______/_______
Time: _______ am/pm
d

m

PERSONAL INFORMATION:
Incident

y

Location: I was in/at (please complete all that apply)
Site Interior: Building:
______________________________i.e. Lodge, Tower
Floor/Wing: ___________ Room/Area:
________________________
Site Exterior:
_______________________________________ i.e. parking lot
Client’s Address
___________________________________________________

First Name: _______________________ Last
Name: ________________________
Gender:
Female
Male
Primary Phone
Number: ___________________
Job Title: ________________________
Department: ________________________
# of years in this position _______
Job Status:

Full Time

Part Time

Casual

Do you have another position at this site?
yes

no

Others involved in the incident:
Resident
Other Worker
Family Member
Public
Identifier: (name, HRN, etc.)
___________________________________________

Actions Following Incident: (please check all that
apply):
Report Only
First Aid
Lost Time Injury
Saw/will see healthcare provider:
_______________________________________

Activity: What was your task/duty at the time the incident
occurred: e.g. walking, carrying, patient transfer?
_____________________________________________

of provider or location

Detailed Description of Incident:

SHADED AREA FOR OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH USE ONLY

Name

OESH File #:
_______________________________
Employee #: ___________________FTE:
_______
Union: ___________________________________
Home Address:
____________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
Date of Birth: _______/____________/_________
Witness:

no

yes Name:

Incident Category
❑ Near Miss – No Injury
❑ Injury – Work Related
❑ Illness – Work Related
❑ Violence/Abuse
❑ Motor Vehicle Incident
❑ Property Damage
❑ Chemical Spill
❑ Infestation
❑ Other: _______________

Investigation Form
Date Sent: _____/_______/_______ To:
___________________________________
d
m
y
Manager and Buddy Names
OESH Specialist:
OHN
Name: ___________________

MSIP

Safety

WCB Claim # (where applicable):
________________________________________
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Employee Name:
No Injury:

PART OF BODY INJURED: (Please check off all that
apply)
Head

R

L

Neck

R

L

Shoulder

R

L

Hip (s)

R

L

Face

R

L

Back–Upper

R

L

Arm – Upper

R

L

Leg - Upper

R

L

Eye(s)

R

L

Back–Lower

R

L

Arm – Lower

R

L

Leg - Lower

R

L

Nose

R

L

Abdomen

R

L

Elbow

R

L

Knee

R

L

Mouth/Teeth

R

L

Pelvis

R

L

Wrist

R

L

Ankle

R

L

Ear(s)

R

L

Chest

R

L

Hand

R

L

Foot

R

L

Hearing

R

L

Cardio/Respiratory

R

L

Finger(s)/Nails

R

L

Toe(s)/Nails

R

L

Other: please specify

NATURE/TYPE OF INJURY: (Please check of all that apply)

No Injury:

Sprain/Strain

Follow Post Exposure
Protocol
Needlestick
Blood/Body Fluid Splash

Foreign Object

Internal Injury

Chemical Exposure
Dermatitis/Rash

Bite – Human
Bite – Animal/Insect

Exposure to cold/heat
Hearing
Loss/Deafness
Illness–Work Related :
specify

Concussion
Loss of Consciousness
*
Electrical Contact
*
Fracture/Dislocation *

Bruise/Crush/Abrasion
Burn/Scald
Burn – Third Degree
Cut/Laceration minor

*

Cut/Laceration requiring
Infection: specify
treatment at hospital *
Other: * Serious Injury-SEE BELOW

Psycho-social

Amputation

*

REPORT IMMEDIATELY TO MANAGER/SUPERVISOR/NURSING COORDINATOR
INM Reported:
Date _____/_______/______ Time: ___________am/pm Full Name: ______________________________ Position:
_______________________________
d

m

y

On duty Manager/Supervisor/Nursing Coordinator must forward both pages immediately to Occupational
Health.
DO NOT SEND via INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
An investigation form will be forwarded to the Immediate Manager by email for completion.
Manager/Supervisor/Nursing Coordinator to determine if additional reporting is required as follows
Serious Incidents: If the incident checked above is BLUE *, this means that it is considered a serious injury under the
Workplace Safety and Health Act and must be reported immediately to the Provincial Workplace Safety and Health Division @
204-945-3446 (regular working hours) or 204-945-0581 (after working hours).
yes – Name of Officer Contacted:
Occurrence Reporting: An Occurrence Report is also
IRIMS: An IRIMS (security) report (where applicable) is
required if the incident meets the criteria.
yes – Form #
also required if the incident meets the criteria.
yes
Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) must be offered where a traumatic event falls beyond the usual range of
human experience. These events can cause unusually strong emotional and stress reactions, which can overwhelm how a
person copes. Please consult the Operational Procedure on CISM.
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FORM B: NOTICE OF INJURY TO EMPLOYER FORM
IMPORTANT: Do not send this form to the WCB. Keep one copy for yourself and provide a copy to your
employer.
If the workplace incident has resulted in an injury requiring healthcare attention or time off from work,
please report the injury to the WCB by calling:
204-954-4321 or toll free 1-855-954-4321 (8:00 AM to 7:00 PM, Monday to Friday)
Injured Worker Name
______________________________________________________________________________
Injured Worker Address
_______________________________________________________________________
Date of Injury: ______________________________Time: _____________________ AM PM
Location of Incident (site address and location on site)

Description of Incident
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Description of Injury
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Time Off Work Due to Injury

Yes

No

Names of Witnesses (if any)
______________________________________________________________________________
Supervisor
Signature______________________________________________________________________
Injured Worker
Signature______________________________________________________________________
Date _____________________________________________
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FORM C: AUTHORIZATION FORM
I, ____________________________________________________, hereby authorize the
following regarding my claim number(s)

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

I would like to request the following:

__________

Access to my practitioner(s) reports.

__________

Practitioner(s) reports that were submitted prior to ________________.

__________

Copy of the correspondence section of my claim file.

__________

I authorize the following person to act and make any representations or file
information requests on my behalf in all matters concerning my claim for Workers’
Compensation and hereby revoke all prior authorizations.

_______________________________________________________________
(Name of Representative)
_______________________________________________________________
(Union, Legal Firm, Consultant, Etc.)
_______________________________________________________________
(Address)
_______________________________________________________________
(City/Town, Postal Code)
Note: It is understood that my representative is to contact the Workers’ Compensation
Board’s File Access Department to outline any specific requirements/requests.

________________________________________________________
(Claimant’s Name)
________________________________________________________
(Claimant’s Signature)
________________________________________________________
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Chapter 5: The Adjudication Process: How
to Get a Claim Accepted
This Chapter explains the process the WCB undertakes to determine whether a worker’s claim
will be accepted or not. This is referred to as the “initial adjudication process.”
When a worker files a claim, it is given to an adjudicator who makes an initial decision on the
claim. The adjudicator may work simply from the information contained within the file, or they may
determine that further investigation is needed.
This section will review the five (5) main questions that the WCB will consider when a claim
is filed to determine if it will be accepted and whether a worker is eligible for benefits –
specifically:
1. Is the person injured considered to be a “worker”? (This is determined based on the
WCB’s specific definition of who constitutes a “worker.”)
2. Is the worker working in an industry covered by the WCB? (i.e., does the worker have
workers compensation insurance?)
3. Is the worker injured?
4. Did the injury result from an “accident”? (This is determined based on the WCB’s specific
definition of what constitutes an “accident.”)
5. Did the injury arise “out of and in the course of employment”? (This is very technical
concept from the Act, which we will explain below.)
In doing so, we will also discuss:
•
•
•
•
•

Occupational Disease
The “Dominant Cause” Test
Presumptive Coverage
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
The kinds of claims that are generally not accepted / not eligible for WCB benefits.
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1. IS THE PERSON CLAIMING COMPENSATION A “WORKER”?
The WCB uses a very specific definition of the term “worker.” Generally speaking, this includes
people who are commonly considered as workers, student workers, people in work experience
programs and volunteers. If there is any concern regarding the status of a worker you are helping
you may need to consult the specific definition of a “worker” in Sections 1(1) and 1(4) of The
Workers Compensation Board Act (The Act), as well as restrictions set out in Section 1(3).
The WCB’s definition of “worker” is as follows:
“Worker" includes:
(a) A person, whether or not under the age of 18 years, who enters into or works under
a contract of service or apprenticeship, written or oral, expressed or implied, whether by
way of manual labour or otherwise.
(b) A learner.
(c) A casual emergency worker as defined in subsection (4).
(d) A person deemed to be a worker under subsection 60(2.1).
(e) An employer who is admitted by the WCB as being within the scope of Part I under
subsection 74(3).
(f) An independent contractor who is admitted by the WCB as being within the scope of
Part I under section 75.
(g) A director of a corporation who is admitted by the WCB as being within the scope of
Part I under subsection 74(3).
(h) A person or a member of a class of persons declared to be a worker under section 77.
(i) A person who is employed for more than 24 hours a week by the same employer
(i) In domestic service.
(ii) As a sitter or companion to attend primarily to the needs of a child who is a
member of the household; or
(iii) As a companion to attend primarily to the needs of an aged, infirmed or ill
member of the household.
(k) A person who is deemed to be a worker under section 75.1 (volunteer coverage); and
(l) A person who is declared to be a worker under section 77.1 (work experience
program).
A worker must meet the WCB’s definition of a “worker” in order to be eligible for WCB compensation.
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2. IS THE PERSON WORKING IN AN INDUSTRY COVERED BY
WORKERS COMPENSATION?
In Manitoba, most industries (and workers / workplaces) have WCB coverage, but not all. All
employers are presumed to require coverage unless exempt under regulation.14
Mandatory Industries include:
Sector 1 – Agriculture and Forestry
Sector 2 – Mines, Quarries and Oil Wells
Sector 3 – Manufacturing
Sector 4 – Construction
Sector 5 – Transportation, Communications and Storage
Sector 6 – Trade
Sector 7 – Service
Sector 8 – Public Administration
Sector 9 - Optional Coverage
The Act also makes provision for employers who are not part of “mandatory industries” to opt-in
by way of purchasing WCB coverage.
Small and medium employers that are not part of “mandatory industries,” such as legal
practices/lawyers’ offices, accountants, and dentists, may opt-in to WCB coverage by purchasing
what’s known as “optional coverage.” Any employer purchasing “optional coverage” must
purchase coverage for all employees in their workplace.
Some large employers and government agencies, which are not “mandatory industries” and do
not pay the same kinds of WCB premiums as other covered employers, are categorized as “selfinsured” in terms of WCB coverage. This means that instead of paying insurance premiums to
the WCB, they pay the full cost of worker injury claims plus an administration fee to the WCB.
These employers include: the Manitoba government, Manitoba Hydro, Manitoba Public
Insurance, the City of Winnipeg, Red River Community College, University of Manitoba and the
University of Winnipeg. (In Chapter 8, we will discuss how flaws in the WCB’s rate model cause
problems for workers – namely, claim suppression and aggressive return to work practices – and
how these problems may be worse for workers in self-insured industries.)
As an advocate, you should confirm that the worker you are assisting works in an industry /
workplace with WCB coverage. Only workers in workplaces covered by WCB are eligible to file
WCB claims for compensation / benefits.
One of the benefits of working within a covered industry is that even if an employer has fallen
behind on their payments to the WCB (for whatever reason), their workers are still covered if an
14

Excluded Industries, Employers and workers regulation https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/regs/current/_pdfregs.php?reg=196/2005
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injury occurs on the job (i.e., an injured worker in a covered industry is still entitled to WCB
benefits, even if their employer fails to pay their WCB premium.)

3. IS THE WORKER INJURED?
The WCB must establish that an injury has taken place for a claim to be eligible for compensation.
Although “injury” is not defined in The Act, it is generally accepted that an injury is a hurt, harm,
damage, or trauma to the body and/or mind. Within the context of workers compensation, the
term “injury” is inclusive of both physical injuries, such as breaks, strains, infections, and reactions
to toxic substances, as well as psychological injuries, such a post-traumatic stress disorder
(however, as we will discuss below, not all psychological injuries are currently covered by the
WCB and the labour movement continues to fight to end this discriminatory practice).

A) Single Event Injuries
Single event injuries are those which generally have a clear single-event cause and effect,
resulting in physical or psychological damage to a worker.

Examples include:
o A bone break resulting from a fall
o A puncture, tear or cut on the body resulting from contact with sharp machinery
o A concussion resulting from a blow to the head

B) Multiple Event Injuries
Multiple event injuries are those which develop over a period of time and are usually due to a
repetitive movement required in a specific job. Often, these injuries develop over the course of
months or years doing the same type of movement involving force or impact of that movement on
the body. These types of injuries are typically referred to as Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI).
Examples include:
o Hip dysplasia due to welding in a confined space
o Shoulder bursitis from swinging a hammer
o Back or hip injuries due to repeatedly lifting heavy objects

C) Occupational Diseases
Illnesses arising from workplace exposure to harmful chemicals and / or toxic substances, such
as carcinogens, asbestos, lead, or noise, which can result in cancers, poisonings, deafness and
other serious and sometimes fatal conditions (more on occupational disease below).
Examples include:
o Mesothelioma and other cancers resulting from exposure to asbestos
o Radiation poisoning resulting from exposure to radioactive materials
o Deafness resulting from excessive noise exposure
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In order to establish that a worker has suffered a personal injury, they should see a healthcare
provider and get medical documentation that can be included to support their WCB claim. While
medical documentation is not strictly required by the WCB, in practice, if a worker does not submit
medical evidence of their injury, they are very likely to encounter hurdles with their application
and will likely be directed to see a WCB healthcare consultant.
Workers and worker advocates should also be aware of three (3) types of diseases that the WCB
will not accept as an occupational disease – these are laid out in [Occupational Disease Policy
44.20].
The first is a disease which the WCB considers to be an “ordinary disease of life,” which it
defines as “a disease that can be commonly acquired from a variety of life situations.” According
to the WCB, a disease will not be considered an ordinary disease of life “if the risk of contracting
the disease through employment can be shown to be greater than the risk associated with
ordinary living experience.”
The second is that the WCB will not accept stress as an occupational disease. The only exception
to this is a disease resulting from stress that is that is an “acute reaction to traumatic event.” The
WCB Policy defines an “acute reaction to a traumatic event” as follows: “a reaction that creates a
condition in the worker that is clearly discrete from the condition previous to the event. The
traumatic event is an identifiable physical or psychological occurrence, occurs in an identifiable
time frame that is normally of brief duration, is not a series of minor occurrences, and is capable
of causing serious physical or psychological harm consistent with the acute reaction.”
Lastly, the WCB will not accept a disease if it considers the disease to have originated from “any
change in respect of the employment of a worker,” including promotion, transfer, demotion
lay-off, or termination.” In other words, if a worker is experiencing serious psychological
depression resulting from being laid-off, their disease will not be accepted as an “accident” and
will not be compensable.
Before leaving the topic of “injuries,” we will review some tips and cautions about how to deal with
pre-existing conditions and recurring injuries in the context of WCB claims.

D) Pre-existing Conditions
Pre-existing conditions [Policy 44.10.20.10] are often a source of disagreement between injured
workers and the WCB, so advocates should take special care to understand a worker’s preexisting condition, how it relates to a workplace injury, and the WCB’s policy (and practice) on
pre-existing conditions.
In general, a pre-existing condition is a relevant health condition that was present prior to a
workplace injury. A pre-existing condition may or may not be symptomatic and may or may not
be known to a worker. Sometimes pre-existing conditions are discovered through medical
investigations done by health care providers in relation to a workplace injury.
According to the WCB’s policy on pre-existing conditions, the WCB may provide compensation /
benefits when a workplace “accident” worsens a pre-existing condition. (The WCB will not
compensate for a non-work-related pre-existing condition solely on its own, but if a pre-existing
condition is worsened by a workplace “accident,” then it should be compensable.)
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However, in practice, many workers and advocates have experienced the WCB trying to disallow
claims on the basis of pre-existing conditions – that is to say, instances where the WCB has
sought to deny the workplace-cause of an injury by arguing that the injury did not result from a
workplace “accident” but rather was a pre-existing condition. As an advocate, you should be
careful to investigate whether a pre-existing condition being referred to by the WCB to deny or
limit benefits is, in fact, clinically significant to the workplace injury and if so, in what way. The
existence of a pre-existing condition does not mean that a worker’s condition was not aggravated
or worsened by a workplace “accident.” Too often, employers or WCB Healthcare Consultants go
on “fishing expeditions” to find unrelated and irrelevant pre-existing conditions in an effort to block
a worker’s legitimate claim.
In some cases, a pre-existing condition can delay recovery from a workplace injury. If the WCB
ends a worker’s entitlement to benefits based on an expected timeframe for recovery, it could be
argued that the worker is entitled to further benefits because their recovery is prolonged due to a
pre-existing condition.
Additionally, there may be times when a pre-existing condition may itself have arisen from
previous work-related injury. In such a scenario, the WCB would be responsible for both the preexisting condition, as well as the new injury. Depending on the circumstances in such a case, the
WCB may provide benefits for an injury under a new claim or may view the new injury as a
“recurrence” and re-open a prior claim (recurring injuries are discussed in more detail in the next
section).
When a pre-existing condition is made worse by a compensable accident, the worker is entitled
to compensation for the worsening. The permanent worsening of a pre-existing condition is known
as “enhancement,” while temporary worsening of such a condition is known as “aggravation.”
The worker may be eligible for compensation for enhancement or aggravation of a pre-existing
condition.
If a worker has a pre-existing condition and suffers a permanent impairment (a loss of body
function that is described in greater detail in Chapter Six) as a result of a workplace “accident,”
the worker may still be entitled to an impairment award. However, if the worker’s impairment is an
enhancement of a pre-existing condition, the amount of the award will be lower than it would
otherwise be if the impairment was solely attributable to a compensable injury caused by a
workplace “accident.”

E) Recurring Injuries
A worker may suffer an injury, take time off work to heal, collect compensation and return to work.
After being back at work for a while, the worker may find that their previous injury has flared up
again. This is called a recurring injury. The worker is eligible to collect benefits for the new loss of
earning capacity if the WCB is convinced that the original injury was the source of the recurrence.
Recurring Effects of Injuries and Illness [Policy 44.10.20.50.10] provides a definition of a
“recurrence,” but its actual purpose is to explain how wage loss benefits are calculated when a
worker is off work due to an injury, returns to work, but then experiences a further loss of earning
capacity.
In determining if it is going to grant benefits, the WCB carefully examines the worker’s medical
history and their record of complaining about health problems related to the injury. The WCB is
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more likely to grant compensation if the evidence suggests that the worker has been regularly
seeking treatment.
If an injury does heal and there is a flare up at the site of the original injury due to a new “accident,”
this will most often be treated by the WCB as a new injury and be fully compensable if it is workrelated. The WCB would establish a new claim to manage this type of injury.
As discussed in Chapter 4, workers and advocates are advised to think carefully about whether
or not to proactively indicate on a WCB application that an injury is a recurrence (instead allowing
the WCB to make that determination or not). However, there may be value in proactively indicating
that an injury is a recurrence in situations where the event that caused the worker’s injury to recur
did not happen at work. When this happens, the worker will only receive compensation for the
recurring injury if they can prove that it was a recurrence of a previously approved workplace
injury.

F) Further Injuries Subsequent to a Workplace Injury
There may be instances where a worker who initially suffered a workplace injury that was
compensated by the WCB, later on goes on to develop a separate but related injury – in such
instances, the separate but related injury would also be compensable by the WCB. For example,
a worker who suffered an injured disc at work resulting in severe disability, who subsequently
developed clinical depression, may be eligible for compensation related to their separate but
related psychological injury [Policy 44.10.80.40]

4. DID THE INJURY ARISE FROM AN “ACCIDENT”?
The fourth step in the WCB’s adjudication process is determining whether or not a worker’s injury
arose from what the WCB considers to be an “accident.”
It’s worth noting that unions and worker advocates generally do not like to use the term “accident”
when referring to a workplace injury because it implies that the injury was an “act of fate” and
could not have been prevented. Unions have long argued that workplace injuries and illnesses
can be prevented through proper workplace health and safety programs. Unfortunately, when it
comes to discussing matters related to workers compensation, the term “accident” is used
frequently and has a very specific definition in The Act, which must be carefully understood and
considered by worker advocates. You will see, therefore, that we use the term “accident” often in
this Resource Guide (usually in quotes, to make it clear that we’re using it in the context of the
WCB’s specific definition of an “accident”).
In general terms, the WCB’s use of the term “accident” is broad enough to cover physical injuries,
psychological injuries, and occupational disease. However, there also many types of injuries /
disease that are not accepted by the WCB as “accidents” (more below).
Section 1(1) of The Act lays out the WCB’s (highly technical) definition of “accident” as follows:
(a) A chance event occasioned by a physical or natural cause,
(b) A wilful and intentional act that is not the act of the worker, or
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(c) An event or condition, or a combination of events or conditions, related to the worker’s
work or workplace that results in personal injury to a worker, including an occupational
disease, post-traumatic stress disorder, or an acute reaction to a traumatic event.
As part of its adjudication process, the WCB compares a worker’s injury to this definition to
determine whether or not it meets their test of an “accident.” The WCB must determine that a
worker’s injury meets either clause (a), clause (b), or clause (c) of the definition in order for the
injury to be ruled an “accident.” Injuries that do not meet the definition of an “accident” are
generally ruled non-compensable (not eligible for WCB compensation / benefits).
Clause (a): An example of an “accident” arising from clause (a) “a chance event occasioned by
a physical or natural cause” (emphasis added) might be where a worker is injured in a factory
explosion, a building collapse, or a natural disaster affecting the workplace.
Clause (b): An example of an “accident” arising from clause (b) “a willful and intentional act that
is not the act of the worker” (emphasis added) might be where a worker develops a
psychological injury as a result of bullying and harassment by their supervisor (or a co-worker),
or where a worker is injured in a robbery at their workplace.
In trying to determine whether or not an injury may fit under this section, worker advocates should
be aware that the WCB does not consider every act to be “willful and intentional” – the WCB
generally looks for malice or bad faith on behalf of the person committing the action. Advocates
may wish to review Adjudication of Psychological Injuries [Policy 44.05.30] for more information
on how the WCB assesses “willful and intentional” acts.
Clause (c): Most workplace “accidents” will fall under clause (c) of the definition of an “accident,”
An event or condition, or a combination of events or conditions, related to the worker’s
work or workplace that results in personal injury to a worker, including an occupational
disease, post-traumatic stress disorder, or an acute reaction to a traumatic event
(emphasis added).
As you can see, this clause of the definition is very broad, and may apply to “accidents” as different
and varied as the following:
•
•
•
•

A construction worker who falls and breaks an arm as a result of their scaffolding
collapsing.
A supermarket cashier who develops carpel tunnel syndrome as a result of repetitive cash
register work.
A miner who is regularly exposed to asbestos over the course of their career and develops
mesothelioma (an occupational disease – more below).
A worker who develops post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD – more below) as a result
of trauma in the workplace.

These are just a handful of the many different kinds of workplace injuries which may fall under
clause (c) of the definition of an “accident.”
We will now review in more detail how the WCB treats Occupational Disease and how it treats
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), both of which are explicitly mentioned under clause (c)
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of the definition of an “accident,” and both of which are adjudicated differently from other kinds of
“accidents.”

A) Occupational Disease & Dominant Cause
In general terms, occupational diseases15 are diseases arising from workplace exposure to
harmful chemicals and / or toxic substances, such as carcinogens, asbestos, lead, or noise, which
can result in cancers, poisonings, deafness, and other serious and sometimes fatal conditions. (If
you’re thinking that many of these diseases can result from non-workplace causes, you’re right;
exposure must be work-based in order for a disease to be considered an occupational disease).
A worker’s exposure period can be short or long, depending on the chemical / substance and the
nature of the occupational disease.
Occupational Disease: Section 1.1 of The Act defines occupational disease as follows:
(a) A disease prescribed by regulation as an occupational disease; or
(b) Any other disease, other than an ordinary disease of life, that is attributable to causes or
conditions that are
i. Peculiar to or characteristic of a particular trade or occupation, or
ii. Peculiar to the particular employment.
Determining that a disease is in fact an occupational disease can be complicated by a number of
different factors:
•
•
•
•

Long latency periods between the time of exposure and the development of symptoms
can make it more challenging to identify or confirm the workplace-origins of a disease.
Employers may have ceased operations, which can make it difficult to get information
about substances used at worksites.
Workers may work at multiple different worksites over the course of their career, which
may make it more challenging to identify the specific workplace source (or sources) of
exposure; and
Workers may be exposed to chemical or toxins at work as well as at non-work sites,
creating the potential for confounding non-workplace variables.

An unfortunate result of these challenges is that occupational diseases are significantly underreported to the WCB (that is to say, many workers suffering from occupational disease do not
submit claims to the WCB and, consequently, never receive the benefits to which they are
entitled).
And to make matters worse, when workers do file WCB claims for occupational disease, they face
an uphill battle in having their claim approved by the WCB. Having an occupational disease claim
approved by the WCB is significantly more difficult than for most other kinds of injury claims. Why?
15

In Manitoba and Canada, exposure to asbestos remains the number one cause of occupational
disease. It is estimated that 2,000 people die every year in our country from diseases caused by asbestos
exposure, like mesothelioma and lung cancer. After years of campaigning, the labour movement recently
won a national ban on manufacturer, import, export and use of export of asbestos. Unions are continuing
to campaign for improvements to public asbestos registries and higher standards for training and
certification for those who work with asbestos.
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Because the WCB applies a different and more difficult “test” to occupational disease claims than
to all other injury claims, known as the “dominant cause” test.
The WCB will only approve a worker’s occupational disease claim if the worker can prove that
work was the “dominant cause” of their disease – that is to say, if the worker can prove that “the
combined effect of the employment causes [of their disease] exceeds the combined effect of the
non-employment causes” [Occupational Disease Policy 44.20]
More simply put, the dominant cause test requires that a worker not only prove that work is a
cause of their disease, but that work is the dominant cause of their disease. If the workplace is
not proven to be the dominant cause of the disease, the worker will not receive compensation,
even when work is accepted to be a partial cause of disease.
The labour movement has always opposed the WCB’s use of the “dominant cause” test for
adjudication of occupational disease as unfair and discriminatory. Other forms of injury do not
need to establish dominant cause in order to be accepted. A systemic lack of fairness in
adjudication of occupational disease is reflected in the fact that the WCB rejects a staggering 50%
of all occupational disease claims it receives.
As a result of pressure from unions, a change is in the works to make the adjudication process
for at least some occupational disease claims fairer. As part of recent amendments to the Act
made in 2021, the WCB has been given the ability to establish a Schedule of Occupational
Diseases which would give those occupational diseases named in the Schedule automatic
“presumptive coverage” (more below) and would not necessarily need to prove “dominant cause”
in order to be accepted.
Unfortunately, as of the writing of this updated Guide, the WCB has not yet moved forward to
establish such a Schedule – the labour movement is continuing to pressure the WCB to move
expeditiously to establish one so that more workers have access to a fairer process of
adjudication. Unless or until an occupational disease is added to the Schedule, it will continue to
be subject to the dominant cause test. The MFL has made a detailed submission to the WCB on
occupational diseases that should be included in a presumptive schedule.
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Despite the above noted difficulties with occupational disease claims, it is still recommended that
workers with an occupational disease file WCB claims and seek the compensation to which they
are entitled. A worker’s application has a better chance of being accepted if they provide detailed
descriptions of their workplace conditions and sources and timelines of exposure. As a worker
advocate, you can help in this process by surveying the workplace(s) and researching patterns
and rates of occupational disease. Workers and advocates are encouraged to seek assistance
from medical specialists, such as those at the MFL Occupational Health Centre, in advancing
occupational disease claims.

Occupational COVID-19
When a worker gets sick as a result of contracting COVID-19 at or from work, their illness is
considered an occupational disease, and may be eligible for WCB benefits. In adjudicating
a worker’s application for coverage for COVID-19 illness, the WCB will first require
confirmation of a positive diagnosis (a positive COVID-19 test) and will then investigate and
make a determination about whether transmission happened at or because of work.
Advocates should be aware that the WCB will only consider providing wage loss benefits for
time that a worker must spend away from work if: (1) the worker is confirmed as having
COVID-19 (if they test positive) and (2) if transmission is determined to be work-based (in
practice, the WCB usually requires confirmation that a worker had direct exposure to
someone at work confirmed to be COVID positive). A worker who must miss work to selfisolate due to COVID-19 exposure outside of work will not be eligible for WCB benefits.
Similarly, a worker who must miss time from work to self-isolate due to exposure at work, but
who does not contract COVID-19 and become sick, will likewise not be eligible for coverage.

B) Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Presumptive Coverage
As with occupational disease, work-related post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is explicitly
mentioned as an accepted type of “accident” under clause (c) of the definition of an “accident.”
Subsection 1(1) (c) of The Act states that accidents include: an event or condition, or a
combination of events or conditions, related to the worker’s work or workplace that results in
personal injury to a worker, including an occupational disease, post-traumatic stress disorder,
or an acute reaction to a traumatic event (emphasis added).
In the past, PTSD, along with all other psychological injuries were classified by the WCB as an
“occupational disease,” which meant that the WCB could apply the “dominant cause” test
(explained in the occupational disease section above) to PTSD claims, making things very difficult
for workers and resulting in a very high claim rejection rate. Fortunately, as a result of recent
changes to the Act which took effect on January 1st, 2022, PTSD and all other psychological
injuries have been removed from the category of “occupational disease” and is no longer subject
to “dominant cause.”
The WCB has a special way of adjudicating PTSD claims based on what is known as “presumptive
coverage” – something that Manitoba’s labour movement fought very hard to achieve. In other
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jurisdictions, PTSD presumptive coverage has been won for only certain groups of workers, but
in Manitoba, all workers have presumptive coverage for PTSD.
If a worker’s PTSD is 100% attributable to a workplace event(s), then the WCB can accept a
worker’s claim as it would with any other kind of workplace injury apply, without applying the
principle of “presumption.”
However, under certain circumstances, “presumption” can allow for approval of a worker’s PTSD
claim even where PTSD results from a combination of work and non-work factors.
When a mix of work and non-work factors are at play, and the worker has been appropriately
diagnosed16 with PTSD, then “presumption” directs the WCB to presume that the workplace factor
was a necessary condition to the injury (i.e., the injury would not have resulted but for the work
factor), unless there is evidence to the contrary. If, however, there is evidence that the work factor
was not a necessary condition to the injury (i.e., that the injury would have occurred even without
the workplace factor), then the WCB can “rebut” presumptive and disallow the claim.
Therefore, PTSD claims can be adjudicated as regular claims (when there are no non-work
factors) or as presumptive claims (when there are a mix of work and non-work factors at play).
While the Manitoba labour movement is pleased that PTSD presumption has been won for all
workers, and that PTSD has been removed from the category of occupational disease and,
therefore, removed from the application of the “dominant cause” test, unions remain concerned
about a number of issues related to the way in which PTSD claims are currently being adjudicated
by the WCB, including:
Unacceptably long timelines in adjudication: The average PTSD claim takes more than 80 days
to adjudicate, which is grossly unfair to injured workers. While the labour movement is pleased
that the average timeline has come down from a high of 187 days, we are urging the WCB to
commit to a thirty (30) day timeline, in line with that for other injuries.
Diagnosis Bias: While The Act specifies that a worker must be diagnosed with PTSD by a
physician or psychologist, worker experience has shown that the WCB has a strong preference
for diagnosis by a psychologist or psychiatrist, and when a worker presents a diagnosis from a
general practice physician the worker is usually re-directed for a second opinion, resulting in
delays, needless hassle and, sometimes, conflicting medical opinions. The labour movement is
calling for the WCB to follow The Act and not discriminate against workers by virtue of their
doctors.
Unreasonable Expectations: The WCB will not accept a diagnosis of a physician or psychologist
that does not adequately described how the worker’s injury meets all the diagnostic criteria for
PTSD. Many workers have experienced delays and challenges because the WCB does not feel
their diagnosis is sufficiently detailed or comprehensive.

16

A eligible diagnosis must include all the PTSD criteria laid out by the American Psychiatric
Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM–5)
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5. DID THE “ACCIDENT” ARISE “OUT OF AND IN THE COURSE
OF EMPLOYMENT”?
In addition to meeting the four criteria above (claimant is a worker, who works in a covered
industry, who sustained a personal injury, as a result of an “accident”), the WCB adjudication
process asks a fifth and final key question before deciding whether or not to accept or deny a
worker’s WCB claim: did the worker’s accident arise “out of and in the course of employment”?
Section 4(1) of The Act specifies that a worker’s accident must arise “out of and in the course of
employment” in order for a worker to be eligible for compensation. This is a very technical
expression which we will explain in detail below.
There are two important parts of the phrase “arising out of, and in the course of, employment.”
The WCB must be convinced that an injury meets the test of both parts – that is to say that the
injury must have:
1) Arisen out of the course of employment; and
2) Arisen in the course of employment.
At first glance this seems contradictory, since the WCB seems to be asking that the “accident” be
both in and out of the course of employment before it can be compensated. You might think it is
impossible for something to be both in and out of the course employment at the same time, but
the WCB has a very specific meaning for these phrases.
For something to arise “in the course of employment” means that it happens while the worker
was performing work duties or was on work property.
For something to arise “out of the course of employment” means that it happened because of,
or due to the work that was being performed.
In short, “in the course of employment” means the “accident” took place on the job, while “out of
the course of employment” means that the cause of the “accident” was directly related to work.
While there are some exceptions, this two-part test usually means the “accident” took place on
the employer’s premises (see text box below) and had a direct connection to work. It needs to be
understood that not everything that happens in the workplace is job-related. Going to the
lunchroom or to the washroom is not removing oneself from “the course of employment.”
However, using company equipment for a personal task may be seen as removing oneself from
“the course of employment.”
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Accidents at the Workplace: “Accidents” at the workplace are generally compensable,
regardless of whether or not the employer owns the workplace or whether work is being
done on property owned by someone other than the employer. As mentioned above, there
may be exceptions if a worker is considered to have removed themselves from “the course
of employment,” such as by using work property for personal uses. Or, if a worker is at the
job site for personal reasons (e.g., a grocery store clerk visiting the grocery store to do their
personal grocery shopping).
Accidents While Travelling to and from Work [Policies Transportation Controlled by the
Employer 44.10.50.10, Travelling on the Job 44.10.50.50, Special Assignment Coverage
44.10.50.60]: Accidents while travelling to and from work are usually not compensable.
However, if the travel is out of the ordinary, it may be compensable. For example, the injury
may be compensable if there was:
• Employer-paid transportation.
• Employer-provided transportation.
• Travel that cannot avoid an added hazard near the workplace.
• Work duties combined with travelling.
Injury while on Special Assignment (Conventions, Courses, Workshops etc.…) [Policy
44.10.50.60]: Injuries that take place while the worker is travelling on business, including
injuries that occur in hotels or restaurants while away on business, are compensable.
However, compensation may be limited if sightseeing or drinking were involved in the injury.
Injuries in Parking Lots [Policy 44.05.20]: Unless the worker is in the course of their work
duties, accidents in parking lots are generally not compensable if the employer does not
control the parking lot. If they do have control of the parking lot, then a work injury may be
compensable.
It is also important to note that the WCB will not usually consider that an accident arose “out of,
and in the course of, employment” if it involved activity such as fighting, drunkenness, serious and
willful misconduct or horseplay.
For more information, please see WCB Policies Drunkenness and Intoxication 40.10.30.10 and
Serious and Wilful Misconduct 44.10.30.30.
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Chapter 6: Benefits
The WCB provides a number of different kinds of benefits and supports to assist sick and
injured workers to recover and to cope financially when they are unable to work. This chapter
will provide an overview of the different kinds of WCB compensation, benefits and other
supports that are available to injured workers.
When workers are unable to work and earn their normal wage due to illness or injury, the WCB
can provide “wage loss benefits” (also known as “wage replacement benefits”), which are
financial payments that are intended to roughly approximate what a worker would otherwise
earn if they were not sick or injured (and were working and earning as they normally would).
The WCB can also pay for a variety of health and rehabilitative services to assist a worker
recover and may also pay for worker re-training in certain instances. Additionally, the WCB has
the ability to make a number of different kinds of one-time-only payments to seriously injured
workers, as well as payments to a worker’s dependents in the tragic circumstance of a workrelated worker fatality.
The WCB system is a “dual award system” meaning that workers can receive more than one
type of benefit from the WCB. For example, a worker who is unable to work due to a serious
injury may receive both wage replacement and a lump sum payment for a permanent
impairment.
Like many other pieces of legislation, The Workers Compensation Act (The Act) has been
amended many times, and these amendments have often changed the type and level of
benefits that an injured worker (or their dependants) may receive. As has been mentioned in
earlier Chapters, worker advocates should be aware that the WCB will always apply the version
of The Act that was in place at the time of the worker’s “accident.” Even if amendments have
been made to The Act subsequent to the “accident,” it is the version of The Act that was in place
at the time of the “accident” that will always be applied.
This means that the latest version of The Act, which took effect January 1st, 2022 will apply to all
workplace “accidents” on or after January 1st, 2022. “Accidents” which took place prior to
January 1st, 2022 will be governed by whatever version of The Act was in place at the time of
the “accident.”
This section will review the four (4) main types of WCB compensation:
• Wage loss benefits
• Medical aid (including rehabilitation)
• Permanent impairment awards
• Fatality benefits
We will also discuss how the WCB assess “earnings” and carries out Earning Capacity
Reviews. Finally, we will touch on “other source benefits”.
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1. WAGE LOSS BENEFITS
Wage loss benefits (sometimes called “wage replacement benefits”) are meant to make up the
difference in income between what a worker is able to earn after an accident (when they may be
working less or not at all, due to their injury or illness), and what they were earning prior to their
“accident.”
If a worker has to leave work early due to an “accident,” their employer is responsible for
making-up any lost wages for the day the “accident” took place [Employer Obligation to Pay a
Worker for the day of Accident Policy 22.70.30.10]. If the worker has to be away from work for
additional time beyond the day of the “accident,” then WCB wage loss benefits may be paid
(i.e., eligibility for WCB wage loss benefits start the day after an “accident” takes place).
Injured workers should be aware that it can take some time for WCB to pay out benefits,
including wage loss benefits. In 2019, 73% of all claims were paid out within 14 days and 95%
of all claims were paid within 60 days.17 Unions continue to lobby the WCB to improve these
processing timelines so injured workers do not face the prospect of having to go without a
paycheque.
The WCB uses a complex formula to determine wage loss benefits, which is intended to
approximate a worker’s average earnings at the time of their “accident.” In most cases, the
WCB’s formula will be based on regular earnings at the time of the “accident,” although the
WCB may use the average yearly earnings if there is sufficient documentation, and the resultant
average earnings would be greater for the worker. The WCB usually does an initial assessment
calculation in support of the first few wage loss payments, and then conducts a more thorough
income investigation and recalculation if a worker is still receiving wage loss benefits after 12
weeks.
Wage loss benefits are generally ended when the worker has returned to work and/or is judged
by the WCB to have recovered their pre-accident earning capacity. Wage loss benefits can be
ended by the WCB when a worker retires. The WCB can also reduce or terminate wage loss
benefits if it concludes the worker is not doing everything required to recover from their injury
(such as failing to undergo medical treatment or engaging in activities that slow or halt injury
recovery).
In some cases, workers may be holding two or more separate jobs (sometimes called
“concurrent employment”). In such cases, the WCB’s wage loss calculation will take into
account the worker’s income from both jobs. It is imperative that a worker inform the WCB about
any and all jobs they hold – failure to do so may be considered fraudulent action and expose the
worker to serious penalties.

A) Calculation of Lost Earning Capacity
A central concept in determining wage loss benefits is the idea of loss of earning capacity.
Loss of earning capacity means the difference between the worker’s ability to earn before and
after an “accident.” If a worker could earn $40,000 before an “accident” and can earn only
$30,000 after an “accident,” the loss of earning capacity is $10,000. In the above example, the
17

2019 WCB Report (p. 15) Annual Report 2019 | Workers Compensation Board of Manitoba
(wcb.mb.ca)
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WCB refers to the $40,000 as the worker’s pre-accident earnings, while the $30,000 is the
worker’s post-accident earning capacity.
Worker advocates should be aware that the WCB’s formula for calculating wage loss benefits
has changed over the years, so it’s important to be aware of when a worker’s injury happened,
because a worker’s benefits will be assessed by the regulations that were in place at the time of
the injury. The legislation and policy for Lost Earning Capacity were amended in 1992, 2006 and
2021.
For “accidents” which took place prior to 2006, WCB wage loss benefits are calculated to
approximate 90% of net loss of earning capacity (up to a maximum cap set by government18) for
up to two years, and then are reduced to 80% if wage loss benefits continue beyond 2 years.
Effective 2006, The Act was amended to eliminate the step-down (from 90% to 80%) in the
wage replacement rate, such that wage loss benefits became based on 90% of net loss of
earning capacity for the full duration they were paid.19 The government-set maximum cap on
insurable earnings was also eliminated in 2006; all earnings were insurable (with no maximum
cap) from 2006 through to 2021.
In 2021, a cap on insurable earnings was once again imposed at $150,000 (the 90%
replacement rate was retained and remains in place). The re-establishment of an insurable
earnings cap means that a worker’s earnings are only insurable up to the point of earning
income of $150,000; if a worker earns more than that amount, the portion of income earned
above $150,000 is not be eligible for wage replacement.20
For workers earning minimum wage or near minimum wage, wage loss benefits are calculated
at a 100% replacement rate, so their earnings do not fall below minimum wage (Section 39(6))21
– this provision has been in effect since 2006. (Prior to 2006, minimum wage workers and
workers earning only slightly more than minimum wage who were injured on the job often
received WCB replacement income below minimum wage. Manitoba’s labour movement
campaigned successfully to have a safeguard put in place to ensure no injured worker would
receive less than minimum wage.)
Workers do not pay taxes on WCB wage loss benefits because the WCB’s wage loss formula
already makes an allowance for what a worker would normally pay in taxes. (In other words,

Prior to 2006, a worker’s earnings were only insured (and eligible for wage loss benefits) up to a pre-set
maximum amount determined by the Government of Manitoba and adjusted annually for inflation. If you
are supporting a worker who was injured prior to 2006, you can learn more about the earnings cap that
was in place at the time of their accident at https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/2005/c01705e.php#32
(DC).
19 Between 2006-2021, there was no cap on insured earnings, so if a worker was injured during that time
their full and total income is eligible for replacement under wage loss benefits.
20 The MFL advocated against re-establishing a cap on insurable earnings on the grounds that wage
replacement benefits are intended to replace all of a worker’s earnings, not just earnings up to an
arbitrary cap. At $150,000, Manitoba’s cap is the highest in the country and it is expected that well over
90% of workers will not be affected by the cap – a small silver lining on an otherwise bad policy.
21 Exceptions to this are outlined in Section 39(7) and see Regulation 201/2009 – Minimum Annual
Earnings Regulation for the actual amounts.
18
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wage loss benefits are reduced by an amount approximating what a worker would pay in
income taxes.)
If the worker you are representing has concerns that they are not receiving the correct amount
of wage loss benefit, you should request that the WCB provide you with a copy of the
calculation sheet and explanation that outlines how the benefit was calculated.
The WCB undertakes a five-step (5) process to determine how much earning capacity the
worker has lost:
1. First the WCB determines the worker’s gross average earnings before the “accident”
from all forms of employment. This means calculating all income before deductions for
such things as income tax, Canada Pension Plan, and Employment Insurance.
2. The WCB then determines the worker’s net average earnings before the “accident.” This
means determining what the income is after deductions. In determining a worker’s net
income, the WCB makes deductions calculated to represent what a worker’s pension
contributions and what a worker would normally pay in income tax and EI premiums.
3. The WCB then determines the net average amount the worker can earn from all forms of
employment after the accident. In most cases this means simply determining how much
money the worker is actually making. In other words, earning capacity is usually the
same as the worker’s actual income after the accident. However, there are certain
circumstances in which the WCB will rule that, based on the worker’s physical status,
skills and education, the worker should be making more money. This is called “deeming”
and is dealt with in more detail below.
4. The WCB then subtracts the net average amount the worker can earn from all forms of
employment after the “accident” from the net average earnings before the “accident.”
That figure is the loss of earning capacity.
5.

The amount of compensation payable is 90% of the loss in earning capacity (or 100% if
the worker’s net loss of earnings falls below minimum wage earnings).

Example 1
If a worker made net $40,000 dollars a year and was permanently and completely disabled,
the loss in earning capacity would be $40,000. Their post-accident earning capacity would
be zero ($40,000 minus zero = $40,000). The payable compensation would typically be 90
percent of this net amount.
Example 2
If the same worker earning net $40,000 had an injury which left them with a post-accident
earning capacity of $15,000, the loss of earning capacity would be $25,000 ($40,000 minus
$15,000 = $25,000). The payable compensation would be 90 percent of $25,000 or $22,500.
Loss of earning capacity is generally calculated based on a worker’s normal pay period so that
their wage loss benefits are paid about the same time as they would receive their pay cheque
from their employer if they were still working. In cases where the worker has a permanent loss
of earning capacity, their loss is most often reassessed annually, and the wage loss benefit rate
adjusted accordingly.
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Some unions have negotiated provisions into their collective agreements that allow their
members to receive income at 100% of their net average earnings while they are unable to work
due to a compensable injury. In most cases, the benefits paid to a worker are a combination of
WCB wage loss benefits and an employer-paid “top-up.”

B) Post-Accident Earning Capacity [Policy 44.80.30.10]
As outlined above, the amount of a worker’s wage loss benefit depends on how much income
the worker is earning, or, what the WCB expects the worker to earn, after the “accident.” The
WCB considers the following when it determines post-accident income:
•
•
•
•

Actual earnings from employment
Deemed income
Sheltered income
Collateral benefits

It does not consider vacation pay earned before the accident, cash-out, or severance pay.
i) Actual Earnings from Employment [Policy 44.80.30.10]
In determining an injured worker’s actual earnings from employment, the WCB takes into
account:
•
•
•

Any earnings the worker receives for employment.
The value of any good or service the worker receives instead of wages. (This would
include such things as free or subsidized rent or food.)
The value of anything deemed to be a taxable benefit under The Income Tax Act, such
as car allowance or education programs.
ii) Deemed Income [Policy 44.80.30.20]

This is the amount that the WCB believes (or “deems”) the worker as being capable of earning
(whether the worker is actually earning it or not). The WCB will deem that a worker is capable of
earning when the worker:
•
•
•
•

Withdraws from the labour force. An example of this would be retiring or deciding not to
look for work even though the WCB believes the worker is capable of working.
Refuses suitable employment.
Is deemed by the WCB to be failing to cooperate in a rehabilitation program.
Completes a suitable WCB rehabilitation program but is determined by the WCB not to
be seeking new employment or has stopped participating in their rehabilitation plan.

“Deemed income” is treated as taxable earnings and usually takes place when the worker is
involved in a rehabilitation program — or decides not to become involved in such a program —
more details of deeming will be discussed below.
iii) Sheltered Income [Section 40]
Workers do not pay income tax on WCB benefits. As a result, WCB benefits are referred to as a
“sheltered income” (i.e., they are “sheltered” from income tax). The sheltered nature of WCB
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benefits has implications for the potential income tax owed and any tax refunds that an injured
worker may receive. As a result, the WCB makes deductions from an injured worker’s WCB
benefits in order to ensure that workers do not receive a tax advantage or a tax disadvantage as
a result of receiving WCB benefits in place of their normal employment income.
Here’s how to think about the process:
Before an injury, when a worker is still working, their employer makes deductions on the
assumption that the worker is going to be working for the full 12 months of the year. After the
worker is injured and off work, they have a much smaller taxable income than if they had
worked for the full 12 months. This means the worker will likely have contributed too much in
income tax and be eligible for a tax refund at the end of the year.
Because of the tax-free nature of WCB wage loss benefits, receiving WCB benefits creates a
tax advantage (the amount of taxable income earned is less and, therefore, taxes owed are less
too). In order to ensure that injured workers receiving WCB benefits are not treated any
differently from an income-tax perspective, the WCB reduces a worker's 90% net benefits by an
amount called "tax sheltering." The objective of “tax sheltering” is to ensure that a worker neither
receives a tax advantage or a tax disadvantage as a result of receiving WCB benefits instead of
their regular employment income.
The WCB has established a tax sheltering formula that is based on the assumption that an
injured worker receiving WCB benefits will receive those benefits for a period of three (3)
months and will receive their normal employment income for the remaining nine (9) months of
the year. On this basis, the WCB determines the amount of the tax refund the injured worker is
eligible to receive and then deducts a portion of that refund from their weekly WCB benefits.
For workers in receipt of wage loss benefits for 40 or more weeks in a calendar year, the WCB
performs a special calculation to determine if a rebate is due. The calculation is based on:
•
•
•

The number of weeks a worker received wage loss benefits
Multiplied by the amount of tax sheltering per week
Less a calculated tax advantage for weeks the worker was not in receipt of tax-free
wage loss benefits for

The calculated amount of the tax advantage is based on:
•
•

The amount of taxes and deductions the worker would have paid had they worked the
entire year
Less the amount of taxes and deductions for the period the worker did not receive taxfree wage loss benefits
iv) Collateral Benefits [Section 41.1] [Policies 44.80.30.10.10 and 44.80.30.10.20]

Collateral Benefits is the term used for money that a worker receives, usually from a source
outside of the WCB, which helps to offset their lost wages, such Canada Pension Plan
payments, Employment Insurance payments, disability insurance payments, and payments
sometimes made by employers to top-up compensation earnings to the worker’s pre-accident
earning level.
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It is important to note that collateral benefits, including top-ups from employers, are
deducted from WCB compensation benefits only when the collateral benefits plus wage loss
benefits add up to more than 100% of the worker’s net actual loss of earnings.
The WCB’s collateral payments policy attempts to ensure that the worker does not receive more
money while receiving WCB wage loss benefits than they did when they were employed.
NOTE: It is the worker’s responsibility to inform WCB about any collateral benefits.
Example: If the WCB had determined that a worker qualified for $1,000 a month in wage loss
benefits due to an “accident” and the worker also qualified for a $400 dollar a month benefit
from the Canada Pension Plan as a result of the “accident,” the worker would not receive
$1,400 a month. Instead, the WCB would reduce the amount that it pays by $400 a month.
There are a number of important exemptions:
• Retirement pension benefits unrelated to the injury will not be considered as earnings.
• Annuity payments from the WCB associated with a previous injury are not considered as
earnings.
• CERB, Rent Assist, Family Allowance payments, Child Tax Benefits will not be
considered as income.
• Amounts used for mortgage or loan payments that are made directly against the balance
of the mortgage or loan are also exempt. However, if workers decide to use this money
in another way, the WCB will consider the amounts as earnings.

C) Indexing of Compensation
WCB benefits are indexed to reflect increases in the cost of living. More specifically, WCB
indexing is based on changes in the Industrial Average Wage22 (a common measure of inflation
or changes in the cost of living). Indexing of WCB benefits only begins after a worker has
received benefits for two years and is then done annually thereafter.

2. MEDICAL AID AND REHABILITATION [Policy 44.120.10]
The WCB can provide support for a wide variety of medical aid to help a worker recover from an
injury or adapt to the injury or disability. However, before it will pay for medical aid, the WCB will
make a determination as to whether or not it believes the aid is needed / appropriate.
By Medical Aid, the WCB means health care provided by individuals and organizations such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Doctors
Nurses
Hospitals
Chiropractors
Physiotherapists

Statistics Canada’s Industrial Average Wage Chart:
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1410020401
22
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It’s important to note that the WCB may require workers to submit to medical examinations, and
health care practitioners are required to file reports with the WCB.
Services that WCB medical payments may cover include such things as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hospital treatment
Transportation to medical appointments
Attendant care
Over the counter and prescription medicine
Home modification
Transporting a family member to a hospital when a worker dies or is in critical condition
Clothing allowance, dentures, artificial limbs and other prosthetic devices, hearing aids

Medical aid may be terminated when the WCB determines that the worker no longer needs the
service to cure or provide relief from an injury resulting from an “accident” or when it is not
resulting in demonstrable improvement. The WCB can also reduce or terminate medical aid if it
concludes that the worker is not doing everything it deems required to recover from the injury,
such as failing to undergo medical treatment or engaging in activities that slow or halt recovery.

A) Non-Traditional Treatments [Policy 44.120.10]
The WCB’s approach to what it considers to be non-traditional treatments is guided by its
Medical Aid Policy 44.120.10 under Schedule C Non-Traditional Treatments. The Schedule
outlines that non-traditional treatments are those which the WCB considers:
a. Experimental, and / or
b. Lacking scientific validity to the extent required for widely held acceptance in the
Manitoba community of recognized health care providers
The WCB does not generally authorize payment for what it considers to be non-traditional
treatments, but decisions can be made to include them in a treatment plan on a case-by-case
basis. Schedule C outlines eight (8) conditions that are considered when making a decision on
including a non-traditional treatment. The experience of advocates has been that the WCB
takes a very conservative approach and rarely approves what it considers to be non-traditional
treatments, including many treatments that are accepted as very effective by the wider medical
community, such as massage for muscle injuries, cannabis for pain, and the use of support
animals for some psychological injuries. The labour movement is continuing to lobby for the
WCB to involve the wider medical community – beyond its own Healthcare Consultants – in its
medical policy making.

B) Vocational Rehabilitation
The WCB may provide a variety of services intended to return the worker to the workforce. The
worker or the employer can request vocational rehabilitation services at any time. If a worker
fails to cooperate with the WCB in this process, the worker may find their benefits reduced or
terminated, as a result of the process known as “deeming” (described briefly above, and in more
detail below). This section looks at the following rehabilitation topics:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Obligation to re-employ
Return to the workplace where the injury happened
Undue Hardship / Reasonable Accommodation
Rehabilitation Services
Rehabilitation Goals
Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan
Deeming
i.

Employer Obligation to Re-employ [Section 49.3]

The WCB Act requires employers who employ twenty-five or more full-time or regular parttime workers to re-employ workers who have been employed by the employer for at least
twelve continuous months prior to the date of accident and are unable to work as a result of a
workplace accident.
Under the Act, an employer’s obligation to offer re-employment to an injured worker ends on the
second anniversary of the accident date, or six months after the worker becomes medically able
to perform the essential duties of the pre-accident employment or suitable work, or the date the
worker would have retired, whichever is earliest. This does not override the employer’s Duty to
Provide Reasonable Accommodation to an injured worker under Manitoba Human Rights
legislation.23 Additionally, some collective agreements will include provisions that give injured
workers greater rights in the accommodation process.
When a worker is medically able to perform the essential duties of their pre-accident
employment the employer must offer the pre-accident position or alternative employment
comparable in nature and earnings.
When a worker has not fully recovered from the effects of the injury or illness but is able to
perform suitable work, the employer must offer the worker employment that is within the
worker’s medical restrictions, skills, and abilities. The employer must also make
accommodations to the work or the workplace to accommodate the needs of the worker, to the
point of undue hardship.
ii.

Return to Work [Policy 43.20.25]

Manitoba’s labour movement has long advocated for greater attention to be paid and more
resources to be invested into a safe and supportive process to assist workers who have
experienced illness / injuries to return to meaningful employment, when it is safe for them to do
so. There are times when, if done properly, returning to work can be an important part of
physical recovery and mental well-being. There are also times when a safe return to work plan
requires a gradual return and/or special accommodations or modified duties as workers
recuperate, regain their pre-injury capacity, or adjust to long-term impairments.
Too often, the return-to-work process is geared solely at getting the worker back on the job fulltime as quickly as possible, with inadequate involvement from the worker, their doctor and their
WCB Case Manager in developing a safe return to work plan that supports a full and healthy
recovery, so the worker can return to meaningful employment without risking re-injury.

23

Reasonable Accommodation http://www.manitobahumanrights.ca/v1/educationresources/resources/policies-pages/policies-g-2.html
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It is extremely important that injured workers speak to their health care providers about
any work accommodations that may be recommended as they return to work after an
injury, and that workers ensure that their health care providers prepare written reports
(to be shared with the WCB and the worker’s employer) that clearly explain any
limitations that the worker may have.
Pressuring an injured worker to resume duties before it is safe for them to do so - in an effort to
minimize WCB costs - is a form of claim suppression, sometimes called “aggressive return to
work” – discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
The WCB has only recently begun to promote the benefits of “inclusive” return to work programs
(“inclusive” meaning return to work programs that are inclusive of all parties: the worker, the
worker’s health care provider, the employer and the WCB) to employers and the resources they
provide in supporting injured workers through this process continues to be at the initiative of
individual case managers. Workers and worker advocates are encouraged to contact the WCB
for support if they are concerned that their return-to-work plan may put them at risk.
If you do find yourself needing to reach out to the WCB, or intervening with an employer to
ensure a safe return to work plan is developed and followed, you may wish to consult the WCB
policy [Return to Work with the Accident Employer 43.20.25] or see the educational poster24 that
outlines nine (9) essential features of a good return to work plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Involves the injured worker, employer, healthcare provider and the WCB working together
Is good for the worker’s recovery
Is good for the employer who gets their valued worker back sooner
Offers a safe and gradual Return to Work which may include modified duties
Provides meaningful work for the injured worker
Is tailored to the individual capabilities of the worker and based on clear guidelines provided
by the healthcare provider
7. Involves supervisors and coworkers in supporting the injured worker and following the plan
8. Is monitored regularly by the employer, healthcare provider and the WCB to make sure the
plan stays on track
9. Encourages all parties to contact the WCB if any issues arise.
Return to work needs to include suitable work that the worker is medically able to do, does not
aggravate or enhance the injury, and will provide benefits to both the worker and the employer.
To determine if the worker is medically able to perform suitable work, the WCB is supposed to
compare the worker’s compensable medical restrictions and capabilities to the demands of the
work. The WCB may authorize any reasonable and necessary expenditures, including wageloss benefits, training subsidies, job-site modifications, and any other reasonable and necessary
costs that will help the worker return to work.
If there is a dispute concerning a return to work, the WCB is supposed to work with the parties
to seek a successful resolution. If unsuccessful, the WCB must then make a determination
whether the employer has fulfilled its obligation to offer suitable employment to the worker. The
work must be within the worker’s medical abilities, and they must be able to perform the
essential duties of work offered.
24

Return to Work Poster
https://www.wcb.mb.ca/sites/default/files/resources/WCB_RTW_for_Employers_Poster_Web.pdf
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In the case where workers or worker advocates believe that their WCB claim managers are not
meeting WCB obligations and principles towards return to work, they are encouraged to raise
their concerns regarding return to work by contacting the claims service centre and asking to
speak directly to management. This is known process to the WCB, and it should be expected
WCB management will address and investigate your concerns.
WCB Claims Service Centre (8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday to Friday)
Email: wcb@wcb.mb.ca
Phone:
204-954-4321
Toll Free within Canada and the United States:
1-855-954-4321
Fax:
204-954-4999
Toll free within Canada fax:
1-877-872-3804
An employer who fails to comply with the re-employment obligation may be subject to an
administrative penalty. If a worker refuses to participate in suitable work, wage-loss benefits
may be reduced or eliminated.
The obligation to re-employ prevails over a collective agreement in cases where The Act
provides a worker with greater re-employment terms.
If an employer terminates an injured worker within six months of reemployment, the employer is
presumed not to have fulfilled their obligation. This is considered “Discriminatory Action”
under The Act and should be reported to the worker’s union and the WCB compliance
department. An employer found to have committed Discriminatory Action will be penalized with
an administrative penalty fine. (See more in Chapter 8.)
iii.

Undue Hardship / Reasonable Accommodation

A situation in which an accommodation becomes too burdensome on an employer is called an
“undue hardship.” In cases of “undue hardship” an employer may be relieved of their reemployment obligation. In other words, employers are required to provide “reasonable
accommodation” up to (but not beyond) the point of undue hardship. The onus is on the
employer to show adequate evidence to support their claim that it is an undue hardship to
accommodate the worker. The WCB refers to the Manitoba Human Rights Commission policy
and guidelines on “reasonable accommodation” and will consider the circumstances of each
case.25
iv.

Rehabilitation Services [Policy 43.00]

The WCB can aid injured workers to pursue medical and physical rehabilitation, and
employment training that may include academic or vocational education and training.
There are five (5) sets of rehabilitation services available to workers. These are:
• Adjustment
• Assessment
• Employment related services
Manitoba Human Rights Commission “Reasonable Accommodation”
http://www.manitobahumanrights.ca/v1/education-resources/resources/reasonable-accommodation.html
25
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•
•

Re-education (vocational and academic training)
Independent living

Adjustment
In some cases a worker may have a number of personal, social, or emotional difficulties to
adjust to before they recover or makes progress towards returning to work – adjustment
services are meant to help with these challenges.
Assessment
These services are used to evaluate or measure vocational functioning or potential to determine
a worker’s potential for employment.
Employment Related Services
These services are provided to help prepare a worker to compete for employment opportunities.
Re-education, Vocational, and Academic Training
These services support upgrading, vocational or academic training (the WCB must approve the
training institution and program). This may include training and resources to help with job search
skills, resume preparation, and job interviews. Special programs are available for those who
speak English as a second language and this training can also be available to a surviving
spouse.
This type of rehabilitation is available to workers
•
•
•

Who experience a long-term loss of earning capacity, such as a worker who may be off
work for at least six (6) months or who may not return to work without other supports.
Where there are indications the injury will become chronic.
Who are unable to perform the pre-injury employment, such as in the case of a
permanent disability.

WCB Policy 43.00 lists the eligibility criteria for rehabilitation. If a worker meets the criteria
for eligibility, the WCB must grant benefits and services unless it can justify its denial on a
fair and reasonable basis. The goal of vocational assistance is to make it possible for the
worker to have the same earning capacity the worker had before the accident, or as close
as possible. In deciding whether or not to fund this training the WCB takes into consideration
the worker’s post-injury:
•
•
•
•

Physical capacity
Skills
Aptitudes
Interests (where possible)

The WCB can supply full wage-loss benefits as well as the cost of tuition, books, tools, and
other expenses necessary to successfully complete an academic or vocational the program that
changes or enhances the worker’s ability with their injury.
The WCB may provide services to help the worker address a problem unrelated to the
compensable condition (for example, a lack of education or language barrier) in order to
improve the worker’s chances for successful vocational rehabilitation.
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The WCB is supposed to help the worker become as employable as they were before the
“accident.” It is also responsible for providing reasonable help to the worker in finding work, but
this does not mean it needs to continue that support indefinitely.
Independent Living
These are services to improve the worker’s quality of life outside of work. Examples of this may
be the construction of a ramp at the worker’s home to accommodate wheelchair access related
to an injury. [See more in support for Daily Living Policy 44.120.30].
v.

Academic or Vocational Rehabilitation Goals [Policy 43.00]

The aim of academic or vocational assistance is to make it possible for the worker to have the
same wage level or higher that the worker had before the “accident.” The WCB’s first choice is
to have the worker return to their previous work with their previous employer. If that’s not
possible, then the WCB will consider alternatives, in the following order of preference:
a. Return to the same work with the same employer
b. Return to the same work (modified) with the same employer
c. Return to different work with the same employer
d. Return to similar work with different employer
e. Return to different work with a different employer
f. Retraining and re-education
g. Self-employment
As you can see, the WCB will not automatically retrain an injured worker for a new job with a
new employer if it is possible to provide assistance that will allow the worker to return to their old
job with their old employer.
Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP) [Policy 43.00]
If the WCB decides to help an injured worker through its Vocational Rehabilitation services, a
written plan, called an Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan, is drawn up. The plan outlines
the goals and responsibilities of the WCB, the worker, and the employer and should be drawn
up in consultation with all three. The worker’s physician and compensation advocate or union
representative should also be involved in drawing up the plan.
The plan should:
• Define the employment goal.
• Make it clear why this goal can be reached.
• Detail the steps for reaching the goal.
• Outline the way the worker will be supported in reaching that goal. The people and
organizations that will be helping out should be named.
• Outline the supports and benefits the worker will be receiving.
• Make it clear when it is expected that the worker will reach each goal.
• State what the worker will be expected to be able to earn at the end of the training
period. [Note: this is important because it can be used in determining the worker’s
deemed earning capacity once the training program is over.]
All parties must be committed to the plan and must sign it. By signing the plan, the worker is not
showing that they are in complete agreement with the plan. However, the worker’s signature
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does show that the worker has agreed to participate in the plan. While the worker may wish to
pursue a different plan, the WCB has the right to expect the worker to participate in the plan it
prefers. However, the worker has the right to appeal any plan with which the worker does not
agree.
The WCB is expected to be flexible in the administration of the plan. Once the program starts,
the plan can be changed if the WCB, the worker and the employer all agree.
Once the plan has started:
•
•
•

The worker is responsible for notifying the WCB of any problems that arise.
The WCB is responsible for notifying the worker and the pre-injury or new
employer of any difficulties of which it is aware.
The pre-injury or new employer is responsible for notifying the WCB of any difficulties or
circumstances that might affect the completion of the plan.

While this does not occur frequently, there have been occasions when a worker has started a
training program geared toward obtaining a new kind of employment with a new employer, and
the worker’s previous employer has come forward offering a different job. In such a case, the
WCB may require that the worker accept the offer of employment from their previous employer.
However, the worker may not be required to quit the training course if:
•
•
•

The plan is more than one third completed; and
It is evident that the worker is going to successfully complete the plan; or
After discussion, the employer agrees that the plan should be continued. If the worker
does not take the job with the original employer, the worker’s deemed earning capacity
will be based on whichever job has the highest salary.

Where the worker fully recovers from the “accident,” the WCB will conclude that there has been
no loss of earning capacity. If the WCB reaches this conclusion it has the right to end the
rehabilitation program as long as it provides the worker with sufficient notice.
Rehabilitation programs may also be rejected or ended because:
• The worker has completed a vocational rehabilitation plan and achieved their maximum
earning capacity.
• The worker has failed to cooperate with the plan.
• The worker has no loss in earning capacity and does not need help with activities of
daily life, counselling, or an allowance.
• The worker does not want to or cannot take part in a rehabilitation program.
• The worker chooses not to or is unable to accept a job for reasons that are not
connected to their injury.
• The worker quits employment for reasons not related to the injury.
• The worker retires from the workforce or has reached retirement age.
• The worker has already completed a plan and reached what WCB deems to be an
acceptable ability to earn.
• The worker has already completed a plan and WCB feels that it is not cost effective to
provide any more training.
The WCB must provide reasonable notice of an intention to terminate these benefits. [Notice of
Change in Benefits or Services Policy 44.30.60]
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The suspension, reduction, or ending of wage loss benefits is a separate decision from those
listed above. [ Co-operation and Mitigation in Recovery Policy 44.10.30.60, Post Accident
Earnings – Deemed Earning Capacity Policy 44.80.30.20 and Return to Work with the Accident
Employer Policy 43.20.25].
vi.

Deeming [Policy 44.80.30.20]

As discussed briefly in the section on Wage Loss Benefits (above) the WCB has the right to
calculate a worker’s post-accident income based on what it “deems” to be the amount the
worker could be earning. Deeming is a tool of last resort, so it is important to know the criteria
and actions the WCB must take before proceeding to deem a worker’s potential earnings. The
WCB most often resorts to deeming in relation to a failed or stalled rehabilitation program, or a
WCB determination that a worker is not wanting to find work after the completion of a
rehabilitation program. If faced with a deeming situation, advocates should also make
themselves familiar with this policy. [Post Accident Earning Policy 44.80.30.20].
Before the WCB can make use of its right to base its wage loss benefits on a worker’s deemed
income it must:
•
•
•
•

Show that the worker is capable of being employable in a job on which the deemed
earning capacity is going to be based.
Show that the worker has the physical capacity, education, skills, aptitudes, interests,
and personal qualities needed to keep that job.
Show that there is work available in these jobs at that deemed rate.
Have prepared an Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP).

Even if training is not provided the WCB must demonstrate all of the above before it can make
use of deemed earning capacity. Only then can the WCB make use of its calculation of deemed
earnings in situations where:
•
•
•

The worker has completed the training part of the vocational rehabilitation plan designed
to help the worker obtain new skills or improve current skills.
The worker has been given reasonable job search assistance. This means more than
the training portion of the Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP).
The information the plan was based on, including labour market analysis, has not
substantially changed.

The WCB has a formula it uses to determine if a worker has received sufficient assistance, in its
view, in looking for a job before it makes use of deeming. The formula involves multiplying the
unemployment rate for the worker’s level of education at the end of the worker’s rehabilitation
plan by the number of weeks of job search needed for each percentage point in Manitoba’s
unemployment rate at the time the worker is going to start a job search. This period of weeks
must be over before deeming can be applied. The WCB can also extend this period if the labour
market is tight. It is very important that the worker let the WCB know that they are being active
and cooperative in the job search process.
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How is deemed earning capacity calculated?
In deeming, the WCB acts as if the worker had actually finished the training program and
determines how much the worker could be earning if they had finished the program.
Deemed earning capacity is based on the actual earnings for a job. The WCB assumes that the
worker would be making the minimum rate in the occupation as outlined in the Individualized
Written Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP). This is one reason why the plan is so important. The WCB
can make exceptions to this rule if it believes the worker could be making more than the
minimum in that job.
What happens if the training program is stopped, and it is not the worker’s fault?
When this happens the worker’s earning capacity will be based on their actual capacity — as
opposed to the worker’s deemed capacity — at the time the program is stopped.
What if the information on which the plan is based changes? For example, what if wages
in an industry fall or the worker is not able to earn as much as had been estimated.
When this happens deemed earning capacity will be based on the worker’s real earning
capacity, not what was stated in the plan. The WCB may continue to provide full wage benefits
and more training.
When might deeming occur?
Deeming is most likely to be used where:
•

•

A worker refuses an actual job offer that fits with the Individualized Written Rehabilitation
Plan (IWRP) and all the WCB requirements regarding deeming are in place. In this
situation, the deemed earning capacity will be the salary or wage of the refused job
where it is roughly the same as the earning capacity expected upon completion of a
written plan.
A worker discontinues a job that fits with the Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan
(IWRP), and all the WCB requirements regarding deeming are in place. The deemed
earning capacity will be the salary or wage earned by the worker where it is roughly the
same as the earning capacity expected upon completion of a written plan.

In some cases, the salary or wage of the refused or discontinued job is not roughly the same as
the earning capacity expected upon completion of the written plan. When this happens deeming
will be based on the salary or wage of the refused or discontinued job unless the WCB can
demonstrate a different earning capacity.
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3. PERMANENT IMPAIRMENT AWARDS
[Policy 44.90.10]
An impairment award is granted if the worker has a permanent physical or functional
abnormality or loss as the result of an “accident.” These awards are covered by Sections 4(9) of
The Act and are separate from wage loss benefits. They are lump sum benefits.
The WCB Healthcare Management Services Department uses the Permanent Impairment
Rating Schedule to determine the level of degree of impairment. 26 The Department’s ruling on
the degree of impairment can be appealed. The impairment is rated on loss of range of
movement of a body part, loss of function of a body party, and psychological effects.
Permanent impairment awards are calculated on the following basis27:
•
•

Impairments that are greater than 1% but less than 30% receive $1,500 for each full
1% of impairment.
Impairments that are 30% of greater receive $45,000 plus $1,810 for each full 1% of
impairment in excess of 30%.

If a worker has a pre-existing condition the award may be reduced by an amount equal to a
value, the WCB assigns to the pre-existing condition.
Under pre-2006 legislation, the amount of an impairment award is reduced by 2% per year for
every year that the worker is over the age of 45. This deduction is capped at a 40% reduction.
Post-2006, there is no reduction of the impairment award related to a worker’s age.
While the WCB Healthcare Management Services Department makes use of a specific rating
system it does have the authority to establish a different rating and thus give a higher award. It
does this if it is felt that strict adherence to the rating schedule would create an injustice or the
impairment is not covered by the schedule.
At a worker’s request large impairment awards may be converted into a tax-free annuity
maintained by the WCB.

26

Permanent Impairment Rating Schedule Permanent Impairment Rating | Workers Compensation
Board of Manitoba (wcb.mb.ca)
27
These figures are current as of 2021 and are updated annually as per Section 38(2).
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4. FATALITY BENEFITS [Sections 28 – 35]
In the tragic case where a worker dies as the result of a workplace “accident,” WCB fatality
benefits are paid to the deceased worker’s dependents.28
Benefits payable to the spouse or common-law partner include:
• A lump sum payment of $88,150 (*2021)
• Monthly payment equal to 90% of the worker’s net average earnings before the accident,
less certain payments that are paid to another dependent
In addition, the worker's estate is entitled to an immediate payment of $13,570 that may be used
to help with expenses.
Benefits payable to a child of the worker under the age of 18 years include a monthly payment
of $480.
Benefits payable to a child of the worker who is 18 years or older include a monthly payment of
$480 where the child:
•
•

Is applying themselves in a course of study, and
Does not have a university degree and has not completed a course in technical or
vocational training.

The WCB can also provide vocational and rehabilitation benefits to dependents based on the
same criteria used to provide training to injured workers. These benefits are subject to the same
rules, including deeming, as are applied to the benefits provided to workers.
These benefits change annually as part of WCB regulation.29

5. WCB BENEFIT REVIEWS / RECALCULATIONS
Workers should be aware that the WCB continuously reviews the benefits it provides to injured
workers. Reviews are meant to monitor and assess the worker’s progress in returning to the
workforce. In practice, however, a review often results in changes (usually reductions) to the
benefits being provided to an injured worker. Therefore, it is very important that injured workers
pay close attention to their review and any changes that are made to their benefits. If benefits
are reduced improperly, workers can appeal.

28

WCB Fact Sheet on benefits for dependents
https://www.wcb.mb.ca/sites/default/files/resources/FACTS_BenefitsForDependants.pdf
29 Adjustment in compensation Regulation https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/regs/index.php?act=w200
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A) Average Earnings Review [Policy 44.80.10.10]
The WCB can review and adjust a worker's average earnings at any time, on any claim when
further documentation is received which indicates that a recalculation would result in a more
accurate representation of the actual loss of earnings. Reviews are commonly done once a
worker has been paid wage loss benefits for over 12 weeks. If the revised benefit rate is higher,
the worker will be reimbursed the difference, backdated to the date of their “accident”. If the
recalculate benefit rate is lower, benefits will be reduced on a go-forward basis only.
Policy 44.80.10.10 provides that average earnings will be calculated based on either regular
earnings, average yearly earnings or probable earnings.
“Regular earnings” is most often used for workers who are paid a salary or whose earnings do
not typically fluctuate. Regular earnings will not include prior overtime, reimbursements for
employment expenses or bonuses that are not regularly paid.
“Average yearly earnings” are typically used when the worker’s income fluctuates over time. The
WCB may calculate average earnings based on the previous calendar year’s earnings, or the
income from the twelve months period preceding the accident. If those figures do not provide a
true representation of the worker’s average earnings, the WCB can calculate an average over a
longer period of time.
“Probable earnings” project what a worker would have likely earned had they not been injured.
Probable earnings are not typically used to determine a worker’s benefit rate but can be if the
worker does not have a history of prior employment, had experienced a career change, was
new to the job, was in an apprentice program or if they were a youthful worker.
Workers have the right to an average earnings adjustment based on “average yearly earnings.”
A worker may wish to do this if the previous year had been one of unusually low earnings. If
there is an adjustment, it is backdated to the time of the “accident.”

B) Loss of Earning Capacity Review

[Policy 44.80.80.20]

As discussed above, lost earning capacity is the difference between what a worker was capable
of making before and after their “accident” and can change as a worker’s condition changes. For
example, a worker’s condition may get worse, leaving them with an earning potential of zero, or
improve as a result of a training program. In recognition that earning capacity can change with
time and circumstances, a worker’s earning capacity is regularly reviewed by the WCB:
•
•
•
•

During initial adjudication;
During the average earnings review conducted under [Average Earnings Policy
44.80.10.10];
At any time, there is a significant change in circumstances that may affect the
worker's actual or potential earnings; and
At the indexing date under subsection 40(2) of The Act.

When the actual post-accident earnings are within 5% of the estimated earning capacity, there
will be no adjustment to the worker’s benefit. When the actual post-accident earnings are less
than the estimated earning capacity by 5% or more, the worker will receive a retroactive benefit
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payment. When the actual post-accident earnings are greater than the estimated earning
capacity by 5% or more, the WCB will declare an overpayment30 and the worker may have to
pay that money back to the WCB. In these cases, the WCB must notify the worker in writing of
the overpayment and begin the negotiations with the worker to repay the overpaid amount. The
worker can advocate as to how the overpayment is repaid or they can appeal the repayment.
The WCB can waive the repayment if pursuit of the receivable amount is not cost effective, if it
creates financial hardship on the worker, if the worker has died, or if overpayment is discovered
after a period of three years.

6. OTHER SOURCES OF BENEFITS
Some workplaces may offer other forms of insurance or benefit programs, separate and apart
from WCB, such as a private employer healthcare insurance program. These programs should
be accessed by workers only if they enhance the benefits an injured worker is receiving through
the WCB; they should never be used as a substitute for filing a WCB claim.
Workers compensation is a very comprehensive program and is structured to support workers
with short and long-term consequences of an injury, including potential recurrences or
secondary impacts. Workers should be aware that if they initially choose to go with a private
program and not file a WCB report, and later change their mind and try to pursue WCB benefits,
they are likely to face skepticism about the work-relatedness of their injury. It is always best to
file a WCB claim as soon as possible after a workplace injury.
Discouraging workers from applying for WCB benefits (including where an employer
encourages a worker to access a workplace private health plan instead of WCB benefits) is
claim suppression and is against the law – discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. There are a
number of reasons why workers should not rely on non-WCB benefits:
•
•
•
•

Unlike WCB benefits, non-WCB benefits are taxable.
These benefits are usually for a short period of time.
These benefits provide fewer services than WCB.
These benefits do not cover medical aid.

In addition, some employer plans have no appeal process or only a limited appeal process.
The WCB is a better program. If they qualify for WCB benefits, workers should apply for
them. If the worker does not file with the WCB, the worker may be giving away future
rights to benefits. Finally, after the worker returns to work there may be a recurrence (see
Chapter 5) of the injury. The WCB may provide benefits for these recurrences, but it is unlikely
to if it was not providing benefits for the original injury.
Workers may also be eligible for Employment Insurance (EI) benefits following an injury. The
worker must let the WCB know if they are receiving these benefits or benefits from another
source.
In the case where an injured worker’s claim is rejected by the WCB, it is important to engage the
WCB Review and Appeal processes, as outlined in the next chapter.
30

Overpayments of Benefits | Workers Compensation Board of Manitoba (wcb.mb.ca)
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Chapter 7: Key Legal Concepts in Workers
Compensation
As we have discussed in previous chapters, the workers compensation system includes several
different levels of appeal (internal and external) which allow workers to seek redress when they
don’t agree with a decision. Although the WCB appeal processes do not operate like courts,
they do employ procedures that are guided by legal concepts that must be adhered to.
This chapter reviews key legal concepts related to all levels of the workers compensation
system. These legal concepts are defined in the WCB’s policies on [Decision Making 22.00] and
[Quality 20.00]. As an advocate, it will be useful for you to be familiar with the following concepts
to better understand how the WCB operates, and to identify any instances where the WCB or
Appeal Commission fails to adhere to core legal principles. Specifically, we will review:
•
•
•
•
•

Natural justice
Additional rights provided at the Appeal Commission
Rules of evidence
The burden of proof
How to make objections

1. NATURAL JUSTICE
The work of the WCB is supposed to be in keeping with the principles of what is referred to as
natural justice. Natural justice is a concept that refers to the process of how a decision is made,
not necessarily the decision itself.
There are four natural justice rights that apply to all decisions made by the WCB:
1. The right to notice.
2. The right to know the case that must be met.
3. The right to have the hearing heard by an unbiased decision-maker.
4. The right to be provided with reasons for the decision.
Workers have these rights at every level in their dealings with the WCB. In addition, the Appeal
Commission Rules of Procedure state that the Appeal Commission is subject to the rules of
natural justice. You should object if the WCB is not respecting these rights and explain how they
are failing.
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A) The Right to Notice
A worker making a claim to the WCB has the right to be told:
•
•

The concerns that the WCB may have with the case, and
When they can present their side of the case.

The Registrar to the Appeal Commission must give advance notice of a hearing to all those who
have a direct interest in the matter to be decided.

B) Knowing the Case that Must be Met
You and the worker have a right to see any reports that the WCB is examining in relation to the
worker’s claim. If the WCB gets new information, it must give a copy to you and the worker. The
WCB must also make any of its own research available to you. In practice, this means that at
the Appeal Commission level, only issues that have been previously identified can be
considered (you should not be surprised by any new information or reports).
The right of the worker or the worker’s advocate to review all WCB documents relating to the
claim is guaranteed by Section 101(1.1). The right of the employer to access to relevant
documents on file is guaranteed by Section 101(1.2).

C) The Right to an Unbiased Decision-maker
The worker has a right to have the case decided by people who have no bias to decide the case
for either the employer or the worker. This means, for example, that none of the decisionmakers should stand to gain or lose money depending on how the decision is made. Statements
made by a decision-maker which show a strong position, or a closed mind can also be evidence
of bias.
Where the Chairperson of the WCB Board of Directors determines that an Appeal
Commissioner has a bias, the Appeal Commissioner is not allowed to participate in the hearing
[Section 60.4].

D) The Right to be provided with Reasons for Decision
Written reasons for a decision are required at both the Review Office stage and at the Appeal
Commission. In practice, the WCB provides decisions and reasons for every level of decision
[Sections 60.1(4), 60.8(5)]. In addition to these rights, at the Appeal Commission level, workers
are provided with a right to be heard and the right to representation.
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2. RIGHT TO BE HEARD / RIGHT TO REPRESENTATION
The WCB Appeal Commission operates according to a set of established procedures, called
Rules of Procedure . These should be reviewed by an Advocate prior to an appeal hearing, as
they layout how the hearing will unfold the worker’s rights in the appeal process. Among
workers’ most important rights are the right to be heard and the right to representation.

A) The Right to be Heard
Workers have the right to be heard – that is to say, assuming they have already been through
all the steps of internal review, workers have a right to put their case forward to the Appeal
Commission. It is up to the Appeal Commission, however, to make a final decision on whether a
worker will be permitted to present their case by way of an oral hearing, or will be limited to
making their case by way of a written submission (discussed in more detail in Chapter 10).
Advocates should be aware that it is also a decision of the Appeal Commission as to whether or
not to allow cross-examination as part of a worker’s hearing.31

B) The Right to Representation
Representation is another term for advocate or advisor. This means that an injured worker has
the right to bring someone to the Appeal Commission hearings to represent them. This person
could be an advocate, a lawyer, a colleague, a friend, a relative, or any other person of the
worker’s choice.

3. RULES OF EVIDENCE
The Appeal Commission has very different rules from the courts when it comes to dealing with
evidence. In general, it can be said that the Commission’s rules are less formal and allow for
more types of evidence to be admitted. The major points to be aware of in dealing with evidence
are the rules regarding:
•
•
•
•
•

Documentary evidence
Experts
Credibility
Admission of relevant evidence
Hearsay

31

Cross-examination is the questioning of witnesses who have been brought to the hearing by another
party. If the employer questions your witnesses, they are being cross-examined; if you question the
employer’s witnesses, they are being cross-examined. When the Appeal Commissioner determines that
cross examination can be used, it can give both sides the opportunity to question witnesses (including the
worker and the employer). The questioning is often done through the Appeal Commissioner meaning that
you ask a question and then the Appeal Commissioner repeats it to the person being questioned. They
can also allow direct questions however these are often only questions of clarification. In such cases, the
chair can shut down cross examinations if they believe the questions are aggressive or inappropriate.
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A) Documentary Evidence
Almost any document relevant to the case can be admitted as evidence. There is no need to
have someone available to prove that a document is authentic or to be cross-examined on what
it says. Any new evidence needs to be submitted to the Appeal Commission five (5) days in
advance of a hearing in accordance with the Rules of Procedure.

B) Experts
In the courts, only experts can give evidence on certain technical topics. Before the Appeal
Commission, any witness can give evidence on any aspect of the case without being an expert.
The Appeal Commission will decide if it will accept the witness understanding of the issue and if
so, what degree of weight it will be assigned. As a result, it is not necessary to show that a
witness is an expert before the witness testifies.
However, this does not mean that you should not provide evidence from experts. If an expert
can help the worker’s case, have the expert provide evidence and make sure the Appeal
Commission is aware of the witness’ qualifications.

C) Credibility
While the courts use cross-examination to establish if a witness is truthful and accurate (usually
referred to as “credibility”), the Appeal Commission rarely makes use of cross-examinations.
However, when truthfulness is an issue in the case, a witness may be cross-examined.
The Appeal Commission may also prevent witnesses from sitting in on the hearing when other
witnesses are testifying. This is done to avoid having witnesses be influenced by hearing other
witnesses’ stories.

D) Admission of Relevant Evidence
The Appeal Commission has the right to admit all spoken (oral) or written evidence that it
believes to be relevant to the case. The Appeal Commission may choose not to accept
evidence that may be related to the case but is of questionable reliability.
Because the Appeal Commission is prepared to accept all forms of evidence, part of your job as
an advocate is to point out the weaknesses of any evidence which you believe is unreliable and
hurts the worker’s case.

E) Hearsay
When a witness describes something they have been told, as opposed to something they
directly experienced, the witness is giving hearsay evidence.
As an advocate, you can point out to the Appeal Commission where evidence is hearsay and
remind it that the evidence of someone who has personal experience of the issue should be
given more weight than hearsay. However, you cannot object to hearsay evidence — and, if you
believe it will help your case, you should introduce it.
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4. THE BURDEN OF PROOF
In our legal system the person who makes an accusation must usually prove the accusation. In
a criminal case, for example, it is up to the prosecution to prove that an accused person is
guilty. In this situation the prosecution has the burden of proof. If you were to sue someone, you
must prove to the court why the person should pay you. In this situation, the burden of proof
would be said to fall on you.
In the WCB system, there is no formal burden of proof. The WCB determines whether or not a
worker is entitled to compensation based upon the information provided by the worker, the
employer, health care professionals and witnesses.
This is called the inquiry model. Under this model, it is the WCB’s job to make sure that it has
enough evidence to make a proper decision.
That said, if you are appealing a decision, in many practical ways the burden of proof does, in
effect, fall on you and the worker. For example, the claim may have been denied because some
of the evidence, such as a medical report, did not support the claim. It is up to you to come up
with evidence that reverses the impact of that negative evidence. This is called the “evidentiary
burden of proof.”

A) Standard of Proof
Television watchers are familiar with the concept that criminal cases must be proven ‘beyond a
reasonable doubt.’ In other words, if a juror has a reasonable doubt that the person did not
commit the crime, they must vote to acquit. This is a very high standard of proof.
In the WCB system, it is not necessary to prove the claim beyond a reasonable doubt. Instead,
the WCB uses the balance of probabilities standard. This simply means that the WCB must
be convinced that it is more probable than not that the worker is injured, and the injury is workrelated before granting compensation.
Under Manitoba law, there is no provision for what the WCB is to do if it cannot determine
whether it is probable that the injury is deserving of compensation. In some other provinces, the
law states that the worker must be given the benefit of the doubt. In Manitoba, that is not the
case.

B) Merit as Opposed to Precedent
Under the compensation system, cases are meant to be adjudicated on the basis of their own
merit. This may seem obvious, but it has a special meaning in legal proceedings. It means that
the WCB does not have to follow the way it dealt with a similar case. In other words, you cannot
argue that because the WCB treated one worker one way it must treat a different worker with
the same problem in the same way. The WCB can make its decision based on the issues of the
case that it is examining. This does not mean an advocate should not point out how the WCB
has dealt with similar cases in the past, it just means that the WCB is not bound by precedent,
which is the legal term for the WCB’s past decisions.
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You should also know that even though the WCB is not bound by precedent in making its
decisions, it is required to apply The Act and its policies in a consistent manner.

5. MAKING OBJECTIONS
There is no one way to make objections in a WCB hearing, but they are an important tool you
should use when you see that that someone is not following the rules. In an appeal hearing,
objections are much less dramatic than they are in a television court room drama. If you have
an objection to make, interrupt the proceedings by getting the attention of the decision-maker.
Saying “Excuse me” is more appropriate than hollering “Objection!” Once you have the decisionmaker’s attention, explain in a clear manner why you think what is happening is unfair and what
you expect the decision-maker to do about it.
There are two basic rules about objections to keep in mind:
•
•

Do not object unless you have a valid objection — but make all objections that you feel
to be necessary.
Do not let yourself be flustered by an objection from an employer representative.

Address your response to the decision-maker and explain why you think your question makes
sense and why the answer would assist the decision-maker.
Examples of objectionable actions are:
•
•

When an employer produces new evidence that was not submitted prior to the hearing.
When an employer introduces new witnesses that were not arranged prior to the
hearing.
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Chapter 8: Claim Suppression &
Discriminatory Action
This chapter will look at the problems, conflicts and unfairness that arise in the WCB system
when bad employers, motivated by reducing their WCB premiums/costs, actively discourage or
prevent injured workers from making WCB claims, or punish or retaliate against injured workers
for doing so, rather than reducing their WCB costs by reducing workplace injuries through
prevention efforts.
Specifically, we will look at the practices of:
•
•
•
•

Claim Suppression
Aggressive Return to Work (a form of claim suppression)
Medical Claim Suppression (overruling workers’ doctors)
Discriminatory Action

Claim suppression and discriminatory action – both of which are illegal under The Workers
Compensation Board Act (The Act) – hurt injured workers and deprive them of the supports
that should be available to help them recover and return safely to meaningful work, while also
undermining the fairness, effectiveness, and integrity of the WCB system. As an advocate, it is
important to know how to recognize these types of actions, make them known to the WCB, and
ensure they are stopped. As we have mentioned in previous chapters, the labour movement
continues to be very concerned that insufficient resources are being invested by the WCB into
stopping claim suppression and applying penalties against guilty employers, so advocates
should also be prepared to press hard for proper investigations.

1. CLAIM SUPPRESSION
Although the WCB system is in place to provide treatment, care and supports to help workers
return to work after an injury, some employers make it difficult for workers to make WCB claims
when injured, or to heal fully before returning to work. Claim suppression, aggressive return to
work practices and medical claim suppression come about as a result of the WCB’s rate model,
or the way in which the WCB assess employer’s premiums (i.e., how much employers pay to
the WCB for workers compensation coverage). Employer premiums, or “assessment,” are
calculated based on the number of WCB injury claims that occur in an employer’s workplace,
and the number of WCB claims in the employer’s industry as a whole. This system is called
“experience rating” because an employer’s costs are based on the actual “experience” with
WCB claims and injuries.
“Experience rating” creates a direct financial relationship between a given employer’s injury
claim history and that same employer’s individual WCB premium costs. This individual
responsibility, rather than collective responsibility, provides some employers incentive to
minimize their costs by reducing the number and duration of claims, instead of encouraging the
adoption of effective health and safety programs to protect workers from injuries and illnesses.
This interference of the claim process prevents workers from accessing benefits that should be
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guaranteed, and the focus becomes “who’s at fault?” and how claims can be ‘managed’ to
prevent premium increases.
For as long as “experience rating” has been in place, individual unions and the labour
movement as a whole have been raising concerns about claim suppression and aggressive
return to work practices. The MFL receives frequent reports from members about claim
suppression being perpetrated by employers in different ways including:
Discouraging or flat-out preventing injured workers from reporting injuries and
filing WCB claims.
Blatant claim suppression remains far too prevalent in some workplaces and sectors.
Employers who engage in this type of activity are committing fraud, and advocates have an
important role to play in pointing out this activity and pressing the WCB to step in and stop it
(and prosecute guilty employers).
Employers aggressively fighting and appealing many or all WCB claims made by
injured workers
Employers in Manitoba have the right to appeal a worker’s claim with the WCB if they don’t
agree with the decision, just like workers do. They can appeal several aspects of a claim, such
as:
• A decision to accept a claim
• A worker’s entitlement to compensation benefits or other services
• Cost relief decisions (decisions where the cost of the claim are spread amongst
the rest of the employer class or shared with the WCB [Policy 31.05.10.01]
• Late reporting penalties (penalties can be assessed to employers who do not
report accidents within five days (Section 18.1))
Unfortunately, some bad employers are becoming much more aggressive in opposing the
acceptance of claims and have begun appealing claims increasingly with the aid of paid thirdparty “claims management” consultants. With these consultants, employers can more easily
put forward appeals of more injury claims in a meticulous manner, all in an effort to reduce
claims (i.e., to reduce their injury claim “experience”) and lower their WCB
premium/assessment rate.
Establishing incentives for injured workers not to report injuries or file claims.
Creating incentives like monetary bonuses or celebrations for time gone without injuries are
often presented as motivational tools to help keep workplaces injury free. However, group
incentives like these create peer pressure for workers not to report or file a claim if and when
an injury occurs. Therefore, their effect is to suppress claims.
Pressuring workers to accept private insurance benefits
WCB benefits are an entitlement for most workers in Manitoba and reporting all injuries is
crucial to understanding workplace hazards and how to prevent them and keep workers safe.
When injuries are not reported and not claimed, hazards can remain unaddressed and workers
lose out on WCB benefits such a wage loss supplement and healthcare treatment, workplace
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accommodation and future supports for any reoccurring injury or a new injury impacted by the
initial one.
Employer’s Untimely Response to WCB
The WCB will most often seek evidence from the employer to verify details of a worker’s claim.
When the employer does not provide the requested evidence, fails to do so in a timely way, or
simply does not cooperate with the WCB’s investigation, it delays the adjudication process and
can cause the claim to be unjustly delayed or denied. Although there are late reporting
penalties, these are currently penalties of $500 (Regulation 5(1)) which, depending on the size
of employer, may not be sizable enough to influence their behavior or participation in the claim.
Punishing workers for reporting an injury and filing a claim
Retaliatory action against a worker when they file a claim or provide information to the WCB
regarding a worker’s claim is known as “Discriminatory Action” under The Act (see more
below). Discriminatory Action includes any acts such as dismissal, re-assignment, unfavorable
shift changes and assignment to meaningless work. It is also discriminatory action when an
employer fails to adhere to the Obligation to re-employ (Chapter 7). Like claim suppression,
discriminatory action is illegal under The Act, and guilty employers may be subject to penalties
[Section 109.7(1)].
Problems with experience rating and the seriousness of claim suppression have been well
documented in Manitoba. The MFL prepared a comprehensive report into incidents of claim
suppression and aggressive return to work practices in 2010. This report led to the provincial
government commissioning an independent external review of WCB’s rate model in 2012/13
(Paul Petrie report)32, with a second report conducted by the WCB with extensive consultation
resulting in a number of commissioned additional reports on the existing rate model (Morneau
Shepell, Prism)33. Together, these investigations have validated Labour’s concerns about claim
suppression and spurred changes to the rate model, which are currently being implemented, to
lessen (though not eliminate) the connection between an individual employer’s claim history and
their WCB premium costs. The labour movement is eager to assess whether these changes,
combined with a major ramp-up of true prevention programming and incentives through SAFE
Work Manitoba, will be sufficient to stop claim suppression.
What can an Advocate do in the case of Claim Suppression?
The role of an advocate is incredibly important when dealing with claim suppression because
identifying it and speaking out against it - to the injured worker, to the worker’s union, to the
WCB and to the employer - makes it harder for employers to get away with it. When identified,
claim suppression can and should be called out at any stage of the claims process. Injured
workers may not know anything about claim suppression and the WCB may not be aware it is
32

Fair Compensation Review: A review of the impact of the Manitoba WCB Assessment Rate Model on
fair compensation for workers and equitable assessments for employers Read - Fair Compensation
Review: A Review of the Impact of the Manitoba WCB Assessment Rate Model on Fair Compensation for
Workers and Equitable Assessments for Employers: Petrie, Paul - desLibris
33

Workers Compensation Board of Manitoba (WCB)
https://www.wcb.mb.ca/sites/default/files/files/4_1%20Attachment%20A%20Sept%2024%2C%202014%2
0-%20Stakeholder%20Consultation%20Report%20Doug%20Stanley%20final_1.pdf
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happening (although they should be!) so it is important and necessary to address it and name it
for what it is.
One strategy is to raise the issue of claim suppression to multiple departments in the WCB,
beginning with the Compliance Services Department and Compensation Services (i.e., the
adjudicator/ case manager), and to the WCB’s Fair Practices Office. It’s important to
demonstrate where an employer has actively suppressed a WCB claim or claims. Issues of
claim suppression can be raised as arguments and highlighted in support of a worker’s appeal.
It is important to try and get as much information about the kind of claim suppression taking
place as possible so that there can be little doubt as to what is happening.
Some of the ways of gathering this information are similar to those used when filing an appeal:
•
•
•

Talk with the injured worker
Investigate whether there were any witnesses
Collect any documentation that may help your case, including emails, text, letters etc.

Be prepared that you may need to be very firm and persistent (while still being polite and
professional) in calling for the WCB to thoroughly investigate and to apply penalties against
guilty employers.

2. AGGRESSIVE RETURN TO WORK
Aggressive return to work practices are forms of claim suppression that seek to reduce the
length of a worker’s WCB claim. Under the “experience rating” system, employer WCB
premiums/assessment costs are not only based on the number of injury claims but also the
duration/cost of those claims. This creates a financial incentive for employers to seek to reduce
the amount of time that an injured worker is away from work. Aggressive return to work
practices include things like pressuring workers to re-start their jobs before they are recovered
and healthy enough to work (sometimes against the express advice of workers’ doctors), failing
to provide injured workers with appropriate accommodations recommended by their doctors for
their medical limitations, or assigning workers to meaningless “make work” tasks simply as a
means of ending their WCB claim.
Recently, the WCB has established “return to work” as one of its main strategic priorities and
has launched several new public awareness campaigns and resources, which the WCB says
are intended to support injured workers and their employers to implement safe return to work
programs. Returning to meaningful work and full income safely, without undue delays is almost
always the goal after an injury or illness, except in the most serious and permanently
debilitating cases, where longer-term convalesce time or alternative work may be required.
However, there is a big difference in strategies that focus on returning injured workers to work
as soon as possible at any cost (aggressive return to work) versus strategies genuinely
focused on safe resumption of duties, including the potential for gradual return to work and/or
modified duties. As the WCB’s new return to work strategy rolls out, the labour movement will
be watching carefully and fighting to make sure that worker safety is always central to return to
work planning. Return to work should always be a collaborative process between the injured
worker, their physician, their employer and the WCB focused on supporting the worker to make
a safe return to meaningful work and full income. Unsafe return to work (rushed, without
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appropriate accommodations, or against the advice of workers’ doctors) can result in serious
delays or setbacks to a workers’ recovery and could aggravate or worsen their injuries.

3. MEDICAL CLAIM SUPPRESSION
Medical Claim suppression is the term the labour movement has given to situations wherein the
WCB itself imposes a decision that over-rules or is inconsistent with medical advice provided by
a worker’s own doctor, limiting a worker’s access to treatment, accommodation and/or benefits.
Medical claim suppression has been experienced at the initial adjudication phase with the WCB
refusing to accept an injury identified by a worker’s doctor. More often, it has been experienced
at the claims management / return to work phase with the WCB terminating access to treatment
and/or benefits and imposing overly aggressive return to work plans, contradicting the advice
provided by a worker’s own doctor.
The labour movement has been voicing concern about this serious issue for some time and
demanding a transparent and accountable system to resolve differences fairly and safely in
medical options between workers doctors and WCB Healthcare Consultants. Workers who
experience medical claim suppression are encouraged to enlist support from an advocate who
can press the WCB for an explanation as to why decisions are over-ruling advice from a
worker’s own doctor and press for reconsideration.

4. DISCRIMINATORY ACTION
Whereas claim suppression looks to prevent the filing of WCB claims and access to WCB
benefits, discriminatory action is a retaliation or punishment for a claim being made or
advanced. Discriminatory actions can range from a loss of workplace privileges, to the changing
or lessening of shifts, dismissal from employment or the failure to re-employ after an “accident”
(as discussed in Chapter 6). Discriminatory action may be taken against an injured worker, or
even a witness to their accident who assists a worker in substantiating their claim. As these
actions take place after a claim has been made, it is easier to track discriminatory actions and
much more has been documented on them including employer appeals, and fines. Fines for
discriminatory action can be found on the WCB website:
https://www.wcb.mb.ca/administrative_penalties.
What can an Advocate do in the case of Discriminatory Action?
When situations of discriminatory action are suspect, and advocate should contact both the
Compliance Services Department and the adjudicator/case manager.
Claim Suppression and Discriminatory Action are expressly prohibited in The Act under Section
19.1:
•
•

Section 19.1(1) outlines that employers may not take action or attempt to take action to
prevent or discourage a worker from making a claim, pursuing a claim, or receiving
compensation under The Act.
Section 19.1(2)(a) outlines that employers may not take discriminatory action against
those who report or attempt to report employers for taking steps to prevent or discourage
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•

•

workers from making a claim, pursuing a claim, or receiving compensation under The
Act.
Section 19.1(2)(b) outlines that employers may not take or threaten to take
discriminatory action against a person who has made a claim, exercises a right or
carries out a duty under The Act.
Section 19.1(5) defines "discriminatory action" to include "any act or omission by an
employer or a person acting on behalf of an employer that adversely affects a worker's
employment, including a transfer, demotion, layoff or termination."

Manitoba also employs a reverse onus provision, Section 19.1(3), that puts the onus on the
employer to demonstrate that its actions were unrelated to the WCB claims in cases where
discriminatory actions is alleged by a worker and substantiated by the WCB.
Onus on employer
19.1(3) If, in a prosecution or other proceeding under this Act, it is established that
discriminatory action was taken against a person after he or she
(a) reported or attempted to report an alleged violation of subsection (1); or
(b) exercised any right or carried out any duty in accordance with this Act or the
regulations; the employer is presumed to have taken the
discriminatory action contrary to subsection (2). The employer may rebut the
Presumption by showing that the action taken was not related to the conduct described
in clause (a) or (b).
An employer who engages in claim suppression or discriminatory action may be prosecuted for
an offence and fined up to $50,000 if convicted. The WCB may also impose an administrative
penalty on the employer for contravening the claim suppression and discriminatory action
provisions. The Interest, Penalties and Financial Matters Regulation34 establishes an
administrative penalty of $4,000 for the first contravention, $5,000 for a second contravention
within a five-year period, and $6,000 for a third or subsequent contravention within a five-year
period.
Again, the labour movement has been disappointed by how often employers “get away” with
claim suppression and avoid penalties. As an advocate, you may need to push hard for
penalties to be applied. This can be a frustrating and lengthy process but is vitally important to
protect workers and obtain justice. Don’t hesitate to speak to the worker’s union or the MFL
about cases you feel are not being properly prosecuted.

34

Interest, Penalties and Financial Matters Regulation, M.R. 15/2015 (gov.mb.ca)
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Chapter 9: The Roles, Skills &
Responsibilities of a Worker Advocate
This chapter deals with how to be a better worker advocate by improving your skills, following
best practices, and fulfilling the responsibilities of the role.
You do not need to be a lawyer or a full-time WCB practitioner to be an effective worker
advocate. Advocacy is a skill that can be learned. With a little practice, you can become a good
workers compensation advocate.
This chapter will cover the following specific topics:
•
•
•
•

The Role of the Worker Advocate
Advocacy Skills
Interviewing the Worker
Communicating with Other Important Parties in the process

1. ROLE OF A WORKER ADVOCATE
To be a good worker advocate you need to know what the worker wants. You cannot do your
job properly unless you take the time to listen to the worker and find out what they expect from
the compensation system. It is also your responsibility to make sure that the worker is the
person who makes the decisions on how their case is going to be handled. This means you
must fully explain the issues and the advantages and disadvantages of any actions and let the
worker decide.
Once the worker fully understands the issues and has approved a course of action, your job is
to ensure that the worker’s case is given its best possible presentation. At times this may
require telling the worker some hard facts about their prospects and claim options. Be clear,
honest and caring.
Advocates are often engaged when a worker’s claim moves to the appeal phase – a phase
which can often become quite complex and adversarial. By the time a worker reaches the
appeal phase, they are often quite exhausted and frustrated with the process, feeling like the
system has not served them well so far. They may be dealing with pain issues, mobility
restrictions, psychological difficulties, financial challenges, and other common complications
from workplace injuries. Just like a lawyer does for their clients in court, the role of a worker
advocate is to take the side of the injured worker and present their case in the best
possible light.
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As an advocate your responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding how the WCB claim process works
Understanding how to search and use WCB legislation and policies
Making workers aware of your services
Determining what it is that the injured worker wants
Getting proper authorization from the worker to work on their behalf
Ensuring that the injured worker is aware of their responsibilities within the claim process
Helping the injured worker make fully informed decisions about the steps taken on their
claim and be informed on any new developments
Confidentiality
Honesty
Knowing your own limitations

Understanding the WCB claim process
As you’ve seen in previous chapters, it’s important to know what happens in the claim process
and who needs to be contacted and what information is important. This foundation will help get
an appeal started and save both you and the injured worker time working through the details of
the file.
Of particular importance, you will need to know:
• How to file a claim
• The roles and responsibilities of various WCB staff
• The range of supports and benefits available to injured workers
• How to appeal a WCB decision.
Understanding how to search WCB Legislation, and Policies
To act as an advocate, it is not necessary to know all the ins and outs of the WCB, but it is
important to develop a good general understanding of the compensation system, its legislation,
and policies and how to access the information you need, when you need it. Legislation
provides the rules and limits of the compensation system, while policies can help an advocate to
understand how WCB adjudicators apply the legislation to make decision on claims.
Making Workers Aware of Your Services
If WCB advocacy is part of your formal union duties, you should encourage your fellow union
members to make use of your skills and experience when dealing with a WCB claim. You may
wish to speak to your Executive about how best to promote your services to the membership.
Determining what it is that the Injured Worker Wants, and is Expecting from the Process
When the injured worker first approaches you, it is essential that you determine what they’re
seeking with respect to their WCB claim. If you do not know what the worker’s goals are, it will
be impossible for you to help the worker to determine which course of action to take. Ask lots of
questions and listen carefully. It is important to understand what the worker wants, to know if it
is possible, and, at times, to manage expectations. In some cases, the worker may have a
genuine concern, however, it may be outside the scope of the compensation system.
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Getting Proper Authorization
In order to obtain information and represent an injured worker, you will need to have the worker
sign an authorization form. A signed authorization allows you to represent the worker and to
receive confidential information regarding their claim from the WCB or a physician. A signed
authorization form is required before any information is released to an advocate, and without it
you will not be able to move very far on the claim. Sample forms are provided in Chapter 4.
Ensuring that the Injured Worker is aware of their Responsibilities within the Claim
Process
There are many things you can help with, but there are also certain things that a worker must do
themselves to move a claim forward. It’s important to stress to a worker that they are
responsible for informing the WCB about any changes in their economic situation, such a return
to work, changes in income, and change of address or marital status.
You should also make the worker aware that the WCB expects them to actively work toward
recovery. If the worker does not do this, the WCB has the legal right to reduce or eliminate
benefits (including wage replacement) paid to a worker. For example, the WCB can reduce an
injured worker’s benefits if they:
•
•
•

Do things which the WCB believes will slow down recovery or make the condition worse
Refuse to undergo medically directed treatment
Refuse to return to suitable alternate or modified work duties

The WCB has the right to reduce worker benefits to the level it believes would correspond to a
worker’s entitlement had they followed the WCB’s recommendations on working toward
recovery.
Lastly, an injured worker needs to respect the time and effort you are putting into their appeal by
communicating with you in a timely and respectful manner.
Helping the Injured Worker Make Fully Informed Decisions about the Steps that are taken
on their Claim and Be Informed on any New Developments
One of the most important responsibilities of a worker advocate is to make sure the injured
worker knows exactly what it is going on with their case and understands the decisions they will
have to make in order to proceed. Making sure you are clearly communicating what you’re
doing, and the responses from the WCB, will help build trust and credibility and will make
decisions about how to approach the claim easier for both the injured worker and yourself as the
advocate. It’s good practice to review any letters you’re sending on the worker’s behalf with the
worker in advance in draft form, and always make sure they get a copy of all correspondence
and documents.
It’s always important to remember that the claim is the injured worker’s, and that your role is to
help them achieve their goals.
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Confidentiality
All the information you receive about a worker and their health must be kept strictly confidential
and secure. You can only release this material with the worker’s permission. Even then,
disclosing information can only be done to help the worker with their claim. Remember, you only
received this information because the worker was prepared to trust you – it’s essential that you
honour that trust by maintaining the worker’s confidence.
If you are storing claim information on your computer or sending it via email, remember that this
information is confidential and treat it accordingly. Scanning documents and storing them
digitally may facilitate organization, but you should ensure that only you have access to any
files. WCB-related documents can be incredibly sensitive. Hard copies should be retained, and
once a file is closed, the entire file should be destroyed.
Patience and Honesty
You must be patient and honest with both the worker and the WCB in your dealings. Injured
workers are often in pain or are experiencing stress regarding their situation and can therefore
have unrealistic expectations or be disrespectful. It is important that as you interview and gather
information for the worker that you set your own personal boundaries and answer the worker’s
questions or concerns honestly. This goes for the WCB as well, giving any misleading
information to the WCB will undermine your credibility and may severely undermine the worker’s
claim or appeal. It will also damage your ability to represent other workers effectively.
Knowing Your Own Limits
The world of workers compensation can be complex. If you are uncertain about what to do,
seek help from experienced advocates. A good place to start would be with your union office
or the Worker Advisor Office at 204-945-5787 or Toll Free: 1-800-282-8069 or
Email: wao@gov.mb.ca

2. ADVOCACY SKILLS
There are four essential skills that an advocate must develop:
1. Promptness
3. Organization

2. Record Keeping
4. Information Gathering

Promptness
WCB adjudication processes can take time, often more time than a worker would like. You
should make sure you do not add to the delays. Deal with issues promptly as they arise. The
injured worker is likely to be feeling that their needs are not being dealt with promptly by the
WCB — do not contribute to this feeling. Make sure you are responding to the WCB as soon as
is practical.
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Record Keeping
A good advocate will keep detailed, organized records. There are three basic components to a
worker’s file.
The Worker’s WCB Claim File:
Once you have received authorization from the worker, begin by requesting their WCB claim file
(it will arrive as a standalone file that should not be re-arranged). This will detail the worker’s
interaction and benefits from the WCB.
The Working File:
As an advocate you will need to create a new working file folder for each worker you are
representing. In it you will keep a copy of each new document you gather that is related to the
worker’s case. Include all new notes you make on the case and all the things that you do for the
injured worker including the date on which you did them. This includes a record of all letters you
write, emails you send related to the claim, telephone calls you make (with both the worker and
the WCB), and a brief description of what was said or written.
Some things that could be included in the working file include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Names, addresses and phone numbers of witnesses, or in the case of
disease, of workers who have also been exposed to the same products or
processes
A description from the worker of how the “accident” occurred, medical
problems that resulted, and a description of the worker’s job
A description of the medical treatment the worker asked for or received for
this claim, including whether the worker saw a doctor (and if not, why?), the
names of the doctors, what tests were done and what the results of the tests
were
The worker’s work history: years on the job, previous jobs with the same
employer, prior work history. This is especially important for conditions such
as back problems, hearing loss, and occupational disease
The worker’s medical history — any previous claims with the WCB, similar
medical problems, etc.
Receipts for additional expenses
Any information relating to rehabilitation

Any Medical Files or Documentation of Benefits Provided Outside of the WCB
Once you have received authorization from the worker, you can begin to request reports from
treating physicians and outside benefit providers.
If the injured worker is back at work during the appeal process encourage them to keep a diary
of their work and their symptoms. They should be clear about the symptoms, any changes to
their position, their injury, and their work duties.
Workers who have developed symptoms that could be the early stages of an occupational
disease should be encouraged to not only keep a diary but to regularly submit Green Cards.
This will allow for a mapping of the spreading of the injury.
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Organization
If your appeal is going to succeed, you will need a case plan. You must identify:
• All the issues that must be addressed;
• All the deadlines that must be met; and
• The worker’s needs and the WCB’s requirements.
When it is finished your plan of action should outline: your goals, the steps that need to be
taken to reach them, and the order in which you are going to take action.
To do this you should:
•
•

•
•

Develop a case plan by first drawing up a list of all the problems that must be
addressed.
Draw up a second version of this list but this time by their importance. For examples,
getting a worker’s wage loss benefits reinstated would be listed as a higher priority
before getting a worker compensated for $50 worth of medication. Or, if a hearing date
has been set, preparing for that hearing would be a high priority.
For each issue make a note of when WCB made a decision about the case. You should
also make a note of the name and position of the individual or body at the WCB that
made the decision.
Go through each item on your list of priorities and determine what sorts of information
must be presented to the WCB if the worker is going to qualify for compensation. You
should inform the worker about the progress of the case and the worker should let you
know about any communication they receive from the WCB.

It is important to understand that a case plan needs to be flexible. The worker’s priorities as well
as the WCB’s position can change as the case progresses and your plans may have to be
adjusted accordingly.
Information Gathering
There are multiple sources of information that you will need to explore to gather all relevant
evidence in support of your case. Depending on the circumstances, these will include the
worker, their co-workers, the employer, union stewards or representatives, as well as the
worker’s health care providers. The WCB relies on documented evidence, so it is important to
gather as much information as you can in writing.

3. INTERVIEWING THE INJURED WORKER
To conduct good interviews, you need to know how to ask questions and how to listen. You
must also keep accurate and detailed notes.
The more you prepare, the better the interview will go. However, do not turn down an
opportunity to speak with a worker immediately after the “accident” if you have the opportunity to
do so. Often the injured worker will be able to provide most of the pertinent information
regarding the “accident” so be sure to take notes at this and every other meeting with them.
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Review the file
Get a copy of the worker’s WCB claim file and read it in advance. This request should be made
to the WCB File Access Coordinator - (204) 954-4453
❖ Remember: to get access to a worker’s file you must get their signed authorization prior
to requesting the file from the WCB
Main sections in a WCB file are:
Medical Section: contains the original reports by the worker and the employer as well as all
reports from the worker’s health care providers, WCB medical examination reports and any
Medical Review Panel reports.
Correspondence Section: contains all notes documenting conversations, calls and emails
the WCB staff have with the worker or their employer. It will also include all decisions made
on the claim as well as correspondence dealing with vocational rehabilitation, employer
correspondence, WCB memorandums and return to work plans.
The WCB claim file may also include copies of administrative information or claim “tasks” that is
unlikely to be relevant to your case.
Material is placed in the file in the order in which it was received. That means the most recent
material is generally at the front of the section while the older material is usually towards the
back. Keep the material in this order. It is easier to discuss the material with a WCB
representative if you are both looking at files that are in the same order. Also make sure you
keep new documents you gather, which have not already been submitted to the WCB, separate
from the WCB claim file. It also makes it easier to pass the case on to another advocate if
required at some point.
Write out a list of questions
You will probably not ask them all in the order that you write them down, but after the interview
you should make sure that there are no unanswered questions.
Make sure your list includes:
• The worker’s name
• The type of work they do
• The date of the “accident”
• As detailed description of their “accident”
• A description of the worker’s injuries and symptoms
• What the worker wants / expects out of the process
• The amount of time the worker missed from work
• The period of time for which the worker is seeking compensation
• The type of other benefits the worker is seeking from the WCB
Scheduling the interview
Arrange for the interview to take place in a location that will be comfortable for the injured
worker or other person (such as a witness) being interviewed. Opening interviews with the
injured worker are especially important and making sure you schedule enough time to go
through everything will help to set the stage for a good relationship.
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During the interview
Even though you have read the file carefully it is important that at the first meeting the worker
tells their story fully and completely. There may be mistakes in the file or there may be important
information which has been left out of the file. Approach the case with an open mind.
At the start of the interview make an effort to put the worker at ease. Explain the purpose of the
interview. Make them aware that the information given to you will be held in confidence. Tell the
worker that you will be taking notes throughout the process.
Throughout the interview the worker should be doing most of the talking. You should give the
worker your full attention and allow them to explain what happened. Do not argue, do not
interrupt, and do not judge.
The questions you ask should be designed to open discussion, not close it down. Avoid
questions that can be answered with a yes or a no. If you think the worker probably has more to
say, remain silent, and encourage them to share - often workers will take that opportunity to
provide you with more detail about their story.
There are several types of questions that you should try to ask and statements that are helpful
to make. They are:
•
•
•
•
•

Open-ended questions
Open-ended statements
Clarification and explanation
Focusing and probing statements
Feedback and reflecting on the worker’s words

Open-ended questions
Examples of open-ended questions are:
•
•
•

What did you do?
How did it happen?
What did it feel like then?

As you can see these questions ask the worker to describe the event in their own words. They
cannot be answered with yes or no answers. They do not ask the worker to agree with your
interpretation of events.
Open-ended questions can be used to obtain clarification, to get more information, to get an
explanation of what is important to the worker.
Open-ended statements
Examples of open-ended statements are:
•
•
•

Tell me more about that.
Please tell me what you mean by that.
Tell me more.
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Sometimes, you need to say little more than “Mm-hmm.” Again, these statements encourage
workers to tell their story in their words.
Clarification and Explanation
Examples of requests for clarification and explanation are:
•
•
•

I don’t know much about that.
I’ve never been there.
I have not heard of that before.

It is important you understand exactly what happened. When you are not sure you
understand what the worker is speaking about it is important to ask these sorts of questions.
Focusing and probing statements
While it is important that the worker tell the story in their words, it is also important
that the interview does not stray from the main issues. You may feel that an issue has not been
fully discussed. Get back to it with questions that begin something like this:
•
•
•

A moment ago, you were talking about…
Getting back to…
What happened after?

Feedback and reflecting on the worker’s words
Once the worker has told you their story, you should try to tell it back to the worker to confirm
you understood correctly and give the worker the opportunity to add anything they may have
missed. Feedback statements might start in the following fashion:
•
•
•

So, let me make sure I’m understanding you right…
Is this what you mean… or What do you mean by…
I get the impression that…

Once the worker has given you their story, you may also wish to ask a different set of questions.
These are the sorts of questions that would be asked at an Appeal Commission hearing. They
would include questions of the following nature:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When did the symptoms start to occur? What were you doing when the “accident”
occurred?
What happened to cause you to go to medical treatment?
Did you report it to the employer? When?
Did you talk to co-workers? When?
Who were the witnesses?
Are you involved in activities outside work? What are they?
When did you seek medical attention?
If you did not seek medical attention right away, why did you wait?
Have you filled out any Green Cards?

If the worker is agitated by these types of questions, gently remind them that they are going to
get asked them at some point, so it is important for you know the answers to these questions
now.
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At the end of the interview
Look at your original list of questions and make sure you have an answer to each question. Go
through the file and make sure there are no documents you do not understand.
Ask if the worker has anything else to say. People often make the most important comments
after you have shut your notebook and put your pencil away.
You and the worker should summarize the event, any decisions you have reached and any
plans that have been made. There should be no misunderstandings about what you or the
worker are to do next.
Write up your notes as soon as possible. Make a list of everything that needs to be done as a
result of the meeting.

4. COMMUNICATING WITH OTHER IMPORTANT PARTIES IN
THE PROCESS
Doctors or Other Healthcare Providers
You may need additional medical information to support the worker’s claim. You may be able to
get relevant medical documentation by asking a worker’s physician for a copy of their chart
notes, reports of test results or reports from consulting specialists. Copies of Long-Term
Disability claim files are also useful if applicable. Physicians may charge a fee for these reports
or copies of documents, in certain cases the WCB will cover the costs, be sure to consult
[Medical Reports Policy 42.20.30].
You may need to write to the doctors involved and get a clear statement regarding how the
patient’s injury is work-related. In any communication with a doctor indicate that you will be
sharing this information with the worker (and be sure to provide a copy of the worker’s
authorization for you to work on their case) and keep the worker informed of all correspondence
and medical material that is being discussed.
When writing a physician, it is important to provide copies of relevant information that they may
not have access to, such as a list of regular duties the worker does throughout the day, any
photos or depictions of their workplace, and the opinions of the WCB’s health care consultants.
It is also important that any questions asked are worded so the answers help to clarify whether
the worker’s medical condition and symptoms are directly related to the compensable workplace
“accident” on the claim being appealed. Questions should be included regarding the diagnosis,
the mechanism of injury, the effects on pre-existing conditions or existing medical restrictions, to
name a few. It is also important to request from the physician any test results, consultation
reports and chart notes that have not been sent to WCB.
There is also a hierarchy of those who provide treatment, those whose opinions are preferred by
the WCB and carry more weight over others. For example, a specialist’s opinion would be
preferred over a General Practitioner, whose opinion would be preferred over a Chiropractor,
etc.
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When writing any treatment provider, they will charge a fee so always include in the letter that
their reasonable fee will be provided upon receipt of their report.
Keep in mind that physicians and other healthcare providers are very busy people, so take care
to frame your requests in a specific manner. You should also be prepared to follow-up and apply
friendly pressure for doctors to respond to you without undue delays.
Engaging Co-workers as Witnesses
As mentioned in earlier chapters, there doesn’t have to be a witness to an “accident” in order for
a worker to file a claim (after all, the injured worker themselves is usually the key witness).
Where a witness exists, they can sometimes be helpful to support a worker’s claim, if they’re
reliable and remember the “accident” in a similar way as the worker does.
There are differing views on the appropriate role of advocates when it comes to witnesses to a
worker’s accident. When witnesses are engaged to support a worker, some advocates prefer a
“hands on” approach which includes speaking to the witness directly in advance and confirming
their memory of events (needless to say, an advocate should never try to alter a witness’
account in any way). Other advocates feel that witnesses are more credible in the eyes of the
WCB and the Appeal Commission if they haven’t been in contact with the worker’s advocate.
Under this “hands-off” approach, an advocate may simply notify the WCB of the existence of a
witness and ask the WCB to get their statement (which the advocate would request a copy of).
This is a judgement call advocates will need to make for themselves. Remember, though, that
witnesses are not essential, but may be helpful.
Communicating with the WCB
Whenever you contact the WCB regarding a worker’s claim you will need to provide their name
and claim number, always. Make sure to have this ready when calling or including in every
email and letter.
In your first email/letter to the WCB you should request a copy of the worker’s file. In the same
letter you must include an authorization form signed by the worker. If you wish to appeal a WCB
decision it will be necessary to write to them.
The WCB puts the name and telephone number of a contact person on every letter it sends to
workers. If you have a simple inquiry, phone the number and ask for that person. Before you
make the call, have a written list of questions.
Keep a record of all emails/letters you write to WCB and of the phone calls you make. You
should keep a copy of everything you send the WCB or anyone else concerning the worker’s
case.
Here is a checklist to go through before them. Before making a phone call to the WCB.
o The worker’s name and claim number ready
o A clear purpose for the call
o A list of points you want to make
o A clear request for action
After a phone call, make a brief note of who you spoke with and what was said. You may want
to put these notes in a letter or an email and send them to the person with whom you spoke. By
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making a note of whom you spoke with and when you spoke with them you have a record that
you can follow up on if you do not receive a response within a reasonable period of time.
Keep the worker informed of your actions by updating them and sending them copies of emails
and letters.
Other Sources
Information may also be available to you such as: any documentation the worker’s union may
have on past injuries, functional capability evaluation, physical demand analysis or other
relevant documents. Medical reports and opinions from treating doctors are important pieces as
well as past case decisions that are relevant to the claim.
It is especially important to ensure that you are following all confidentiality rules when using
documents outside the direct claim. Compiling these documents must happen prior to filing an
internal review or appeal so that the best presentation of the case can be made.
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Chapter 10: Levels of Appeal
Workers (and employers) have the right to appeal any decision of the WCB that directly affects
them. There are a number of different levels to the WCB appeal process, starting with an
internal review system and rising to an external appeal to the WCB Appeal Commission. There
are no deadlines by which a worker (or employer) must file an appeal of a WCB decision.
However, workers should be encouraged to request internal reviews / file external appeals as
soon as practical in order to improve the likelihood of success.
Appealing decisions is a stage in the WCB process where many workers need the skill,
experience, and advice of an advocate. Your ability to be there to support and guide workers
through the internal review or external appeal process and make it more manageable, will help
workers more than you realize.
The rules regarding appeals are set out in Section 60 of The Workers Compensation Board Act
(The Act), and a worker who disagrees with a WCB decision should consider appealing (ideally,
with the support of an advocate).
It is important to note that the WCB Appeal Commission generally has the final say in all cases.
(There are extremely rare cases that do get reconsidered or taken through the court system, but
such cases must meet very specific criteria – they are explained at the end of the chapter.)
This chapter will describe the different stages of seeking a review of a WCB decision and,
potentially, an appeal:
•
•
•

Internal Review
External Appeal
Appealing an Appeal

1. INTERNAL REVIEW
The first stage of having a decision of the WCB reviewed/appealed is to request an internal
review by WCB staff – this is a required first step before a worker can appeal to the WCB
Appeal Commission. There are two types of internal review that a worker can request:
1. Reconsideration by the claim adjudicator or case manager
2. Internal appeal to the WCB’s Review Office
The WCB may reconsider any decision that affects a worker, employer, or other party at the
request of the affected party and determine the process for doing so. Reconsiderations Policy
20.10 provides the framework for these types of internal reconsiderations, including the
principles governing reconsiderations and the basic features of the reconsideration process.
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A) Reconsideration by the Adjudicator/Case Manager
If a worker is not satisfied with any aspect of a WCB decision, they must first ask for a review by
the adjudicator/case manager who made the decision (before proceeding with a formal request
for an internal appeal to the Review Office, or an external appeal to the WCB Appeal
Commission). Even if the dispute is not resolved, this helps ensure all pertinent information is
identified and the reasons for the decision are understood. This request can be made in writing
(recommended) or by calling the adjudicator and formally asking for a review.
It may be that a worker’s application has been declined because pertinent information was not
properly reported to the adjudicator, or because the WCB failed to undertake sufficient
investigation. At this stage, workers can provide new information and/or suggest a different
interpretation of the evidence.
To ensure that a worker is aware of all information the WCB had when making its decision, it is
prudent to request a copy of the claim file. Workers are entitled to a complete copy of their claim
file without charge. File copies can be obtained by calling the WCB File Access department at
204-954-4453 or by email to FileAccess@wcb.mb.ca.
A worker and their advocate should be aware that the employer is not typically informed when
an adjudicator/case manager reconsideration is requested (this is not the case with higher
levels of appeal). If a worker believes the WCB’s decision is wrong, there is really no risk or
downside to requesting a review by the adjudicator/case manager.

B) Internal Appeal to the WCB’s Review Office
If the worker disagrees with the adjudicator’s decision in the first level of review, the next step is
to appeal internally to the WCB’s Review Office. This is the first formal level of appeal. The
worker must apply in writing to the Review Office - the WCB provides a form to submit or use as
a template.35 All requests must be submitted directly to the Review Office.
Requests can be emailed to ReviewOffice@wcb.mb.ca
They can also be Faxed (204-954-4999) or Toll Free (1-877-872-3804) or sent to:
The Review Office
Workers Compensation Board
333 Broadway
Winnipeg, MB
R3C 4W3
The worker’s written request for a review by the Review Office should outline what aspects of
the WCB decision the worker disagrees with and explain why the worker disagrees with the
WCB decision.

35

WCB Request for review template
https://www.wcb.mb.ca/sites/default/files/resources/5958_WCB_Worker_Request_for_Review_Fillable_F
orm_0_0.pdf
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WCB Review Office reconsiderations are performed by senior WCB staff with expertise in the
area, separate and apart from the original adjudicator/case manager decision-maker. They are
conducted by written communication in which the parties have the opportunity to present
arguments and to respond to arguments and information that may be submitted.
Once all the needed information has been submitted to the Review Office it usually takes
approximately 8-12 weeks for them to provide a decision on internal appeals.
The WCB Review Office has the right to refer the claim back to the adjudicator/case manager if
it determines that further review is necessary before the appeal can be considered.
The WCB Review Office can also undertake further investigation on its own, including having
the claim reviewed by a WCB health care consultant, request an independent medical
examination or convene a Medical Review Panel36 (though the latter is rare).
Workers should be aware that the WCB Review Office also has the authority to expand the
issue under reconsideration. Therefore, there is a risk that a request by a worker to reconsider a
relatively minor benefit could result in the WCB Review Office electing to expand the issues
under reconsideration to include the overall acceptability of the claim.
Workers should be aware that when they request a Review Office reconsideration their
employer will be notified. The Review Office registers the request and notifies both the worker
and the employer of the request for a review.
Many employers will participate in the process and respond to the worker’s appeal. Some
employers contract with consultants, who specialize in WCB issues while others may hire a
lawyer to represent them in the worker’s appeal.
The employer, or their representative, can request a copy of the information in the worker’s file
relevant to the issue. The WCB File Access Coordinator will then contact the worker in writing,
providing a complete copy of the claim file and advising them that the employer has requested a
copy of the file. At this point, the worker has two options: they can simply sign a form authorizing
the release of the entire file, or the worker can review the file before it is given to the employer in
order to determine whether the entire file is relevant or if parts should be withheld. It is highly
recommended that the worker reviews their file before signing the authorization.
If the worker believes that there is information in the file that does not apply to the matter under
consideration, the worker can ask — in writing — that material not be given to the employer.
Examples of information that might not be related to the compensable injury are family history,
family status and unrelated medical conditions and associated medication. In their request,
workers must clearly state the reasons why they believe that certain information should not be
released to the employer.
If the File Access Coordinator disagrees with the worker’s request, they will provide a
determination in writing. The worker may choose to accept the File Access Coordinator’s
decision, or they can dispute it, in which case the claim file is forwarded to the Chief Appeal
36

A Medical Review Panel can be requested when there is a difference of opinion between WCB medical
advisors and the injured workers treating physician. They are composed of three physicians who hear the
arguments at issue and medical evidence from both the injured worker and the WCB. MRPs are
discussed more fully in Chapter 2.
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Commissioner to make a final decision. It is important to know that this process could delay the
worker’s appeal for a period of months while the Chief Appeal Commissioner makes a
determination [Policies Disclosure of file information 21.50.10 and Employer Access 20.50.40].

2. EXTERNAL APPEAL
A) The WCB Appeal Commission [Section 60.8(5)]
If a worker disagrees with the WCB’s Review Office decision, they have the right to appeal the
decision to the WCB Appeal Commission, which has the final say of a worker’s case. Because
the Appeal Commission is not part of the WCB, this appeal is considered an external appeal.
The Commission can maintain, change, or overturn a previous decision. The Appeal
Commission gives all of its reasons in writing.
The Chief Appeal Commissioner is responsible for the operation and conduct of matters relating
to the Appeal Commission as established by The Act. There are full and part-time appeal
commissioners, who are appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
Panels of three commissioners, representing public, worker and employer interests respectively,
hear appeals. The commissioner representing the public interest is the Presiding Officer of the
panel and is responsible for the conduct of the hearing/review and panel meetings.
Hearings and reviews are conducted in accordance with the Appeal Commission Rules of
Procedure, the rules of natural justice and procedural fairness (explained in Chapter 7). All
parties are given an equal opportunity to present their case.

The Appeal Commission is set up as an enquiry forum where parties with a direct interest in a
matter provide oral or written evidence and the appeal panel has the ability to ask questions or
request additional evidence to ensure it has all the information necessary to reach a fair
decision.
An appeal panel may hear witnesses from either or both parties and may subpoena witnesses
or evidence that will assist the panel in reaching a decision. A party with a direct interest may
appear before the panel to provide evidence or in some cases, ask the panel to conduct a paper
review of the file which would not require the attendance of any party.
While the Appeal Commission is considered separate and independent from the WCB, its
decision-making has to be consistent and compliant with The Workers Compensation Act, WCB
Regulations, and WCB policies. That is to say, the Appeal Commission does not have authority
to change existing law or policy; its role is to ensure that existing law and policy are properly
adhered to and followed. In this way, the Appeal Commission functions as a ‘check and
balance’ on how the WCB follows existing laws and policies in its decision on claims.
While the Appeal Commission does not have the authority or ability to stray from existing laws
or policies, it does have the flexibility to disregard or disagree with internal WCB procedures and
guidelines if it deems appropriate.
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The Appeal Commission will only hear issues that have been reviewed and decided by
the Review Office (i.e., a worker cannot proceed to the Appeal Commission before going
through the internal review steps first).
The Appeal Commission may ask that there be additional investigation into a claim, or it may
refer the case to a medical specialist for an opinion before it reaches a decision.
An appeal to the WCB Appeal Commission starts by filing an ‘Application to Appeal,’ which can
be access on Appeal Commission’s website (https://www.appeal.mb.ca/) or by requesting copy
by contacting:
Appeal Commission Scheduling Coordinator
1100 - 330 St. Mary Avenue
Winnipeg, MB, R3C 3Z5
Phone: (204) 925-6114 or Toll Free: 1-855-925-6110 or
Fax: (204) 943- 4353
The WCB Appeal Commission can consider appeals by way of:
i. Written File Review, or
ii. Full Oral Hearing
Workers can request the type of review they want, but the Chief Appeal Commissioner makes
the final decision. It is normally recommended that workers request an oral hearing in
order to make their case most convincingly.
i.

Written File Review

In a Written File Review, the Appeal Commission Panel reads the file and any additional
documents — including submissions from the worker and the worker advocate — that have
been provided. There is no oral hearing, and the worker does not appear before the appeal
panel in-person. The Appeal Commission starts its review once the WCB Registrar’s Office is
notified that all the information relating to the appeal has been submitted. Written appeals are
discussed in detail in Chapter 12.
This form of appeal should only be requested if none of the facts of the case are in dispute, and
nothing would be added to the case by having the worker give oral evidence.
Examples of issues that may be appealed by file review include:
•
•
•
•

average earning calculations,
permanent or partial Impairment ratings,
reimbursement of travel expenses,
entitlement to medical aid benefits,
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In the vast majority of cases, decisions of the Appeal Commission are final. There are few and
very rare exceptions, including:
•
•
•

A subsequent review by the WCB’s Board of Directors
Reconsideration by the Appeal Commission
Judicial Review

These rare exceptions will be discussed briefly below in the section Appealing an Appeal.
ii.

Oral Hearing

Oral hearings are the most common type of appeal at the Appeal Commission. They are
hearings at which the injured worker and possibly witnesses may present testimony before a
three-person Commission panel. A full oral hearing allows a worker and an advocate the best
opportunity to present their case fully and ensure that the Appeal Commission understands all
the facts.
The Appeal Commission is also a forum where new evidence can be dealt with. However, new
evidence must be submitted five (5) working days prior to the hearing so that the panel has a
chance to review it.
Examples of appeals typically conducted by oral hearing include matters where:
•
•
•
•
•

Additional evidence is to be presented
There has been a fatality or serious injury
An occupational disease is involved
The decision may have an important impact on how WCB policy is interpreted or applied
The facts are in dispute or there are issues of credibility.

Oral hearings are not open to the public. Any guests or witnesses a worker intends to bring to
the hearing must be registered with the Scheduling Co-ordinator, and allowed by the Chair,
before the day of the hearing. Full oral hearings are dealt with in more detail in Chapters 12.
While the Appeal Commission, through the WCB, does pay a small witness fee if it subpoenas a
witness to attend a hearing, the worker is responsible for any fees charged by witnesses that
they have requested to testify on their behalf.
Often times, though, the worker is their own primary witness.
For an oral hearing:
• The worker and advocate must be available to present the case on the day the appeal is
scheduled. If you cancel the hearing without reasonable grounds, the appeal may be
moved to the bottom of the list of appeals waiting to be heard.
• The Appeal Commission, through the WCB, will pay for reasonable expenses incurred
by the worker to attend the hearing if the worker lives in Manitoba. If, for health reasons
the worker is unable to travel alone, they may pay for the expenses of a companion.
• The Appeal Commission will also pay the worker for wages lost as a result of attending
the appeal hearing, provided that their employer confirms the time loss from work.
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•
•
•
•

iii.

Both parties to the appeal (i.e., the worker and the employer) will be given a chance to
present their side of the case.
The panel members may ask the worker, the advocate, the employer and witnesses any
questions relevant to the issue under appeal.
A court reporter will attend the hearing to take a word-for-word account of the
proceedings.
The services of an interpreter can be made available upon request at no cost to the
worker.
After the Appeal

When the hearing is complete, the members of the Appeal Commission panel will meet on their
own and either make a decision on the appeal or determine that further information is required.
If further information is required all parties will be notified and given an opportunity to comment
on the new information before the Appeal Commission panel decides the appeal.
A decision will be made within sixty (60) days of the completion of the hearing (or the
receipt of further information) and written reasons will be provided to the worker and/or their
representative. The employer will be notified of the decision and may request a copy from the
Appeal Commission.
The Appeal Commission also sends a copy of the written decision to the WCB. The WCB is
responsible for implementing the decision.

3. APPEALING AN APPEAL
Once the WCB Appeal Commission has made a ruling on an appeal, it is almost always final.
The only time that an Appeal Commission’s decision can be changed is if The Act, regulations
or WCB policy has been improperly applied, or if substantial and material new evidence, not
known at the time of the hearing, has become available. There are extremely few instances
where a worker has been successful in changing a decision of the Appeal Commission.

A) Review by the WCB Board of Directors [Section 60.9]
Under Section 60.9 of The Act, if a worker (or employer) thinks that an Appeal Commission
panel has acted outside its authority or has erred in applying The Act, Regulations or WCB
policy, they can approach the WCB’s Board of Directors and ask them to review the Appeal
Commission panel’s decision. Requests under Section 60.9 of The Act must be made within
ninety (90) calendars days of the release of the appeal decision.
In making such a request, the worker must identify the specific error made by the panel in
applying The Act, Regulations of Policy.
If the WCB Board of Directors agrees that an error has been made in the application of The Act,
Regulations or Policy, they may order that the appeal be re-heard and return the claim to the
Appeal Commission to be reconsidered by a new panel.
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This rarely occurs because most appeals involve differing interpretations of events and
evidence rather than differing interpretations of legislation or policy.

B) Reconsideration by the Appeal Commission

[Section 60.10]

As set out in Section 60.10 of The Act, the Appeal Commission can reconsider its own decision
but only if there is new evidence that makes a significant impact on the case. This evidence
either must not have existed at the time of the initial hearing or could not have been known by
the worker at the time of the hearing.
This also rarely occurs. New evidence cannot simply be a ‘new’ report from the worker’s health
care provider, or any other information that could have been obtained through due diligence in
advance of the hearing. New evidence could be new information that changes either the
circumstances or understanding of the injury (examples may include misdiagnosis or medical
error).

C) Judicial Review
If the worker believes the WCB has acted outside its authority (for example, ruling on a question
it was not asked to rule on), acted without authority (applied the wrong policy), or failed to
perform its duties (refused to rule on an issue that it should have ruled upon) the worker can – in
theory - take the decision to the Manitoba Court of Queen’s Bench. If the Court agrees with the
worker, the case is returned to the WCB, where it must deal with the issue again. The Court will
not provide a new decision – at best it will simply order that the WCB must reconsider the
decision.
It is vitally important that the worker get competent legal advice from a lawyer before
undertaking such a step. It is very difficult to win this sort of court case. Even if the
worker succeeds, they should be reminded that the case is going to be sent back to the
WCB to make a new ruling. Judicial reviews of WCB decisions are exceptionally rare and
take considerable time and money.
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Chapter 11: Preparing an Appeal
If a worker is dissatisfied with a decision by the WCB regarding their claim there are a number
of mechanisms they can use to review and appeal that decision. As briefly discussed in the
previous chapter, internal review and external appeal processes are available to workers
seeking to reverse/change decisions that they feel are inappropriate for their situation.
The process to have a decision reconsidered internally through the Review Office or externally
through the Appeal Commission are similar. Both the review and appeal process offer the
opportunity to use evidence and arguments to persuade decision makers that the initial decision
was not the right one, however it’s important to remember that to be successful in a review or
appeal, workers must demonstrate that the initial WCB decision:
•
•
•

did not follow WCB legislation or regulation,
did not follow WCB policy, or
did not represent a “fair exercise of discretion.”

As a worker advocate, deciding to take a WCB decision to the Review Office or, if you have
done that already, to the Appeal Commission, should always be done in consultation with the
injured worker, as it is their case and therefore their decision to make. Being able to help them
understand the strengths and weakness of their case will be invaluable and may help them
make the right choice for them.
Advocates also need to remember that, in appealing a decision, the Review
Office can and may decide to look at the full scope of benefits being provided. This means that
in raising a low priority issue, it is possible that the WCB will elect to reconsider other more
important issues or benefits at the same time.
The Appeal Commission, on the other hand, can only decide on appeals of decisions made by
the Review Office, it cannot broaden the scope of an appeal.
Taking on a review or appeal often means having to find new information or new evidence or
arguments. The Appeal Commission can be a useful resource as it posts all of its past decisions
online at www.appeal.mb.ca/public-decisions.
This resource can help you learn what types of decision are appealed, which ones are often
successful, and how the commission understands and interprets evidence and arguments. All
posted decisions are formatted in the following way:
•
•
•
•

Preamble starting with what decision(s) is being appealed
The issue(s) involved in the claim
The decision of the Appeal Board
Background to the appeal that includes:
o Applicable legislation and policy
o The injured worker’s position
o The employer’s position
o Analysis of the appeal
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Unlike Appeal Commission decisions, decisions from the Review Office (internal appeal) are not
made public.
This chapter will review in detail the steps and information required to assist a worker to apply
for and win an internal review or external appeal. We will begin by reviewing the important
notion of “fair exercise of discretion” and then outline:
•
•

Common Issues in WCB Decisions that are Appealed
WCB Decisions that are Frequently Appealed

1. FAIR EXERCISE OF DISCRETION
A “fair exercise of discretion” is the term applied to situations where the decision-maker had
a choice between two or more courses of action and the injured worker disagrees with the
course that was taken. In many cases, there is conflicting evidence or varied interpretations of
the same evidence, which results in differing perspectives of the same circumstance. Similarly,
there can be differing interpretations of the legislation or WCB policy. Although differing
interpretations may be justified, the review and appeal process give injured workers and
advocates a forum to argue why the worker’s position is the more reasonable interpretation of
the available evidence. A fair exercise in discretion incorporates two main ideas that must be
considered by WCB decision makers: Balance of Probabilities and Causation.
“Balance of probabilities” [Decision Making Policy 22.00] simply means that the evidence is
assessed for what is most likely, most probable, or what is more likely to be true than not true. It
is a lesser degree of certainty than the more commonly known "beyond a reasonable doubt"
standard of criminal proceedings. Decision makers must assess each piece of evidence to
determine its relevance, credibility, and reliability. Decision makers may attach different weight
to individual pieces of evidence, so when the evidence is conflicting, decision makers must
determine whether the evidence as a whole weighs more heavily toward one possibility than
another possibility. In cases where the evidence is balanced, the decision maker must either
find more information or reassess the quality and credibility of the evidence and "re-weigh" it.
WCB decision makers also need to apply “standards of causation” [Decision Making Policy
22.00] where the connection between an activity (or exposure) and its effects needs to be
determined. This is necessary in claims related to decisions where there are multiple potential
contributing causes to an injury or illness, which complicates the critical question of whether the
injury is work-related. The standard the WCB uses in most cases is known as the "but for”
test. In deciding entitlement to compensation, the WCB decision maker must be satisfied that a
worker's injury would not have occurred “but for” employment-related factors. There may be
several factors (some work-related and some not) that act in combination to cause an injury.
The "but for" test means that work activities or exposures must have been necessary for the
worker's injury to have occurred. Work does not have to be the only factor, or even the primary
one, for the test to be met, but work must be a necessary factor.
When making a decision the WCB must be compliant to legislation and regulation, consistent in
its interpretation of its own policy and must provide a fair exercise of discretion. However, it is
important to remember that the WCB makes decisions on a case-by-case basis and their
decisions are not bound by precedence (this is discussed more in Chapter 11).
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2. COMMON ISSUES IN WCB DECISIONS THAT ARE APPEALED
When beginning a review or appeal it’s important to identify the problem with the decision being
appealed. This is important as it helps the injured worker and advocate focus on gathering the
needed evidence to overturn the decision. Are the issues facing the review factual, are they
expressly medical in nature, are they in conflict with legislation or policy, or are there other legal
issues that need to be considered outside of the compensation system?

A) Factual Issues
If the worker and the WCB disagree on what happened, it is up to you to find evidence to
convince the WCB that its interpretation of what happened is not correct, or at least, less likely
to be true.
You should go over the worker’s statement and the WCB’s decision. You should ask to be
allowed to see the worksite and take pictures of it.
The best evidence regarding the facts comes from witnesses to what happened. Make every
effort to get all the witnesses interviewed. If the WCB does not interview all the witnesses,
attempt to get written statements from them to add to the review/appeal.

B) Medical Issues
If the issue is a medical one, you will need to involve a physician (or sometimes a specialist,
particularly when there may be differencing medical opinions) and have them clearly articulate
what the injured worker is experiencing medically. Without this evidence, the WCB may
conclude that the worker has had “adequate time” to recover from the injury and is no longer
eligible for benefits. Keep in mind that the MFL Occupational Health Centre can provide medical
assessments for an injured worker and does so at no cost to the worker. In requesting any
medical assessment, always provide as much information as possible about the injured worker’s
duties and work environment so that these can be taken into consideration by the physician in
preparing their report.
In cases where a WCB healthcare consultant has a differing medical opinion to that of the
worker’s own physician, advocates can consider requesting a Medical Review Panel (MPR) to
make a final medical determination. However, as mentioned previously, MRPs can be difficult to
organize and take a long time to work through – in practice, they are rarely used because they
take so long. (See Chapter 2 for more info on MRPs.)
A Note on Objective & Subjective Evidence:
Claim reviews/appeals are often won or lost on the basis of the evidence provided. The WCB
will most often rely on the evidence provided by their own health care consultants, whereas
advocates have more options on how and where to find their evidence. There are two (2) types
of effective evidence an advocate can use: objective and subjective:
Objective evidence is generally evidence that comes from medical professionals, such as
documented findings from clinical examination of an injured worker, or results from medical
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tests or scans like MRIs, CAT scans, x-rays, blood work, etc. This type of evidence is very
persuasive and weighted heavily by the Review Office and Appeal Commission.
As an advocate you should read medical reports carefully and in full. Just because a doctor
provides a report that states that no disability was detected does not mean there is no disability.
It simply means that the doctor could not identify one. In fact, it may not be possible for any
doctor to detect an identifiable cause of a disability, but that does not mean that one does not
exist.
Example:
Often a doctor may put restrictions on what workers should be doing when they return to
work. If these restrictions mean that the worker suffers a loss in income, the worker may
receive compensation. There may be a conflict if the WCB’s doctor and the worker’s
doctor do not agree on the restrictions.
In seeking the medical evidence to make your case, you should examine:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The treating doctor’s reports, emergency room records or hospital admission
records
Any scans or tests (ex. X-ray, blood test, MRI)
Specialist reports
Chiropractor’s records
Employer first aid records
Applications for sickness and accident benefits under private insurance
policies

In all likelihood the worker’s doctor will bill the worker for a report that they prepare for the WCB.
When the appeal is over the worker should request that the WCB reimburse the worker for the
cost of the medical report. Under Section 20 of the Act, the worker can request repayment of the
cost of medical reports they use in their appeal.
Subjective evidence is evidence that is based on the injured worker’s testimony and
experience. The injured worker is often the best witness in an appeal, and their experience of
the “accident” and the subsequent injury provides valuable insight for commissioners. When a
worker tells their doctor that they are feeling pain or having headaches, the worker is giving
subjective information. There are no tests the doctor can run to prove that the worker is or is not
feeling headaches or pain or to assess the severity, but this type of information can show the
and way the injured worker relates to their experience and can influence commissioners in ways
that words in a report or test results may not be able to.
Objective and subjective evidence are both credible and accepted forms of evidence.

C) Improper Application of WCB Legislation, Regulation and Policy
The WCB Act, regulations and policy are the rules that the WCB must follow in managing
Manitoba’s compensation system – all are available online. However, it may be the case that
either a piece of legislation, regulation or policy has been improperly applied or has been
ignored in a worker’s injury claim, in which the worker has the right to appeal.
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Where the WCB has an option of providing or not providing a benefit (i.e., where the WCB has
“discretion”), it must demonstrate the justness of a decision to withhold a benefit or service.
Learning to understand and interpret The Act, regulations and policies can be complex – be
sure to use other experts and staff with compensation skills to help you get a clear
understanding.
The WCB’s Health Care department also has a set of “Position Statements” that are not
technically WCB policy but are often relied upon by WCB health care consultants when
providing their opinions. These are important documents that are not readily available but can
be requested from the WCB if they have been used in a worker’s claim (Chapter 3).

3. WCB DECISIONS THAT ARE FREQUENTLY APPEALED
There are several types of WCB decisions/situations that are commonly appealed (often with
successful results) – these include:

A) Claim is Denied
When a claim is denied, it is often because the worker was not able to show the WCB that their
claim answered the five (5) adjudication questions explained in Chapter 5. These questions
provide the basis for WCB initial approval of a claim, and if one or more of them is not answered
to WCB’s satisfaction a claim may be denied. To recap Chapter 5, these questions included:
•
•
•
•
•

Was the person injured a “worker”?
Was the worker working in an industry covered by the WCB?
Was the worker injured?
Did the injury result from an “accident”?
Did the injury arise “out of and in the course of employment”?

Two (2) of the most common reasons for claim denial are:
The claim evidence does not confirm the occurrence of a workplace “accident.”
The “accident” was determined not to be a compensable “accident” as defined by
WCB legislation.

i.
ii.

It’s important to remember that the WCB definition of “accident” is quite technical and that
meeting the criteria of “accident” may mean workers and advocates may need to provide a
number of different pieces of evidence in their review or appeal.
No Evidence of Workplace “Accident”

i.

Reporting all accidents is so important because if the WCB concludes that a worker is not acting
the way an injured person normally behaves they can assume that the worker was probably not
injured on the job. This can happen when:
•
•

The worker did not report the “accident” when it happened.
The worker did not seek medical attention at the time of the “accident.”
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•
•
•

The symptoms did not appear right away.
The worker continued to work and did not complain of pain following their “accident.”
The WCB believes the injury is the result of a pre-existing condition.

You can see why it is so important for workers to report any and all “accidents” as soon
as they happen and to seek medical attention immediately. A worker who does not report
an injury can experience severe difficulty in accessing WCB benefits.
What can an advocate do?
The WCB may have reached its decision without having all the information before it. You should
try to determine if there is anyone who can give evidence showing that the worker had a
workplace “accident.” Was there a witness? Did the worker describe the “accident” to someone?
Was there someone the worker complained to? Did the worker take a morning off work because
they were in pain and/or to seek medical attention?
In particular, did the worker have a good reason for not reporting the “accident”? Were they
pressured not to report by their employer? Find out the answer to these questions:
•
•
•

Was the worker worried about getting in trouble with their employer?
Was the worker unfamiliar with the WCB system and how reporting works?
Does the worker have trouble communicating?

One of the best pieces of evidence would be a statement from the worker’s doctor saying the
worker’s injury was, on a balance of probabilities, caused by the type of workplace “accident”
that the worker claims took place.
If the employer and or the WCB are claiming that the worker’s “accident” took place outside of
work, they are required to have evidence in support of their allegation. It is not enough for either
party to suggest possibilities without any evidence to show those activities occurred, and that
those activities caused the injury. If the employer claims the worker was injured off the job, ask
the employer to state exactly what was supposed to have happened to the worker.
The “Accident” was Not a Compensable “Accident”

ii.

WCB may argue that the accident did not “arise in and out of the course of employment.”
What can an advocate do?
The WCB must provide written reasons explaining why it believes a worker’s “accident” was not
compensable. Your task will be to gather evidence and form arguments that demonstrate that
the injury did arise “in and out of the course of employment” (see definition provided in Chapter
6).
In trying to demonstrate that an injury is work-related, an advocate may provide:
•

A complete description of the worker’s job, including things such as what the worker
did, how often the worker repeated the same movement, and how heavy materials
were.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

A listing of the materials the worker worked with, and the health hazards connected
to those materials.
When the symptoms appeared.
Whether the symptoms were less severe when the worker was away from work.
Whether the worker had this problem before starting work.
Whether the worker had spoken to co-workers about the problem and said they
thought the problem was work related.
Whether there had been a recent change in the worker’s job.

One of the most important pieces of evidence will be the worker’s medical report. It is
important to provide the doctor with a full description of the worker’s job, tools and equipment,
and the products and chemicals to which the worker was exposed. To do this you may want to
provide to the doctor and to the WCB pictures of the worker’s workstation and work environment
along with a detailed description.

B) Benefits Are Not the Correct Amount
Decisions resulting in miscalculation of wage loss benefits can occur when:
•
•
•
•

The employer does not provide correct information.
The worker does not report accurate income information.
The WCB does not properly interpret the information.
Errors are made concerning the amount of time the worker worked prior to the accident.

As an advocate, you are primarily concerned with errors that can lower the WCB’s estimate of
the worker’s pre-injury income since the worker’s benefits are calculated to be a percentage of
that income. Some common errors take place when the employer does not provide the WCB
with information on:
• Tips and gratuities
• Piece rate bonuses
• Profit-sharing plans
• Over-time
• Commission income
• Shift differentials
• Concurrent employment
• Extended hours
Other periods of reduced or no earnings (while on a prior WCB claim, medical leave,
etc.) that artificially lower the worker’s pre-accident income.
What can an advocate do?
If you and the worker believe that the worker should be receiving more in wage loss benefits,
you must review the financial information provided by the WCB and determine if there are
grounds for re-calculation.
Arguments for increased benefits can also be made if the worker can demonstrate that their
previous year’s earnings were unusually low (this is referred to as an “anomaly”) or if the
worker had just started a new, secure job that paid more than the worker’s previous job. This is
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called an argument based on “prospective earnings” covered in the Prospective Earning
Apprenticeship and Youthful Workers [Policy 44.80.30.30]. However, this policy only covers
those in official apprenticeship programs and youthful workers under the age 28.
The MFL has been advocating for an expansion of this policy to include all those who are
engaged in study or training no matter program or age, these have been highlighted in the
MFL’s 2017 WCB Legislative Review Committee Submission and our 2019 Health and Safety
Report Card.

C) Benefits and Services are Reduced or Terminated
Benefits and services are reduced or terminated by the WCB for the following reasons:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
i.

Presumed recovery from injury
Partial recovery from injury
Failure to mitigate consequences of injury
Conflicts regarding return to work
Denial of Medical Aid
Issues regarding Vocational Rehabilitation (VR)
Presumed Recovery from Injury

Sometimes the WCB reduced wage loss benefits because it presumes that the worker has
recovered from their compensable injury and is not suffering a loss of earning capacity because
of the that injury, when that is not in fact the case (i.e., the worker is still injured and continues to
have reduced earning capacity). Often, this type of decision is based on the opinion of a WCB
health care consultant that the worker’s recovery has been prolonged beyond the period of time
expected for the nature of injury sustained, or that ongoing symptoms cannot be medically
accounted for in relation to the accepted diagnosis. When the worker is considered by the WCB
to have recovered from their compensable injury, benefits are terminated.
The WCB may determine that the worker had a pre-existing condition that was made worse by
the “accident” but has now returned to pre-accident status. The WCB may determine that any
existing problem is no worse than what the worker experienced before the “accident.” In the
WCB’s view, the injury aggravated a pre-existing condition, but that condition has now “returned
to pre-injury level.”
What can an advocate do?
The worker may not agree with the WCB. As an advocate you should look for medical evidence
from the worker’s doctor or specialist to demonstrate that the worker is not recovered and
unable to return to work to perform their pre-accident duties.
Check the file it to make sure that the WCB has correctly interpreted the medical evidence and
determine if the WCB doctors have properly understood the facts. Write to the worker’s
doctor(s) to obtain further evidence as to whether an ongoing disability exists. Section 20 (b)
In the case of a pre-existing condition medical evidence is required which states that the
worker’s current condition is worse than it was before the workplace injury. This evidence is best
if it comes from the treating doctor or a specialist.
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It may make sense to have the worker undergo a Functional Capacity Evaluation and to have
someone conduct a Physical Demand Analysis of the job. The Functional Capacity Evaluations
can be done by contacting PAR (Prevention, Assessment and Rehabilitation) Health Services
(204-787-1048) at the Health Sciences Centre. Physical Demand Analysis can be done by an
ergonomist (for example, at the MFL Occupational Health Centre). With this sort of information
one can begin to determine whether a worker can do a job or not.
ii.

Partial Recovery from Injury

The WCB may conclude that the worker is no longer totally disabled and is able to return to
work on a modified basis, with appropriate accommodations. The employer has a duty to
accommodate injured workers to the point of undue hardship (Chapter 6). At this point the
employer should be identifying suitable duties, if available, that are within the worker’s medical
restrictions, skills, and abilities. These duties may involve graduated return to work plans,
alternate duties, or modified duties of the worker existing position. If the worker does not return
to suitable modified or alternate work, the WCB has the right to terminate benefits.
What can an advocate do?
If the worker does not believe that they are ready to return to work safely, or that the modified
duties being offered by their employer are not safe/appropriate, there are several strategies that
can be used.
•
•
•

One strategy would be to contact WCB’s Return to Work program to help facilitate with
the employer a sustainable and appropriate return to work program with modified duties
that fully reflects the nine WCB return to work principles.
Another could be to argue that the worker is totally disabled. This is best done with
medical evidence from the worker’s doctor or a specialist.
Lastly the worker can agree that they are partially disabled and willing to take any job
that is within the medical restrictions agreed to by the WCB. If the worker turns down a
job that the WCB thinks is suitable for a person with the worker’s disability, the worker’s
wage loss benefits can be reduced or ended. In appealing this decision medical
evidence about the worker’s condition and the job demands need to be clearly outlined
to the WCB.

The worker should provide their doctor with very clear information about the duties and physical
requirements of the job that is being offered. It is essential that the doctor have a good
understanding of the job and the worker’s capabilities. The doctor cannot offer an educated
opinion on these issues without undertaking this sort of analysis.
For example, you may want information that outlines specific work restrictions on items such as:
• Standing
• Climbing

• Sitting
• Repetitive motion

• Bending
• Overhead work

• Lifting
• Hours of work

Ask the doctor to compare these to the job requirements. A report from a doctor saying the
worker is available for light or modified duties is not sufficient. The doctor should explain why
the job is physically unsuitable for the person, based on their physical restrictions and medical
status. The doctor should outline the restrictions applying to a return to work.
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iii.

Failure to Co-operate or Mitigate

The worker is expected to take action to mitigate the consequences of an injury — this means
the worker must work with the WCB to lessen the impact of the injury. Examples of failure to
mitigate include:
•
•
•
•

Refusing medical treatment deemed necessary by the WCB
Undergoing unauthorized medical treatment
Continuing inappropriate behaviour such as engaging in activities that go beyond the
medical restrictions on the worker
Failing to cooperate with a vocational rehabilitation plan

If these events take place, the WCB is likely to reduce the benefits and could terminate them
altogether.
What can an advocate do?
As the worker’s advocate you should caution them against failing to cooperate and mitigate the
consequence of an injury [Section 22].
However, as an advocate you are not there to enforce the WCB’s rules. The worker may have
just reason for not wanting to undergo the medical treatment the WCB recommends or to wish
to undergo other treatment. The role of the advocate is to put together the best case to
represent the worker’s view. In this case, the best evidence is likely to be the evidence of the
worker’s doctor or detailed evidence on the activities that the WCB views as being
inappropriate.
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Cooperation and Mitigation in Recovery [Policy 44.10.30.60]
If the WCB concludes that a worker is not cooperating with a medical or vocational
rehabilitation program, the worker could have their benefits reduced. Cooperation may
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Being available for programs the WCB believes will help get the worker back
on the job.
Undergoing medical and rehabilitation treatment.
Working with the Vocational Rehabilitation counsellor.
Maintaining a job search for suitable work.
Attending vocational rehabilitation assessments.
Being available for — and accepting — part-time and full-time modified
employment.

There may be times when the WCB believes the worker should be doing one thing while
the worker — for very good reasons — believes they should be doing something else.
The worker may be relying on the advice of their physician that they should not return to
work. An advocate can try to convince the rehabilitation counsellor and the adjudicator of
the soundness of the worker’s views. However, the worker is running the risk of having
benefits terminated. Make sure the worker puts their reasons for not cooperating in
writing. This will improve the chances of winning a reconsideration/appeal.

iv.

Conflicts Regarding the Timing of Returning to Work

Sometimes both the worker and the WCB agree that the worker has recovered and is ready to
go back to work, but there is dispute as to when the worker recovered. The WCB may claim that
the worker did not return to work as quickly as was expected.
What can an advocate do?
The best evidence on the worker’s behalf in this kind of situation is evidence that shows:
•
•
v.

That the WCB or the doctor did not provide the worker with the date that the worker
was expected to return to work.
Why the worker was not able to return to work until a specified date.
Denial of Medical Aid

Medical Aid includes a number of treatments for injured workers including prescriptions,
physiotherapy treatment, travel expenses for medical appointments and surgery to name but
some of the most common. When medical aid supports are reduced or terminated it is often
because the WCB believes that either the treatment is not medically necessary, or they are not
seeing the expected results from that treatment.
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What can an advocate do?
When medical aid supports [Section 27] are denied it is easiest to seek out either prescriptions
or written explanations from treating physicians as to why these treatments are necessary.
Advocates should also be aware that up until 2022 Medical Aid was, at times, restricted by the
WCB in difficult cases where only relief was possible but where the injured worker could not be
“cured” or recover fully (i.e., the WCB, at times, required that medical aid provide both “relief”
and a “cure” in order to be approved). With new amended legislation The Act has been
strengthened to include medical aid supports that “cure and / or provides relief,” making medical
aid more accessible in more cases.
vi.

Vocational Rehabilitation Program (VR)

The WCB is not obliged to provide vocational rehabilitation [Medical Services, Section 27(20)].
These services are only provided if the worker meets certain WCB criteria. Although vocational
rehabilitation (VR) is considered “medical aid” under The Act, it is covered by different policies,
which outline distinct eligibility criteria. In essence, the WCB will support VR when an injured
worker has a long-term loss of earning capacity, most commonly when they are unable to return
to their pre-accident employment and their employer is unable to accommodate permanent
restrictions.
An injured worker may appeal a WCB decision:
•
•
•

When the WCB has decided to not provide VR
When the worker believes the VR plan is inappropriate or dangerous to their
ongoing health
If WCB deems the VR program complete and begins to reduce needed benefits

What can an advocate do?
The WCB can decide that VR is not necessary for a worker to return to work. This occurs often
in cases where the worker can return to work with the same in employer. In this case it is
important to remind the Appeal Commission of any permanent restrictions the worker has
suffered and ensure that that a detailed proposal for VR is developed that answers the following
questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much will a VR program cost?
How long will it run?
What are the chances of getting a job?
What are the worker’s chances of completing the program?
When does the course start and where is it held?
Will the worker likely be accepted into the program?
Is there a teacher who will vouch for the worker’s suitability for the program?

It is also important to show the panel that the worker can finish the training and do a new job.
The WCB will not train a worker for a job it does not believe the worker will be physically
capable of performing.
If the worker is already engaged in a VR program but feels that the goals of the program are
inappropriate, it is possible to argue this at an appeal using the same strategy as above. In this
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case the WCB will also have to answer these same questions about the plan it is proposing. It is
also important to remember that while appealing a decision regarding rehabilitation, the worker
should participate in the program that WCB is recommending.
Lastly, if the WCB determines that VR has been completed and begins to reduce other benefits,
you may need to show why the benefits are still needed, which may include further medical
reports, and some analysis on whether there is still a local job market for their new skills.
It is important to act on VR issues as quickly as possible as it becomes more difficult to
convince the appeal commission to take on the cost of VR if it has been decided that a worker
should follow a different rehabilitation path.
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Chapter 12: Written Appeal Submission
Many of the arguments an advocate makes will be done in writing. Whether it is through e-mails,
letters and correspondence, or through the formal act of writing a review or appeal submission,
written documents will be necessary to track your argument and establish your position.
Remember that an Internal Review by the Review Office must be made in writing and that the
Appeal Commission does not have to hold in-person hearings. In many cases it will simply
review the worker’s file and the worker’s written submission. Even when there is going to be
an oral hearing, you will want to make a written submission to support your case.
In other words, written presentations are perhaps the most important type of appeal.
This chapter outlines the steps involved with preparing a written appeal and provides an outline
you may wish to follow. It is divided into two sections.
•
•

Preparing to write an appeal
Outline of a written appeal submission

1. PREPARING TO WRITE AN APPEAL
Before you begin writing you must review the following issues:
•
•
•

Factual evidence
Medical evidence
Policies and legislation

What you are doing at this point is applying and organizing the evidence that you should have
gathered by going through the process described in Chapter 9. Bear in mind, most review and
appeal strategies follow one of three basic arguments. You will likely be arguing that either:
•
•
•

The decision was wrong from the beginning,
New evidence has come to light which presents the worker’s case in a stronger light, or
The law or policy was not properly applied.

Factual Evidence: Does the WCB have all the facts? Did it make its decision without knowing
an important piece of information?
Medical Evidence: Did the WCB medical advisors have the complete and correct information?
(This could include examinations, tests, and information about work duties.) Did the worker’s
doctors have the correct and complete information? Did the adjudicator misinterpret the
information provided by the medical advisers, the worker’s doctors, and the Medical Review
Panel Report?
Policies and Legislation: Were the laws and policies properly applied?
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Next you must think about how you are going to deal with these issues in your submission.
•
•
•

You will need to select the evidence you want to use;
Respond to the WCB’s questions of evidence; and
Respond to the WCB’s interpretation or application of policy.

Selecting the Evidence
There is no need to bury the Review Office or Appeal Commission in medical reports or articles
that all make the same point. Pick the ones that make the argument in the clearest most
authoritative manner. You are not required to submit articles or medical reports that do not
support your case.
Ask yourself the following questions:
What facts to I need to show?
What evidence is there in the file that supports my case?
What evidence can the worker provide that supports the case?
What other evidence can I bring to this hearing?
What are the weak spots in the case?
Responding to Questions of Evidence
Review the new evidence you have discovered or explain how you believe the WCB has
misinterpreted the existing evidence.
You have to be able to explain why the decision was wrong - in other words, show where
someone made a wrong decision and show why the decision you are putting forward is correct.
You must show why the view of the worker’s doctor should be given more weight than the
medical advice being given by WCB medical advisors.
Then you should consider how you will discuss this evidence, bearing in mind the rules
regarding:
•
•
•

Weight of evidence
Burden of proof
Standard of proof (balance of probabilities)

These concepts are all discussed in Chapter 7 of this guide and are discussed in [Decision
Making Policy 22.00].
Responding to the WCB’s Interpretation or Application of Policy
After reviewing the policies and legislation, you must decide if it is possible to argue that the
WCB has ignored or improperly applied The Act or the WCB’s own policies. You must develop
an argument that your interpretation of The Act and policy is more fair and reasonable.
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You must make sure to base your argument on:
•
•
•

The wording of the policy or legislation,
Policy/legislation history, and/or
Previous decisions made by the Internal Review Office or the Appeal Commission. The
Appeal Commission now places all of its decisions online and they can be used as
reference prior to presenting an appeal (https://www.appeal.mb.ca/public-decisions).

While WCB must follow its own policies, unless they are in conflict with The Act, it is not bound
to follow its own guidelines and directives. In other words, you may wish to argue that in this
particular case it is fair and reasonable for WCB to ignore its own guidelines and directives.
Also, just because The Act may be silent on an issue does not mean that the WCB can do what
it likes. It is possible to argue that the WCB is not taking a position that is fair and reasonable or
that it is not taking into consideration the balance of probabilities.
It is also important to realize that examples that are listed in WCB’s policy document are
examples: if the WCB lists four examples of psychological injury that does not mean that those
are the only types of psychological injury the WCB can compensate.

2. OUTLINE OF A WRITTEN APPEAL SUBMISSION
The main sections of a written submission should include:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Issue
Background
Argument
Remedy

The issue, the argument and remedy should all be linked to each other. In other words, your
arguments should address the issue and should lead logically to the remedy that you are asking
for.
Introduction
This should indicate who the worker is and what their claim number is. This is best done by
making the opening line simply read:
Example
“This Internal Review (or Appeal) submission is on behalf of _____________WCB claim
number _____________.”
The introduction should also state who you are and your relation to the worker.
Example
“This submission has been compiled by: _____________________
advocate for Mr./Ms.________.”

acting as WCB
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Finally, it should outline the decision you are appealing and give the decision’s date.
Example
“This submission is in regard to the decision of (date) where___________________.”
Issue
This should be a simple question that can be answered with a yes or no.
Example
Is the worker entitled to wage loss benefits?
Did the WCB err in its interpretation of its wage loss policy?
Should the WCB convene a Medical Review Panel?
You should always give the dates from which the worker should receive benefits. If there is
more than one issue, you will have to decide if you are going to deal with them separately or
together.
Background
This section is optional. It can be used to give general background to the case and clarify
information that the WCB did not deal with in its decision or has misinterpreted.
Argument
This is the bulk of your submission. You must deal with the issue in a clear and straightforward
way, either showing the evidence that the WCB has missed or misinterpreted or presenting
arguments about how policy and legislation have not been properly applied. The argument
should work toward a conclusion that answers the question posed in the issue section. You
should quote evidence, policy and legislation (and give their appropriate names and numbers)
and present any additional evidence.
Remedy
You should give a clear, concise explanation of what you believe should be done and why it is
appropriate. Specify dates of time loss in question. Be specific about what is known and sought
with the appeal and add a general request for all other benefits available under The Act and
policies (in case the Review Office or Appeal Commission is aware of an additional remedy
owed to the worker).
There are cases where it may be appropriate to provide a range of remedies. This demonstrates
that the client is reasonable, and it does not limit Review Office or Appeal Commission.
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Chapter 13: Oral Appeal Hearings
Preparing for an oral hearing involves all of the same steps involved with preparing a written
appeal submission (Chapter 12) as well as getting a worker ready to tell their own story and
answer questions at a formal oral hearing. Oral appeal hearings are heard by a panel consisting
of three appeal commissioners [Section 60.2(1)]. The panel has one worker representative, one
employer representative and one public interest representative. 37 The public interest
representative serves as the Presiding Officer or Chairperson. The members of the panel all
participate in the hearing actively. They are not like courtroom judges who let the case unfold
before them. Instead, they ask questions throughout the process.
Make sure the injured worker and any witnesses know precisely when and where they are
supposed to be on the day of the hearing. Plan to arrive at least 15 or 20 minutes early with the
worker and the witnesses. This will allow them to ask any final questions or express any lastminute concerns, and give you a chance to reassure them about what is going to happen.
If the employer is opposing the appeal, someone representing the employer (possibly a lawyer
hired by the employer) will also attend. Usually you will know in advance if the employer is
participating because they will have requested access to the worker’s file prior to the hearing.
Occasionally the employer will just show-up on the hearing date without having given any prior
notice.
This chapter will review the main steps and considerations involved with preparing for an oral
appeal hearing, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tips for oral hearings
The Order of Proceedings
Raising preliminary objections
The role of evidence
Presenting your arguments
Preparing for witness questioning

37

The Manitoba Federation of Labour and the Manitoba Employers Council nominate candidates to be
appointed as worker and employer representatives respectively; the government makes all appointments
[Section 60.2(2)].
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1. TIPS FOR ORAL HEARINGS
While no two workers and no two appeals are ever exactly the same, there are five key tips to
keep in mind to help you make your case effectively and secure a win for the worker you are
representing:
i.

Keep Your Goals in Mind

Within the limits of honesty and integrity, the interests of the worker you represent are all that
you should care about. You are in this to try to win for the worker.
During the preparation of the case, you will know what facts you need to prove to win and what
evidence you have to prove your facts.
Hearings can be full of emotion, ego, surprises, insults, and frustrations. It is easy to forget
about why you are there. Do not get sidetracked. Even when obstacles, surprises and
annoyances spring up in a hearing, you should be thinking only about your final goal. Do not
argue with someone because that person has upset you but focus on their argument and make
sure that you are ready to raise objections if false information or inappropriate behavior arises.
Remember, if an opponent is being rude, obnoxious, and insulting, that person is likely
increasing your chances of winning. As long as they are not badgering your witness, let them
continue. If you are well prepared for your hearing, it will be much more difficult for you to be
distracted from your primary goal, which is to win.
ii. Advocacy is the Art of Persuasion
The basic feature of effective advocacy is that it is persuasive. Good advocacy comes down to
making it as easy as possible for the decision-maker to say “yes.” Since what persuades one
person may have the opposite effect on another, there is no single technique of advocacy that
will work on everyone every time.
Generally speaking, persuasive advocates appear to be calm, controlled, confident and
organized. They sound positive and optimistic. Their approach is thoughtful and analytical. They
are self-disciplined and prepared to work hard to present both the evidence and the issues in
the case.
It is important to recognize that almost any “rule” of advocacy can be broken if your case
demands it. Over time, you will find yourself developing the style of advocacy that reflects your
own strengths.
iii. Be Polite
Do not waste time and emotional energy treating the Appeal Commissioners as if they were the
enemy – they’re not! An Appeal Commission hearing is not an appropriate outlet to vent about
any mistreatment of the injured worker or more systemic problems with workers compensation.
Most Appeal Commissioners want to do their jobs well. For the most part, the hearing process is
worthy of your respect. Similarly, it’s important to be polite and respectful toward WCB staff,
even if you’re disappointed by their decisions or actions – being impolite or disrespectful can
hurt your credibility with the panel and blowback on the injured worker.
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iv. Stand Your Ground
Being polite, reasonable, and accommodating should never mean consenting to procedures that
undermine your case. There are times when good advocacy means that you are going to upset
the other side.
If an employer arrives at a hearing at the last moment, without having requested a copy of the
claim file, and wants an adjournment, be polite but argue against it. Put your arguments in terms
of respect for the process, but do not back down from making arguments you think are
necessary to get your case across.
If asked to cut your presentation short because time is running out, you are fully entitled to
decline. Remember in these circumstances to listen very carefully to what the decision-maker is
saying to you. The chances are that if a commissioner is pushing you to hurry up there is a
reason for it.
v. Make it Easy for the Decision Maker to Say Yes
Appeal Panels are bound by both The Workers Compensation Act (The Act) and WCB policies.
An argument that conflicts with The Act or policy will be extremely difficult for an Appeal Panel
to allow.
A well-presented case at the Appeal Commission level should be structured, orderly and based
on a good knowledge of WCB policy, as well as on the procedural rules.

2. ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS:
All oral hearings following a standard Order of Proceedings, or agenda for how the hearing will
unfold. The following section outlines the order of how the hearing will transpire:

i. The recorder brings participants into the room
A court reporter will conduct you to the hearing room, sort out the people in attendance and
make introductions. After greeting the various participants, the presiding officer will confirm who
is attending the hearing and in what capacity (for example, as an advocate, as an observer, as a
party or as a witness).

ii. The Presiding Officer welcomes both the worker and employer
The Presiding Officer will introduce the members of the appeal panel and provide a brief
explanation of the Appeal Commission’s mandate. The Presiding Officer will also briefly
describe the hearing process and ask if anyone has any questions before the hearing begins.
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iii. The issues under appeal will be confirmed with the worker
The Presiding Officer will outline the issue or issues being appealed and will expect the worker
to confirm them. The only issue or issues that the Appeal Panel can address are those which
have previously been dealt with the by the Review Office.
This is also the time where you or the employer would raise any preliminary objections, if you
have any. (See Section 3 below on Raising Objections)

iv. The Worker or their advocate presents the worker’s case to the panel
In cases where the worker is appealing, you will have the chance to present your case first and
the employer, if participating, will go second. In cases where it is the employer’s appeal, the
employer will go first, and you will go second.
This is your opportunity to present the injured worker’s position to the panel, present new
evidence (that had been submitted five (5) days prior), and have the injured worker tell the panel
what happened in their own words.
Worker advocates should:
•
•
•
•
•

Explain the injured worker’s view of the key issue(s).
Identify the injured worker’s position on those issues.
Introduce the evidence intended to back up the injured worker’s position.
Indicate whether the appeal will be referring to any WCB policies or other material.
Outline the remedy being asked for.

Writing out a statement may be helpful for the first couple of appeals. If this is done, try to work
on not reading the statement verbatim all the time so that you can practice meeting the eyes of
those on the panel, using your written notes as a guide.
You may want to write an outline, by topic, of your case. This may include some background
information, a statement of the issue in the appeal, a list of the significant evidence on file, a
summary of the arguments, and a copy of any new documents and any law or policy that will be
presented.
(See Section 5 below for more information on Presenting Your Argument, as well as Section 6
on Preparing for Witness Questioning).

v. The employer is allowed to comment on the claimant’s presentation and then
present their argument
This could be when cross examination by the employer of the worker may be allowed, however
this is very rare. The employer can ask clarification questions through the Chair, but the Chair
has the ability to refuse any question that is inappropriate.
During the employer’s presentation pay close attention so you can prepare yourself to deal with
the issues the employer may raise.
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vi. The panel members will then have the opportunity to ask questions
The members of the panel will take turns to ask their questions. The panel members will ask the
worker questions about their experience and their statements, whereas they will ask the
worker’s representative or the employer’s representative questions about their arguments or
application of legislation or policy. Often, panel members will ask both representatives the same
question.
If the worker is asked a question but responds in a way that does not fully answer the question,
you can offer your own comments to help explain, or ask the worker a follow-up question to
ensure their perspective is fully presented.
If a member of the panel asks the employer’s representative a question, but does not ask you
the same question, you can politely offer to add your perspective.
Provided that you are polite, but assertive, the panel members will welcome any insight that
helps them to understand the evidence that is being presented and discussed at the hearing.

vii. The employer will be allowed to make a closing statement
Listen closely to see if there is anything to which you wish to reply. In your closing statement,
you have an opportunity to respond to the employer’s position, address any issues that arose
during the panel’s questioning, as well as to emphasize your position.
You may find that the concerns you had during the employer’s presentation no longer needed to
be addressed after hearing the panel’s questions.
However, if the employer has made accusations or arguments that may appear harmful to your
case, you should take the opportunity to provide a response in your closing statement.
Likewise, if the employer has made comments that are helpful to your case, it is a great
opportunity to highlight those statements.

viii.

You will have an opportunity to respond to the employer’s presentation

In most appeals, the employer will rely on the WCB’s decision as the basis for their argument
against a worker’s claim. It’s unusual (though not unheard of) for employers to bring-up new
evidence or new arguments that you had not already prepared for. However, in listening to the
employer’s presentation, it is important to make note of any comments that hurt or support your
case. If the employer does provide new evidence which hurts the worker’s case, make sure to
address it. Also, if it is determined that you will be able to cross examine the employers
witness(s), this would be the time to do so.

ix. You will then be allowed to make a closing statement
Since you cannot really know what the evidence will be until you have heard all the testimony,
any planning you do for your closing argument should allow for flexibility. If you need a brief
recess to prepare your final argument after the last witness, do not hesitate to request a break.
Simply ask for five or ten minutes to consult with the injured worker before making your final
comments.
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It is important to reflect on your notes to ensure that you address everything that you want to
comment on before the opportunity is lost.
You can prepare an outline of the points you wish to highlight. This will enable you to think on
your feet, speak to the panel rather than to your notes, and to retain flexibility so that you can
deal with any unexpected turns that the evidence may have taken. Do not cling to an argument
that has been prepared in advance if the evidence does not support it.

x. The worker will then be offered the opportunity to make comments
Hopefully, by this time, all the points that are pertinent to the case will have been presented to
the panel. However, if the worker wishes to address certain points, the worker should do so. In
many cases, the worker may not have had the opportunity to be face-to-face with anyone
involved in their WCB claim, so if they feel the need to make a statement, they should be made
to be comfortable doing so. Many times, this opportunity gives the worker a genuine opportunity
to feel heard.

xi. The Presiding Officer will then advise the participants of the procedure that will
follow the hearing, and when the worker can expect to receive the panel’s
decision
A decision must be made within sixty (60) days of the completion of the hearing or in some
cases, the Appeal Commission will arrange for further evidence to be obtained before making a
final decision. You have a right to review and comment on this evidence before a decision is
made. In a relatively small number of cases, there may also be requests for post-hearing
submissions on legal arguments. Once the Appeal Commission receives all the requested
information written reasons will be made available to the parties to the appeal. The Appeal
Commission also sends a copy of the written decision to the WCB. The WCB is responsible for
implementing the decision.

3. RAISING PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS
Preliminary objections are objections raised at the beginning of the hearing and can be made by
either the worker or employer (or both). The following are some examples of preliminary
objections that could be raised prior to an opening statement:
Jurisdiction
On starting the hearing, the Chief Appeal Commissioner will state the issue(s) being appealed.
You may learn that you and the Commissioners do not agree on the issue(s). For example, they
may feel that one of the issues you want to deal with is not within their jurisdiction because it
was not previously dealt with by the Review Office (which would make it out of scope). If you
disagree and believe the issue was addressed by the Review Office, you should argue for it to
be included. If you cannot get agreement to proceed on all the issues you had hope to raise,
and if separating them will not harm your case, argue to proceed on those issues that the
Appeal Commission clearly does have jurisdiction over.
If there is no agreement on what issues to proceed on, there will likely be an adjournment.
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Conflict of Interest
A basic example of conflict of interest would be a situation where the worker recognizes an
Appeal Commissioner as someone who previously acted as a representative in the case or has
an ongoing interest in the affairs of the worker’s company or union. You should object if this is
the case. (Normally, Commissioners will decline to serve on a panel if they feel there may be a
conflict of interest.)
Witness/Observer Problems
If the status of people accompanying the employer is not clear, even after introductions, ask for
clarification. Until it is their turn to testify, all witnesses should be kept out of the room. Ask for
clarification if it is not clear who is representing the employer and who is handling various parts
of the hearing.
Interpretation Problems
Prior to the preliminary matters, determine if your client and witnesses can communicate
adequately with the assigned interpreter. If they cannot, find a substitute interpreter or request
an adjournment.
Order of Proceeding
The order of proceeding may need clarification if the employer is represented and has separate
issues from your own on appeal. The ground rules should be clear. Usually, the person who is
appealing the decision goes first.
Adjournment and Postponement Requests
Any requests for adjournment or postponement, or pre-hearing should be made at this point.

4. THE ROLE OF EVIDENCE
When presenting your case, the evidence you use to back up your argument should be clearly
connected to the issue of appeal because if the Commissioners need to settle disputes over
facts, they will use the evidence presented to decide which facts are most likely true. Legal
arguments and persuasion are much less important than the facts. The only way that facts are
proven is by evidence.
As an advocate your role is to provide the evidence that the Commissioners need to make a
finding on the facts that favours your worker. Never ask a commissioner to assume that
something is true, accept that something is true, or accept the unsubstantiated word of the
worker that something is true, if you cannot prove that it is true.
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What is Evidence?
Evidence includes anything you, or anyone else, uses at a hearing to help prove or disprove a
fact. Literally anything can be evidence. The testimony of a witness, the report of a doctor or
other expert, a job list kept by the worker, the contents of a WCB claim file, photographs, scale
drawings or tape-recordings are all common forms of evidence.
The role of the advocate at a hearing is to present evidence and arguments, not give evidence.
By presenting evidence you are simply introducing evidence either in the form of documents,
photographs, physical evidence, and witnesses (whom you ask questions) and offering an
explanation why it is relevant to the issue under appeal. Someone who is giving evidence
should be under oath and can be questioned by both the worker and the employer.
If the employer’s representative starts to give evidence instead of presenting evidence and
argument, you may request that the representative be sworn in as a witness.
Example
If an employer’s representative is a retired healthcare professional who offers a medical
opinion on the injury being discussed, they are then providing testimony and not
presenting evidence.
In the court system, and in some other types of hearings, formal rules exist as to what types of
documents and statements can be presented as evidence. These rules do not apply in WCB
appeal hearings. Keep in mind, however, that just because no complicated rules exist
concerning whether a particular item or statement will be accepted as evidence, some types of
evidence are more credible than others.
Direct Evidence
Direct evidence is preferred over indirect evidence. That is why what the injured worker
experienced will be of most interest to the panel (“I saw,” “I felt,” “I did this”) and will be
considered credible.
Indirect Evidence (Corroborating)
Indirect Evidence can be very important when used to confirm direct evidence. Indirect evidence
can include statements such as “They told me this happened” or “They told me the worker said
to them" from colleagues or other witnesses. However, the Appeal Commission will have a hard
time giving your argument full consideration if you a base your entire argument on this type of
evidence.
Documentary Evidence
Documentary evidence is any document you submit as evidence. Any reports should be
forwarded five (5) working days in advance of the hearing. If evidence is produced at the
hearing, its admissibility will first have to be decided by the panel. If the evidence is allowed, it
will then be marked as an exhibit. The employer is entitled to object and may argue that since
the material was not submitted in five days in advance (as normally required) it should not be
accepted.
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Job search lists, statements, or notes from co-workers, affidavits, business records,
photographs, video, and drawings can all be admitted as documentary evidence. If there is a
need for someone to testify regarding these documents, the best person to do so would be the
person who created the document (the need for this is extremely rare).
Doctors’ reports (also known as medical reports) are some of the most common documentary
evidence and are considered immensely credible to the panel. It is important to remember that
there is often a fee attached to having a doctor prepare a report and that when it is used in the
appeal you may ask the WCB to compensate the worker for the cost of the report after the
hearing. It has become very rare that a doctor should need to attend a hearing to present or
answer questions of a report. Again, if needed, a doctor will charge a fee for their attendance.
Often the report itself will be credible enough for the panel and if they need more information,
they may ask for it at the end of the hearing.
A Note about Harmful Evidence:
The commissioners will, at the time of the appeal, already possess a copy of the injured
worker’s file along with any reports you or the employer may have already submitted. If
evidence exists that is harmful to the worker’s case, it will be important for you to address it,
and, hopefully, discredit it. Do not ignore harmful evidence in a claim file or case
description, no matter how weak the evidence looks to you. Deal with the problem before
it is used against the worker.
Sometimes the WCB will have made notes of comments made by the worker that are harmful to
the worker’s case. Keep in mind that a worker’s comments noted in a claim file are unlikely to be
direct quotes from the worker. However, they will almost surely be treated as such unless you
can bring very good evidence to contradict what has been written in the worker’s file. If an
adjudicator’s comments in a claim file are contrary to what the worker says happened, try to find
evidence that backs up the worker’s version or explains why the file comments are different
from what the worker is stating.

5. PRESENTING YOUR ARGUMENT
An argument is a summation of the evidence, the facts, the law and policy as they relate to the
issues in dispute. The argument is directed toward persuading the Commission of a particular
conclusion (that the worker has the right to be compensated).
A successful argument usually has three (3) main components:
•
•
•

Referral to documents / evidence in the claim file
Referral to testimony
The worker representative’s explanation of why these facts substantiates and support
the contention that the claim should be allowed

Proceed with the argument as if you were telling a story. Start at the “accident” date, or the
worker’s testimony recounting the facts involved with the accident. Using your outline describe
how the testimony and evidence come together to substantiate your argument.
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To assist you in referring to documents in the WCB file, you should have tabbed and highlighted
the sections you are specifically going to refer to. It is important when you refer to a document
that you clearly explain the significance of the reference and how it applies to your argument.
Suggest any conclusions you think should be drawn from the evidence. If you are referring to a
text or an award, you should be careful not to make any misleading statements about the law by
being selective in the passages you read. Do not misstate the law. Again, it is important to
explain the significance of your reference and how it applies to your argument. Similar to a good
story, your strongest piece of evidence should be the climax of your argument. Use this piece of
evidence (usually medical) to hammer home your conclusion. You will have a theory about why
the appeal should be allowed and should not be denied.
All of your submissions and arguments should be aimed at having the Commissioners accept
your theory over the theory presented by the Review Office or by the employer on the appeal.
Pace your presentation so notes can be taken and use your voice effectively. The closing
statement should summarize your argument and conclusion. Do not restate your entire case. As
in the opening statement, include the remedy you are seeking.
Be firm if your argument is interrupted, but do not be obnoxious. If necessary, ask the
Commissioners to instruct people to stop interrupting you. Make eye contact with the
Commissioners so you can determine if they are paying attention. Try to sense what is of
concern to the Commissioners and deal with that. For this reason, you should welcome
Commissioners’ questions because these will give you a sense of what is going on in their
minds.
If you cannot immediately answer a question, indicate that you would like to consider it before
responding or state that you were going to reach the point in question at a later stage in your
argument, if this is the case. When you review the evidence, do not simply repeat everything
said by every witness or stated in every document in the WCB file. Relate the evidence given
and the significant WCB file documents to the issues. Do not misstate the evidence or
misinterpret the documents on file. Suggest any inferences or conclusions you think should
be drawn from the evidence.
In cases where there is a conflict in the evidence, give reasons why the evidence favourable to
the worker should be preferred. Finally, you may want to point out the demeanor of the
employer’s witnesses in comparison to your own if the former were evasive or argumentative in
giving their testimony. At the conclusion of your submissions, the Commissioners should believe
that your theory of why compensation should be paid is more reasonable than any other theory
about why compensation should be denied.
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6. PREPARING FOR WITNESS QUESTIONING
The Injured Worker as a Witness
During your presentation you will want to have the worker answer questions regarding their
“accident” so that the panel can hear directly form them, in their own words, about their
experience.
In most cases, the injured worker will be your main and only in-person witness. Remember the
worker’s testimony may be under oath. If an important factual issue is in dispute, try to find
evidence from someone else that backs up the worker’s statement.
Many workers are very nervous when they are being questioned. Most will relax if they feel that
they are handling the pressure well. Never show your frustration if the worker is nervous and is
not answering questions well.
When questioning the injured worker, plan your questions according to the chronological order
of events - this makes the story easier to understand and allows the worker to relate the story
more naturally. Decide on the key points you want the worker to make and plan your list of
questions accordingly. Never ask a question to which you do not know the answer. In
asking each question, make sure you use language that the worker will understand.
While bearing in mind that the Commissioners will become impatient with irrelevant questions,
you might start by asking the worker some general questions about the job that was being done
at the time of the “accident,” the worker’s general education or skills, and so on. Once you have
put the worker at ease, move to the more important questions.
Listening is important because it allows you to determine if all the evidence that you wanted to
get from asking a certain question of the witness has actually been obtained and obtained
clearly. If it has not, you can ask clarifying questions to improve upon the first answer given.
Without giving the impression that you are cutting off your own witness, remain in control of
where the questioning is going, and do not allow the witness to stray off topic and take the
conversation somewhere that you do not want it to go.
While you may not have to follow formal rules in questioning your own witnesses, there are
some general rules that you should follow for a better examination:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not interrupt the worker from providing an answer to a question that you asked
unless they are clearly going off track.
Be clear and concise.
Do not ask complicated questions or questions that contain more than one question.
Ask only one question at a time.
Do not ask your witness leading questions. In other words, do not ask questions that hint
or suggest the answer you want to hear.
Ask open questions that allow the worker to provide the details. Questions like “Where
did it hurt?” rather than “Did you also hurt your back when you fell on your shoulder?” or
“What advice did your doctor give you?” rather than “Did your doctor tell you to take
Analgesics and try bed rest when your back flared up again?”
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Answers to questions that are not leading questions will be much more spontaneous and likely
to be believed.
When switching topics in questioning, let the witness and the Commissioners know what you
are doing. Say, for example, “Would you take your mind back to the day after the “accident” –
what did you do?” or “Do you recall seeing Dr. R.U. Well in January 2018, a week after the
accident? What did the doctor tell you?”
Examples of questions for direct examination:
The following is a list of sample questions to help you prepare for questioning a worker. (Keep in
mind that some of the questions may not be appropriate depending on the issue on appeal. The
appeal panel reviews the file prior to the hearing. For this reason, it is not necessary to address
the entire case, just that portion of it which is at issue.)
Who is your employer?
How long have you worked for this employer?
What do you do for your employer?
Explain how the injury occurred? When did it happen?
Did you seek medical attention? Who did you see?
Explain the treatment you received?
Who is your family doctor, specialist, chiropractor, etc.?
Prior to your “accident,” did you ever have problems with your area of injury? Did you
ever lose time from work because of it?
Prior to your “accident,” did your pre-existing condition present any difficulties to
you? Did you ever lose time from work because of it?
Prior to your recurrence, did you seek ongoing medical attention? (First Aid station,
family doctor, specialist, physiotherapist, etc.)
Did you complain to a supervisor or coworkers of pain or difficulties? Did you take
any medication?
When did you stop working? Why did you stop?
Did your doctor suggest you return to work? When? Were any restrictions put in
place? How did these restrictions relate to your job?
What is your present condition?
Why do you feel that your injury is compensable (work-related)?
Preparing for Employer Witnesses
It is rare that an employer will provide their own witnesses to a hearing. Often, their position
rests on a WCB decision and the WCB documentation. However, in the rare case that an
employer provides a witness make a list of the points that they would be likely to agree with that
support your case. Be familiar with any earlier statements, which will be in the file, so that you
can point out any changes in their story. Is there anything that they could say that undercuts the
employer’s case or their own credibility? Have a general plan in mind for addressing evidence
that employer witnesses are likely to give.
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Other Witnesses
Witnesses to a worker’s “accident” are not essential for an appeal, but if they remember the
“accident” in the same way as the worker, they can be very helpful. Witnesses can help you tell
an injured worker’s story because they can give a third-party account of something they
witnessed, experienced, or have heard. Other than the injured worker themselves, the accounts
of the “accident” from co-worker(s) or the analysis from healthcare providers are the most
common statements that are used in an appeal. In the case of healthcare provider witnesses, if
they have provided a medical report, that would suffice and they would not necessarily be
expected to be questioned at a hearing, although this can be requested by the appeal panel.
The goal is to keep the statements from witnesses as objective and free from any allegation of
bias. However, if a witness has not been interviewed by the WCB, an advocate can ask them to
provide a statement, have the WCB to summon them, or have them to provide a written
statement.
The Appeal Commission can issue a summons to any witnesses they determine necessary. An
employer must allow a worker who has been summoned to miss work and attend the hearing. A
witness who has been summoned must attend — otherwise the witness can be fined (R279/91;
Section (l). These provisions are rarely used by advocates.
If you are considering using a summons to guarantee the attendance of a reluctant witness or a
witness who cannot get away from work without a summons, think about whether you really
want to examine a reluctant witness. A witness who is only there because you have forced them
to attend may not be a helpful witness.
Set up the Injured Worker to Succeed!
Oral appeal hearings can be more intimidating at the onset because they are in-person and
because you may have to face questions from either the employer’s side or the Appeal
Commissioners, but they are often the most effective way of getting an injured worker’s claim
heard as they have the ability to clarify positions and issues that could be missed or
misinterpreted in a written appeal. Being prepared will go a long way in easing any intimidation
you may feel around presenting an injured worker’s case orally.
Do not try to set up your worker like an actor to give perfect answers to rehearsed questions.
That will not be convincing. The most effective way to prepare an injured worker is to explain the
purpose of the hearing, the set-up in the room, the roles of the people there, the kinds of
questions you will be asking and what you hope to prove.
Do make sure the injured worker knows the purpose of the appeal. That way they will better
address the points important to the case. It will not be helpful for the worker to raise every
grievance they may have with the WCB.
Go over questions that you will ask the worker, and that you anticipate the members of the
Appeal Panel might ask. Listen to the worker’s answers, making sure that the questions you
asked are answered.
Remind the worker that answers should be kept short and direct. Inform the worker that if the
answer was not satisfactory, you may re-ask your question in a slightly different manner.
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Remind the worker to listen to you but to watch and speak to the panel members. They are the
people who must be convinced. If the witness recorded an event in a diary or notebook, it is
acceptable to bring the diary and refer to it to refresh memory at the hearing. Tell the worker
that it is all right to admit to forgetting the details of something that happened a long time ago. It
is better to admit to a bad memory than to be caught in making up a story.
Inform the worker that the usual procedure in a hearing is for the Appeal Commissioner to ask
claimants if there is anything further they would like to add. This opportunity should not be used
lightly; however, it may be the only opportunity that the worker has had to speak directly to
those making a decision on their claim and may allow them to feel heard.
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